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The October sun is hanging low in the western

:
and rare;
The thistle-down is floating uponihe misty air.

of

people,

spiritual

The harvest! Oh, the harvest! Let the reapers
work with might,
Nor pause, for swiftly cometh the winter and
the night.
But there's another harvest of precious, priceless grain,
In which the reapers gather an everlasting
gain.

Italy,

hear the Master calling to the fields so
:
hoary white,
of
winds
the
‘feel
and
ing
descend
sun
1 see the
night!

I

reaper,do not
thy hand,

so

ripe

harvest

the

But gather in
"land.

the

The

Rev.

whose

mis-

Greece,

' sionary and educator, died recently at the ad.

vanced uge of over niuety.
The Baptists in Sweden now number 20,000
a
enjoyed
Their churches have
members.
and
year,
past
the
during
revival
continuous
the Government is becoming more tolerant. to
them.

At the Universities of Berlin, Leipzig, and

Halle, there are missionary societies,
ing both students and professors.

includ-

The Presbyterian synod of New York has
decided, by a vote of 117 to 110, to become a
representative body.
a daily
held
Native Christians in Cairo
ent
excitem
the
all
during
prayer-meeting
and perils of the late war in Egypt.

The “Roman Catholics are making deter
"mined efforts to convert the people of Central Africa to their faith. Already mere than
fifty missionaries have. gone from Algeria to
the

and

Africa,

Equatorial

is

Pope

urging

A

greater efforts,

Prof. Park of Andover Tn a’ recent

instal-

lation sermon, devoted his discourse to"a de-

fence of the doctrine that those men who die
unrenewed and unpardoned will remain un-

renewed and unpardoned forever.

Dr. J.°J. Van Oosterzee, the distinguished

Dutch theologian, died recently at Wiesbaden.
His

most

celebrated

are

works

published

Life of Jesus, The Theology of the

a

New Tes-

tament, Christian Dogmatics and Practical
Thedlogy, and he was reading the proofs of a
new

work

in

defense

of Christianity

at the

While extremely liberal in

time of his death.

some of his views, he was

an

earnest

confes-.

the
sor of Jesus, and a warm supporter of
Dutch Branch of the Evangelical Alliance.
Mrs. Booth, wife and active coadjutor of the
Generalissimo of the Salvation Army, is, the

daughter of a lady of rank who was banished
from friends and home in early/life because

8he resolutely chose to marry a Methodist

preacher in preference to a inansf

lay-

wealth and

~ position who was a suitor for hpi hwnd. ~Atb

© the age of sixteen she dedicated herself whol1y to religious work, and since then, for nearly
twenty-five years, she has been speaking in

public three or four times weekly, and doing a

large share of the general executive business

of the Army,

3

Greece,

Palestine,

or

Africa

Indeed,

Finney,

them

assiduously

to meet

e faithful pastor will never find his
pastoral work
duties. Each
of the other;
pends chiefly

infringing upon his pulpit
is the aid and complement
and the success of one deon the success of the other.

There is no conflict.

itself

into

pends almost wholly

upon

seek the welfare

each

governor as follows: ¢ This man was
taken of the Jews apd would have been

killed of them, th#¥§-came with an army
‘and rescued him, having understood that
he was a Roman.”

Such was the

prestige

of

the

of

to

it.

He must

one,

singling

them eut,though never neglecting the rest,

80 bringing one after driother to Christ.

0-0-0
0-0

THE LESSON
BY

THE

REV.

e democratic

|

all

in

OHIO.

trivmphs

he

most sacred thing on earth is a

standards,

in straight

ran

missionary work

Rom-

lines,

by

a

routes

of maritime

and France, and northward to the border
of Scotland ; thence back through Germany, eastward by land to Constantinople
a

distance of 7,000" miles, The traveler
could measure his progress by the mile:
stones along these roads.
Rome
of
arm
ve
Thus the oppressi
tribes
petty
thousand
a
oblivion
into
swept
and states, annihilating their hostilities

sand opening them up to untdstifeted commerce and intercourse.

The

afforded the unlettered disciples access to
all surrounding nations.
Rome followed

God

travel. A journey might bave been made
upon Roman highways, interrupted only
by brief trips upon the sea, from Alexandria to Carthage, thence through Spain

and Antioch, and thence to Alexandria,

the gods.

and

intercourse, and offering the protection of
Roman law to all her citizens.
Thus

pavement, and still visible even in places

with

attach

universal empire, open to commerce

far from the metropolis, show to what
extent they were used. Five main lines
went out from Rome to the extremities of
the empire. These with their braaches,
running in whatever direction public
convenience required, were connected at
sea-ports

is to

universali-

ty of her political rule was preparing
for the universal spread of the kingdom

of Christ. The justice of her civil law
was educating the masses to appreciate
the justice of God's law, Over the paved

highways which Roman slaves and captives had built, ran the swift messengers
of Gospel truth into all lands. It was by

one of these that Paul entered Rome,
AvaAnd go it is in human history.
rice and ambition overreach themselves
and offer grand opportunities to the Gos-

in history

was

preparing

for the

——
~~

and there are but three now existing, one

of which i$ a weak and struggling, society. The total membership of the three
is not more than five hundred families,
and the congregations are surprisingly
small. While all other religions denominations in this city are growing and vigorous, Unitariapism stands still, if indeed
it does not lose ground. Way fis this P—
Examiner.

Whether

time w¥lhe should send forth his Son
to inaugurate the kingdom of grace.
hiJen
§

PERSONAL EFFORT.
PROF.

J. J. BUTLER,

D. D,

have.

iness or friends, to prevent him from
lowing Him who, without where to

cause of the change.

multitudes

————————

PRESS OPINIONS.

chief

of

te perance ple who'@ould not vote the
republican ticket hesitated to support a
third party as yet. They have believed
that the hope of temperance reform lies,
‘| after all, in the republican party, and
that after a Bull Run defeat it will
rally,
eommit itself to
prohibition,
and so succeed. Besides, the prohibition

A fault of much preaching is that it is movement has been far from satisfactory.
too general and abstract. The address is Last year, whether justly o6r not, the
to the mass without impressing individu- movement was suspected of having soe]
als. Hence applies the saying, ‘ What tarian endsin view. Besides, the nomis everybody's business is nobody's.” iflee f6© governor on the Prohibition
People reading admit truth in general ticket was a cider-mill “proprietor, and
and in theory, but the admission has no therefore objebtionable to every temperpractical effect. So the word soon be- ance society in the land. This year the
comes a dead letter and obsolete. For- ‘prohibition party lacked enthusiasm, posmulas and creeds abound with dogmas sibly because the democrats and republiwhich all admit, but no

one

applies.

If

dans both put the temperance issue in such

follay

his head, ‘‘ went about doing good” and
whoes early preachers ‘ went everywhere
preaching the gospel” ?

‘The prohibition vote. has fallen short of
the republican losses and the democratic
gains; and this is offered as evidence that
not

A gradual change of feeling about Mr.
Webster is taking place. Many
men,
while admitting his unsurpassed

abilities,

have believed him deficient in moral courage, and have been wont to think and say
that he betrayed the North in hope of
winning the Presidency. Some of these
now are coming to leel that they have
been unjust to him ; that there is too little
proof of such a crime on hi§ part; and
that the clearer light which time throws
back upon his career, the fyller understanding of some matters
Which then
were known but imperfectly, and the

‘calmer judgment of a period: free from

the passionate exciiements which turned
some of the coolest heads then living,
compel a heartier and a Zanes confidence
in his integrity. It is seen tha the course
ich

He was

accused

is {inconsistent

with the character and habits of the man.

—Congregationalist.

of

This Star Route delinquents, confounded

by the revelations of the Post-office Department under its present honest management, try to break the force of

the

whelming facts by declaring that
great reduction of expense is caused

over-

the
by

a reduction of the mileage of those routes.

the preacher falls into ruts in this way, a form as to render temperance men uncer- In this, however, as in all their prehe may be ever so instructive, orthodox tain what to do, and sp they did not vote tended defence, the facts have refuted
their charge. There were
76,924,867
und eloquent, yet accomplishes very little. at all. I am confident that the submission miles traveled during the fiscal year of
His congregation / will hardly’ hold its to the people of a constitutional amend1882, at a cost of $5,653.849, er 853,872
own, while another of nfuch less ability ‘ment ‘prohibiting the manufacture, iin- diore miles, and $1,767,650 less cost than
It was well for the treasury that
and repute will surpass him.
| portation and sale of intoxicating drinks, inthe 1880.
nest of corrupt schemers was broken
.One great element of success is person- would reveal a strength of temperance upas it was. Justice requires that they
al effort—adapting truth to the individual gentiment sufficient to account for recent shall sufter the penalty,too long delayed,of
their misdeeds.— Illus. Chris. Weekly.
heart and conscience~—making the hearer 8vents.
feel that it means him and applies to his
We are now all anxious as to what is
The lack of growth i# certainly an asJ-oase. The word becomes to hjme-sharp to be. Thereis a general ‘feeling that
tonishing fact.
Unitariantsm has Harvard
sword, dividing soul and épirit, and is a prohibition is the issue ig Ohio, and that
University, with all the power and pres'discerner of the thoughts and intents of the result'of the’ last campaign will for- tige that such an institution can confer; it
the heart. Says Dr. Storrs: * Have in| ward the reform. The temperance peo- has the g¢hjef pclae in Boston Society and
view individpal hearers in the congrega- ple will not compromise, and it is pretty Boston culture ; it has a great number of
adherents among men prominent in polittion, on whom you desire to make youg certain that the republican party in Ohio
ical life aud in business enterprises ;—but
impression, and with ‘whose needs you 18 a thing of the past, unless it shall ac- with learning, wealth and, social power
are mttees to whom, therefore, “your cept the situation, plant itselt squarely on all at its command it can make no con3]

fering for want of the sup ort
mission world absorb.

such a new

ie

Independent

seems to think there ave other reasons for

declining the appointment of Dr. Haygooni. The Publication Society will prob-

ably send

him

out.— Watch Tower.

We notice Aone of our valued-exchanges
(of course, we have

to the

no others)
‘am

following | purport:

article

(We

quote

‘

i

because he has

nerves,

TA

becfiuse

he will

break down unless he hasa little breathing
spell.
Has death nerves and a brain?
Does Satan get tired? One might just as
well say:
Death does not need to. eat or
to wear any clothes; therefore, etc.—National Baptist.
The sentiment of the

people

in respect

to divorce leads us to hope and believe that
they would now welcome a law forbidding
divorce save for the one cause, adultery.
Such a law, duly guarded as to the parties
that may come before the courts petitioning for divorce, with the further provision

authorizing the courts to decree separation
in certain Caseg.so as to prevent

‘ intoler-

able severity?
and provide for the children,
if any,
wedl meet all the just requirements
of the case and be heartily. welcomed. ‘It
would be a ground of greater confidence
and give

moro

Scriptural.

satisfaction

because

The Scriptures that

vorce for one

cause

only

that the husband and

do

it

allow

not

the wife

i

is

di-

require:

shall

live

together under all circumstances.
In certain cases, and those that destroy peace

and make the family life impossible, they
llow separation and living apart, but
ithout liberty of remarriage.
(See 1
ue law of New

into all the world,” for a ‘man called especially of God, and ordained to a work
of life, to allow a ‘house and home, bus-

4:

the temperance issue was

new nussion in a new country, while some
of their old missions in the’ East are suf-

rinthians vii:

:

er places where they are nearly useless. Is
it wise or according to the order, ‘“ Go ye

in which this question of temperance’ re-

But

state

churches already occupying the ground?
3. Are therenot churches without pastors which need supply even if unable or
unwilling to secure pastors?
.
4. ‘Are there not pastors who could be
aided 1n special efforts for revivals?
5. There are large portions of the
world entirely destitute of the gospel and
many destitute churches and fields where
ministers could be useful in the ministry
and support themselves as easily as in oth-

temper-

the

the

izedso as to reach and influence those not
under the influences of denominations and

alice people, growing out of the manner

form has hitherto been treated.

from

no churches, for such men to labor?
2. May not anotkLer church be organ-

of 40,000 votes siice the last eiec). Political philosophers are studious
of lhe vauses. One cause and another:
have been assigned as the revolution has

gust and discouragement among

were they called

brAvevthere
N0t places where there are

Whatever can be separated from religion true or not, there is a feeling that: the
and tanght in a strictly secular way can petitions of the people for reform have
be safely introduced into almost any so- not been squarely dealt with by the Tegciety however barbarous. But point the islature and the leaders of the republican
proposition in
arrows of truth at the religious follies of party. The republican
the'day, and some power,earthly or heav- the last campaign,to {az the liquor traflic,
enly,will be needed to offer the faithful involved too much a recognition of the
preacher protection. Greece gave toall the traffic, as a legitimate business, to be acceptable to the temperanee people. Proknown world a common medium of communication in the Greek language, which hibition is what they want and mean {b

and reduced tribes and kingdoms into one

crossing mountains and bridging rivers,
binding together the most remote cities,
and connecting them all with the capital.
The deep ruts worn in the hard ' basaltic

the

Rfin's re-

ligious belief; and one of the most delicate and dangerous experiments in all

missionaries,

What, then, can be the work

been viewed from different stand-points.

Roman

early

such preachers?

O. E. BAKER.

party

to

of mind necessary to the appreciation of
their life-work? - This can not be true
generally. Must we not conclude, then,
that the assumption that all ministerial
labor is to be performed™in pastoral relations, nnd that Without an election and
support in that rejation-a_minister is not
bound to preach the gospel i
6v
eb

a

FROM

and all the

they backsliddenin heart

This is the very genius of the Gospel.
Go to all, “and preach to every one. ‘Thus
has all its progress been made, conqueringiindividual hearts; and so must the
work go on until the multitudes of the
are subdued, and Christ is

not.called

and ordained upon condition that they
were called and supported as pastors?
Or does the call and ordination of a minister situply mean that he is a candidate for
election as pastor? Is itnot the common assumption that ministers are to preach providing they are called to pastorates, and
that the ministerial profession makes
candidates for that office? Unquestionably, a very large proportion of ability and
culture is with this large class, of ministers not in actual pastoral work. Are they
deceived in their jcall and calling? Are

ruled by this singleness of purpose. The
suceess of the Sabbath-school teacher de-

But when ‘the magis-

says, he was

taken theiméalling or

mE

Personal “labor ‘commends

covered that a band of forty men lay in
wait to slay him. Whereupon the chief
captain sent nearly five hundred soldiers
to protect him and wrote to Felix the

an courts of justice and Roman gods.
The most remote countries were bound to
Rome by. a diversity of interests, political and commercial. Rome conquered
and Romanized. Oue historian remarks
that ¢¢ the vast territory subject to Rome
was covered with a net-werk of magnificent roads; which

to de-

the. citadel
ci
of its

from memory, without pretending to verbal
labored more as| ‘‘ preachers” thau pass, accuracy) ‘‘ Ought ministers to have a
tors: Nearly,if not quite, one-half of all vacation during the summer? No; death
not take a vacation; Satan does not
those licensed or'ordained as ministers does
take a vacation; therefore the ministers
‘of the gospel in America, including such ought not to take a vacation.” The somen as Earle, Hammond and Moody, are called argument sounds well and forcible.
consider. Why does the minister
not pastors. Have all these men mus- But
take a vacation? Because he has a body,

He has one and another in

mind, and labors

Paul

baptize, . e., to do the duties of a pastor, but to preach the gospel. Luther,
Whitefield, Wesley, Nettleton,
Kuapp,

each ease.

‘We also remember that when Paul was nations
brought to trial at Jerusalem, it was dis- all.

Rome.

head.was

were to be seen Roman

INTELLIGENCE.

Dr. Hill,of Athens,

turbulence

pass, in the process of- years, that this
heterogeneous mass of heathen tribes and

SPY

: RELIGIOUS

of wild

in every .peoples were welded into one vast empire,
“
Everywhere

:

cast

protection which she ggwe her citizens.

must bow down to Roman sovereignty and
partially, at least, accept the laws and
customs of his conqueror. So it came to

in

.sickles

darkness,

begun

is

called of God {o preach the gospel to the

Like a tidal wave she swept away nanie in Palestine. Had Roman civiliza- ¢ One of the unaccountables which come
barrier after barrier to religious progress, tion
witgrits legal and military restraints about now and then,” says one. ‘¢ Repubuntil her empire reached the horizon of C8Ph
rfmoved, had it never overspread lican disgust with bossism,” says another.
the known world. Wherever she went, these different nations, whoever should Still another attributes it to the prohibi.
the unifying forces of her laws, customs have dared attack this religious belief, ‘tion movement,”
Well, all these may have conspired to
and religion destroyed that tribal, oo
would speedily have suffered death as the
ted condition which previously .exis
apenalty for his daring. Obly a divine work this strange result, but doubtless
Whether one lived in Spain, - France,
power could have protected him. The the chief cause lies in the feeling of dis-

Long, long has been the waiting, the labor and
the pain,
And now behold the harvest for which all
heaven is fain,

with

and

and-|

and

quest.

driven deep
has been
plougbshare
through earth’s stubborn soil,
And every age bas offered its blood, its tears
and toil.

God's

loiter

beaten

an-

of righteous-

and unbridled ambition, he would have
felt and seen how numerous and sirong
were those obstacles which opposed the
But
establishment of Christ's kingdom.
enemies
the
hand,
invisible
the
by
led on
of righteousness were themselves to
bridge the impassable rivers, “level the
hills and fill up the vaileys Before the
conquering heroes of the Gospel. Rome
from her central position in the peninsula of Italy rushed forth to universal con-

have been
Se

all

they “were

trates, who had wrongfully beaten them,
heard that they were Romans, they were
so térifed that they came themselves
and very humbly entreated the apostles
to depart. Such was the terror of the
Roman name in Macedonia and such the

ness. Could one have stood at Jerusalem
and have looked out over the heathen

the sun-

the summer,

and

shive and the rain,
If now the harvest perish, will
in vaio.

O

trates,

to the spread

principle

unifying

any

——

if pervaded with the spirit of Jove and

the jailor's house.

other

pige

True ministers of Christ are Christians

method.

possible; and then seeks to reach
individually.

before the magis-

verse from those

of every

£¢

* MINISTERS AND PASTORS.

the

cal institutions and religious belief so di-

The birds are southward flying to seek a sumworld, all hostile to Jewish thought
mer shore,
The days of song and blossoms, the summer
subdivided a thousand times into
days, are o'er,
1 tagonistic sections, a world of mental

But the seed-time

prejudices to

prison. They were miraculously delivered during the night and were lodged in

as to offer grave obstacles

in color rich

:hills are glowing

The wooded

the mellow

in

Jewish

cused by her masters

and petty tribe had a civil code and politi-

The yellow ripening cornfields
radiance lie.

this

CN :

PUD

a spirit of divination, they rebuked the ‘every form of Christian work. How
foul spirit and sent him out. - Being ac- much may the members do for each other,

Brotherly love rarely reached beyond the
family circle and sometimes found no
lodgement even there. Each great nation

BY MRS. V. G. RAMSEY.

hibition.

The successful pastor has no_ stereotyped
quick. While Rome crushed all that op- | round of service. He becomes intimately
posed her will asthe foot crushes the acquainted with his people—with the
worm, yet she extended to all the protec- special circumstances of each, so far as

neighbor and suspected the most distant.

sky;

prick

empire. The policy of unjustifiable, cru- tion'of her laws. If she persecuted, it
el conquest which she pursued resulted was usually (not until an impertal-edict
in removing a very great barrier to the had made it lawful. . Whatever was done,
progress of Christian truth.
= “|'was usually done under the form of law.
Three hundred years before Christ, Hence among semi-barbarops tribes a
Roman influence and rule were confined strong restraint was thrown over passion,
to the peninsula of Italy. No common
fetiering that fierce spirit which; in a
.
bondof civiltaw
or international sympathy moment of fury, executes its will regardbound the heathén itations into civil or re-1 less of law and right.
ir
:
ligious unity. [It was an age of isolation. ..When Paul and Silas came to Philippi,
Each tribe looked askance at its nearest being troubled by a damsel possessed of

30
350
35
BSL

.

.
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News Summary,
‘Educational.
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ae
Ls

Ue

x
.
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Seba Enigmatic

.

safely

A second example of how God harnesses even wickedness to his triumphal char"| iot occursin the history of the Roman

349
349
319

years Ohio will adopt ‘constitutional pro-

‘Sa with labor outside of the pulpit.

glittering spears, that the disciples could

347

+

fearfully strong and will fight ‘desperately; but we are expecting that within’ five

earthly power could have protected the comititend to other hearts and conscien-'
election or appointment the relation does
apostles in their public ministry. More ces. ‘The more, therefore, the preacher
not exist. Ministers
may be called and
than once was Paul rescued from infaria- with@raws from the realmof the general
ordained
and
not
be
pastors. There is
ted Jewish mobsby Roman soldiers.
It and the abstract, and applies himself to
- no evidence that Peter or Paul, Philip or
was only beneath the sheltering folds of distifetive personal effort, the more sucStephen, Titus or Timothy, were pastors.
imperial standards and in the presence of cess he will attain.

oo o0-O
P+

316

will others be neglected by

-

It

In New York there has been no
The rum traffic in Ohio is’ power.
Unitarian church founded for many years.

it too soon.

personal needs and yearning, and meet

inspired utter-

cline even in. Boston,

do, and they can not” do

own.

What applies.directly to one heart, may
So far as we know,and we believe we
world, and recognized as such by .the know, the only reason whv the Missionary
righteousness, that they were indebted for apply more or less to others, and all the
church and ministry. “Pastors are elected Union does not send Dr. Haygoonito Ars
many years of patient teaching.
Had better for its discriminating character.
or appointed as officers, overseers, over | menia 48 their missignary under. appointthe Jews been an independent nation, no Its vividness and singleness of aim will
particular churches, and without such ment, is the want of funds to establish a

—Independent.

MB
5

This

It was to the very Roman power which
ultimately slew the faithful preachers of

With words inspired by Thee,
We would, in drawing near to God,
O Christ, thy servants be.

345

Ministers and Pastors. - Prof. Ransom Dunn,
PB...
Lo.
Lo.
The Lesson from Ohio. The Rev. O. E. Ba-

uf

With lives of purity and zeal,

HB

his Son.

| Tleved, {hey will

ance swéeps the whole horizon of politi- them’ with appropriate instruction, a word
cal as well as of religious history, and in season. Many u hearer has been thus
‘reveals to usthe subserviency of both singled out, his real position ascertained, |
good and evil agencies to the divine will. and the needful remedy supplied. Nor

Light of the world! in our dead hearts
"Shineat this hallowed hour,
To kindle there a living flame
Of light and love and power.

CONTENTS.

prohibition, and so gather the temperance quest. It barely holds it
strength from if pasties This, it is ba- growing nowhere ; and has

you study and when you preach it.”
to wait one. day to find in wickedness it- © There isa two-fold advantage in “this,
self the very force which he needs for the The speaker is more discriminating in his
accomplishment of his purposes. How preparation, and more faithful in delivery.
fullof meaning was the remark that He will not acquire offensive personality,
when the fulness of time was ‘come, God but shunning platitades he will search out

BY THOMAS HILL, D.D.

- for
designed

il communications

sermdn is particularly adapted, both while

pel seed-sowers.
Jehovah, with- whom
a thousand years are as one day, has only
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Thisis essentially

York.

It authorizes

the

courts to decree
separation
in three or
fol:r cases, and provide for the childrea..
Such
a law would meet all the: require-

ments of the case here

and

tion.—N. H. Journal.
wo

give

satisfag-

:

Poh

A State convention that, like the Saratoga Conveution, grinds ont a ticket to suit
the views and ends of two or three big:

“bosses”

and

a larger number

of little

“bosses” is entitled to no respect on the
sense of party fealty. Even good candidates, who dishonor themselves by accepting its nomination, can pot condone its offenses.
We abhor all such State conventions, whether republican, or democratic.
They are none the better because republi-.

can.— Independent.
The

unpolished

revivalist

will

go

on

succeeding, and many a polished pastor
will go on failing, to win souls.
The explanation is, that the utter reasonableness
of salvation by faith is not apprehended
until one is a penitent sinner, and that the
revivalist reaches
the
sinner’s
reason

through penitence.—Zion's Herald.
President Arthur had a golden opportunity as an accidental President to achieve
a success which seldom comes to a politician of his standing. It seemed at the out-

set as if he realized it himself, and meant
to make the most of it. He could not escape at the. time he entered the White
House the tremendous pressure of ‘public
sentiment, nor could he have been ignorant
of the expectation which it implied that
he would rise above the level of the machine politician. But in the lapse of a year,
the President has maraged to throw away
his opportunity,

to ignore public sentiment

and disappoint.thethopes which his inaugural raised.
He has dopoe this at great
cost to the people whom

he represents, but.

it would be very strange if the retributive
reaction did not prove more costly to the
partisan interests which he has made his
office subserve.— Christian Register.
+

Ya

La

A gentleman prominently connected with
the management of schools in New York
told us he had personal knowledge of the
truth of the following incident: A devoted
Catholic lady,
of large influence in her
parish, after hearing her priest denounce

the public schools from the altar -as godless, immoral, sectarian and dangerous,
met him as he was coming out of the
church, and said te him,
Sir;; you have
misrepresented
the
schools
of
New
York: I was educated in them, and I know:
whereof
I affirm. They are neither godless,

nor

immoral,

nor

sectarian.

You

have no right to dictatete me the place
where I shall educate my children.
1 love
the Catholic church, but I give you notice
that, in spite

of

your

denunciations

and

threats, I shall send my children to the
schools in which I was myself educated.”
There is a great deal of this: American
spirit of independence in the €utholic
Church, which the priesthood seeks in vain,
to overcome.— Advance.
The treatment accorded to Mr

Beecher

by the religious press in their comments
on his withdrawal from the New York and
Brooklyn Association deserves tobe mentioned as one of the signs of the times.

They generally begin by commending it as
a ‘“ manly act,” *“ graceful and

becoming,”

and go on to express their surprise that he
is so orthodox.
@ue of them even appears
to be astonished to learn that le believes in
a.personal God!

There

is,

indeed,

some

misrepresentation of his views; but nos
more, perhaps, than was natural in articles written before the verbatim statement was
published, and based thereforeé upon the
partial and sometimes quite inaccurate reports in the daily. papers. — Christian Union.’
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Warmly the Autgmn sunshine
Lies on the peaceful land,
And all around are blessings
a
That flow from God’s own hand.
And all things mute or voiceful, From sky to grassy sod,

“Fell of the power and goodness
Of their one Maker—God.

His band outstretched the heavéns,
The light His garment is;

:

__He givesthe golden harvests,

pecially to the West.. There have been
too many plans and schemes developed
that have proved to be ‘‘ castles in thes
there are in the churches.
They are too desire to see the fire fly. So the peopl
[ air.” But we are learning better things
ready
to join some other denomination o want to know if we mean business.
Still another grave difficulty we meet slowly. We are learning not to have too
to stay outside of the churches altogether.
Well,
what are-we
going to do in our work is a lack of men to do the many irons in the fire at once... We are
grand
opportunities
for learning to trust each other more. And
about it? Follow them. If you have a work. The
swarm of bees ‘pass out of the-old hive, planting churches exceed our ability tq we are learning to put our meads and
improve them. It is an alarming fact efforts where they will count for perma| follow them to get them into the new
hive before they are lost or caught up by that our Yearly Meeting gatherings bring nent work. We need to get these lessons
some one else. That is exactly what we together mainly old men; .many of them into our hearts more and mope. There
are trying to do. in the ‘West. We are are past active service; many of them al- mustbe no North, no South, no East, ‘no
Thers ‘West, in our denominational work.
tracing bees and we are bound to hive ready have retired from the field.
Yet another difficulty lies in’ the fact
| them!
These migratory members must are a number of’ vigorous middle-aged
be followed up and organized for Chris- men, but only a few of young men. Afi. that we have to meet.in our work of
tian work. There are some heroes among er you leave Michigan, going west, you church growth a religious apathy. There
them: They say that they are Free Bap- leave the *¢ boy preachers.” Occasion is a lack of spiritual enthusiasm, we need
tists and they are waiting patiently and ally one finds his way as far west as the mot wildfire, not a zeal without knowlre
for a home of their choice.
Mississippi river,but few ever cross. There edge, but an edthaisiasm commensurate
is stated

| Free

~~

The day and night are His.

"Tis He that feeds in mercy
The ravens when they ery;
And the same gracious fullness
Qur every need is nigh.
Ken to the earth a SPATTOW,
Without Him falleth not,

Nor shall His humblest creatures
Be e’er by Him forgot.
He clothes the stately lily
In garments above kings,
- And He shall to His children
Supply all needed things.

In all the smiling land.
_ Aad for a sign and token

¥

Of love surpassing human,—

:

, Even Our Father’s care.

-

8

DENOMINATIONAL GROWTH AND ITS
HINDERANOES.
[An address delivered
before the F. B.
Home Mission Society, at the recent Anniversaries at Great Falls, Oct. 5, by the Rev. H.

Brown, of Iowa.]

I must present the practical side of
this subject. When I use the term *¢ denominational growth,” I refer more diwork,

for I

am more particularly acquainted with.
and interested in that “department of our
:

The growth and development of our
country is a marvel. It is unprecedented.
In only about one hundred years we have
grown in population from about three

mercial interests of this nation ? The al-

most unlimited mining and manufacturing enterprises P The opening of the great
West for agricultural purposes
has almost
passed beyond the limit
of figures. Kansas alone has raised 150,000,000, bushels
of corn and 35,000,000, bushels of wheat

this- year.

Nebraska
work

The

has done

of education

equally
has kept

pace with the secular interests of the pation. Our great free-school system with
these. numerous young colleges furnish’
cheap facilities for a therough education.
Just think of the progress that the Free
Baptists have made since the days of
Marks. Hillsdale has
educated
four
young men to row a boat and sent them
#0 beat the champions of England. -How-ever, a slide broke and they slid out for

home.

Ws

Si

Now, what I desire to say is that denominational growth has not kept pace
with the progress of the country.
The
secular limits of civilization have gone
:abead of the church. There can be no

pure-eivilizdfion without the church. The
church must go with the covered wagon.
It must accompany the miner’s. spade,
the steam-engine and the plow. The
church must be the

balance-wheel to ‘the

energies of human life. If our denomination had kept pace with the growth of
the country, as it ought, we should have
numbered 200,000. I do not underrate or
disparage the work which has been accomplished. We have done a noble

work, especially in the Eastern and Middle States. It is surprising how well
New England has held her own for the
last twenty years. In 1860 the New
Hampshire Yearly Meeting had 7735
members. In 1882, it has 8808. The

Rhode Island and Massachusetts Y. M. in
1860 had 4683; in 1882, it has 6082.

So

you see that notwithstanding the drain
upon New England since 1860 by the
war emigration she has ‘made a considerable gain. But the West and Northwest have not done as well as New Eng, ~~land under the circumstances. Somehow
it seems as if the country is filling up all
-around us out West and every enterprise
except that of the church is ** booming.”
You realize that rapid growth and development are manifesting themselves all
about you. And you look for church
growth and extension ; and it comes laging behind. The teeming millions rushing on to settle and fill up the great
Northwest must have the Gospel, . There
is a * Macedonian cry” coming up from
every quarter that ought almost to raise
dhe dead.
One of the hinderances to denomina‘tional growth is the unsettled state of soci[8

¢ly, especially out West. We are like
the kaleidoscope, ever changing. There

.:are Jocalities in the West where ten or
fifteen years ago, we had strong self-sus-

taining churches, and now there is hardly a vestige left. There are several meeting-houses in Iowa where the membership have moved away, and it is difficult
to find legal owners of those houses. New.

sections of country are opening up in Dakota,

Montana

have no idea how near these
brethren are to us.
They are

You

scattered
our own

relatives. Just as you think of your dear
ones in Michigan, Illinois, and Wisconsin,
so do we think of our loved ones who

have gone out from our homes

to brave

the pioneer difficulties of the new Northwest. I have dear brethren in Christ, in-

timate acquaintances, in Nebraska; Dakota and Kansas, who beg of me to come to

be forth-coming.

The

people who

‘are

backing Keeler with his motor begin t

is an imperative demand for-young ministers
men
men
who

in- the West.
I don’t mean young
of the Oscar Wilde stripe, but young
with pluck and energy,—young men
are willing to brave the difficulties

of pioneer work. Such men would
an * open door” anywhere in the: W

and all along

the

new

lines of railroads, and our people are selling out in lowa, Illinois and Wisconsin,

and pushing on west. Iowa is too Tar ea-t.

With this condition of things, it is difficult

for help. God grant that thatecry shall
not be in vain ! But what of the pastorless eburches in the West? What is to be

up

like

magic all along the line of the humdreds
of miles of new railroads being
the West? In almost every one
towns, you will find a handful
Baptists waiting for a shepherd
and feed them with the bread

built in
of these
of Free
to come
of life!

The record will show that these opportunities will soon be past never to return.
There were a dozen

or more of Free Bp-

preach the gospel to them. This migratory condition of our peuple ought not to
discourage us. They will at length settle down somewhere and become the nu-

gregational preacher came along, found

cleus of a permeannt interest.
Another difficulty we meet in the work
of church

extension,

or

growth. is that

the attention which belongs to it.
some may

differ

with me

on this

I know
point,

but twenty-five years of observation and
experience confirm what I say. The fact
is that as a denomination we are trying
to carry too heavy a load. Home missions
|} must necessarily stand first. The stronger we are at home the more we can do
abroad. To illustrate this idea take the
relationof all classes of business to the
farmer. Just in proportion to the prosperity and success of the farmer does every ether business thrive. It is just so
with the relation of education and foreign

a few of his brethren there and persuaded our brethren, who had become discouraged by waiting, to unite in organiz-

ing a Congregational

church. The Free

Baptists were in the majority, and I think
still remain so. This is a sample of our
church history. What of those interests
which are already started? How would
tbe Boston brethren feel if New England
were to fail to aid their enterprise? They
teel just now that is the most important
interest in the worldto them. It overshadows every other enterprises for the present

the

prosperity

of the Free ' Baptist cause.

We

have

witnessed
the
prosperity , and
adversities of our interests during twenty-five years, and we have become so

identified with

them

them that it seems

and

see them fail now.
women

to

taking life to

No!

No ! brethren,

they must not fail now!

and

attached

like

There are

in those fields

of your abundance.
ren. - Our cause

We

is one.

one. Railroads and
exterminated

are

mon.

You
divide

are

all ‘breth-

Our

success

is

telegraph lines have

distances.

The

scattering

California for gold,~-such an

enthusiasm

as the first gun on Ft. Sampter

created

among the boys of the North,—such an
| enthusiasm as we felt when we elected

sorrows are ours.

“IF A MAN

Abraham Lincoln to the presidency. We
need just such ‘an inspiration in our
Home Mission work,—such an enthusiasin as we felt in the Freedman's Mission

in

1863—4.

When

the

‘Why

'

save

the

cause.

have

just

as

good a right to the increasing wealth
of this coudtry as any one else. The
good of the land is before us, and we

abundantly

able to go np and possess it.
on

,

are

"ag

One hundred

dollars wisely

expended

are better than five hundred scattered
here and there. Then it has been found

to be wisdom to select
points
[|

and

concentrate

a few prom'sing
energies

and

Two or three such visits consume

vital power

than preaching
a ger.
a

:

But, perhaps, the greatest hinderance to
pastoral visitation lies in the fact that cer.

i

tain-other duties wst be done at once:

but the visiting may be delayed, and com. :

ing last, or almost last, in the pressure
of
duties, it stands the less chance of atten-

tion. ' Sermons must be ready by the
time. Calls upon you must be received
when they are made. Letters awaiting

reply must be answered.

found in all of our church

have

work

that

when there is a high state of spirituality
in the churches it is easy to carry forward
any denominational enterprises which we
desire. ‘There is nothing like a geuuine
revival of religion to remove this apathy
and awaken a new interest in every de-

partment of our church work.

And now, before I close this address, I
desireto make a few suggestions touching the demands for immediate aud ear-

nest endeavor fur our Home Mission work.
We should be encouraged to make
greater sacrifices and to do more in view

of what has been accomplished:
sults of Home
themselves.

Mission

work

From Maine

to

The respeak

for

Minnesota,

doth the Spring

RB. .

Meetings

which

return

“Ad thé wastes of winter spurn ?

Why the occan’s ceaseless flow,
™ ~~
the‘planets all their jourueys keep

‘And never weary grow ?
If death be an eternal sleep,
Why do we hope for Heaven,
When we approach the mercy seat

To those who toil for others’ meat,
And receive but scanty crumbs ?

It death Be an cternal sleep,
Why did the angels go
The poor man to bear to Abraham’s
Wile the rich man was in woe ?

saat,

CO,

PASTORAL VISITING.
Can a minister in our large cities do

satisfactory personal visitation,

without
or omis-

sion of other essential duties ?
Of course the reasons

for doing it, to

what extect it can be done,

have

come sixteen

hundred

miles

to

plead for our precious cause in the
Home Mission field. In the year 1857,
we left home and kindred, and native
hills to go into the West to preach the.

nase RY
ch al

are over-

thought, sometimes with a good deal of

thought, and meaning more than they express, and which need to be met goodhumoredly, kindly, and. wisely. Some
pastoral visits, one knows
beforehand,
iSANG

»

or decently avoided, will pat in their in-

claims.

Visitation,

therefore,

Yet

visitation must be kept vp. Without it
churches will not prosper as they might,
aud much bard pulpit work will run to
waste.

~ But for ourselves, as pastors, there is ne
other course but -to~work, work, work :

People who think that Christianity is
making no -progress, take their owa
impressions instead of facts. The despondency of a good many whd
are under
ground, would be happily
lled by a
look at the truth as it is. [ Take
the facts
in regard to missions, for Instance. The
Christianat Work sutbmarizes the resulss
of eighty-six years of work in the field of

Why was man e'er born,
~ And why should he his vigils keep,
If there is no coming mora ?
New Hampton.

damaging loss of pulpit power,

private and publi,

must be altended to at the time required,
and committees and meetings innumera.
ble which can not be tabulated, foreseen,

the impression that the gospelis losing

If death be an eternal sleap,

TO

the time

.| visits shall be required no more.—L. H.
Byrnes in Homiletic Monthly.
i

will justice come,

os

matters of business,

at

and make the best of such time as we can

If death be an eternal sleep,

a

attended

command to ‘visit, visit, visit,” till our
service on earth ends, and we go where

And ask to be forgiven ?
When

and

political, periodical and in volumes.

Ey

If death be an eternal sleep,

,

for,

bas to take its chance, and share what
little time remains with the duty—most
important in these days, when every min.
ister needs to be a student—of reading
literature, old and new, theological und

To soatter flowers beneath our feet,

When

pared

‘@xnrable

Why doth the buried grain
-Send forth new harvests for man to reap,
And whiten the spreading plain ?

we need

We

LIVE

If-death be an eternal sleep,

that in our western fields our successis
found in the pluck and push which is carac-

can

HE

If death be an eternal sleep,

more of unshaken faith in God that
laughs at impossibilities and says * g'[
shall” be.dene. It is often expressed

God

DIE, SHALL
AGAIN ?"
BY SL.

denomination

teristic of that country. But we fiind at
times that human wisdom and energy
fails and nothing but the power of

Will we help them?

whelming.
It strengthens the bond of afHome Mission work has paid. The church- fection between the minister and his peoes organized, meeting-houses built, and ple. It brings him into happy intercourse
Youall say that they must not be
aban- precious souls saved, make a harvest of with the children.
It helps him to uaderdoned;so I say. May God speed
Yheir which we need not be ashamed. To il- stand his people's wants. It gives him
undertaking!
Bat there are interest
in lustrate, let us look at the work in Iowa innumerable suggestions for his sermons,
the West whose existence and p
r- for two and one-half years, accomplished which are Sure to be the more practical
and
to the point when he comes to the
ity are just as vital to our western inter- principally through the Home Mission
missions te our home work.
au
ests as Boston is to New England. No agent of that state. Several weak church- preparation of his next Sunday's disI wish to-speak for a moment of our ed- one interest overshrouds the whole in ‘es have been resusiticated-and pastors fur- courses from the sick-chambers and sorucational workin the West.
1 believe Home Mission work. There are times nished them ; two new churches have been rowful homes of his people. It furnishes
that what has been done to build up de- when the right man is put into the right organized; lots have been secured and many an opportunity of‘saying a word in
nominational schools west of Hillsdale, place, and it becomes the turning-point in three commodious meeting-houses built; season. It invites confidence in the comfor the last twenty-five, years has hinder- the history of that interest. . What we about $2,000 have been raised for Home
munication of religious difficulties or exed denominational growth.
I have two need is one hundred young men with Mission purposes; and one hundred and periences. It opens the door for close
reasons
for thinking thus.
First,
the good health, well-developed minds. and thirty precious souls have been converted
personal
conversation upon such subefforts have proved that we were too consecrated souls, to scatter through the and united with our churches. No doubt jects as the openly professing Christ, a
weak to carry them through.
Where is West, and locate in those young and Minnesota and some other states have. duty delayed by many, who long to do it,
‘the Northwestern Wasioga
College of thriving towns to build up permanent done equally well. And when we think simply becuuse they have not confidence
Free Baptist interests there. It is a sad that our opportunities are increasing ev-| enough to seek an interview upon the subMinnesota ? Where is Evansville Seminary of Wisconsin? Where is Wilton fact that we look to our colleges for these ery day for greater and more successful ject. A timely visit from the pastor will
to be encouraged to often avert much evil; and his wise
Collegiate Institute of lowa?Where's Prai- men more than we do to find them in our work, we ought
and
push
on.
We
are
gelting
better organiz- kindly words may heal animosities,
rie City Academy of Illinois ? The factis, congregations. The conversion of young
cormen for the ministry used to be made a ed. Our people are becoming better in- rect misuaderstandings, and remove false
brethren, there was not denominational
formed upon this Bubject and they will or bad impressions, that else might
strength enough in them to keep them special subject of prayer in all our gath:
grow
in time give this work &nsideration and into strife. Wisely
used, it can not fail to
alive, and so they died. Peace to their erings. It used to burden the heart of
leave an impression of the most hallowed
the laity as well as the ministry that God support which its inpgrtance requires.
ashes ! Another reason I have for thinkBat
we
must
renew
our
efforts
in
view
character,
would
convert
and
call
into
the
ministry
and will probably.. open the
ing thus is that just in proportion to the
We do not follow of the present necessities. The churches hearts of the visited for a more profitable
lack of success in this direction has certain young men.
been the discouragement of the brethren their example as much as we ought. that are growing weaker day by day, hearing of the word for many weeks folas to mission work. Thousands of dol- What mother is there who is praying God will soon be lost to the denomination lowing. A good week of visitation is
to have a manifest effect upon the
lars have been expended with only limit- to call her sons to the gospel work ? and to the community in which they sure
ed success to show for it—and that of brief There are so many grand opportunities are. It is indeed a sad thing for a next Sunday’s congregation. And there
for making meney, so many. business en- church to lose its visibility. Church as- ure few things, 1” think, which so much
duration. I wish to say as Joseph Cook
does —*¢ with the most careful precision” terprises and professions attracting the sociation are as dear to our people as tend to endear a minister to his people
their own precious homes. In one place as that kindly pastoral attention, which
—that I hope there will not be another attention of our young men, that it takes
in Iowa when the church has no pastor shows him to be personally interested
thorough
consideration
and
strong
faith
effort made to establish another college
in
and
has
virtually lost its visibility, the comfort, welfare, and
in
God
to
lead
them
into
the
ministry.
religious growth
west of Hillsdale for the next ten years.
I have come to this conclusion after What we need to do is to pray the Lord each Sabbath morning the deacon goes of each family apart.
of the harvest fo send more laborers into and onlocks the door of the meetings .. But to’accomplish it is not so easy as is
years of effort and observation. But what
house and goes in and kneels down “all- fbpposed. Few who have not tested
;
:
shall we do ? I answer, sustain the the harvest,
it
Again; another difficulty which has alone and pours his heart out to God in would readily believe the amount of time
schools that we have, enlarge their capacWhere distances are
ity if necessary. Make them a power in hindered us, and’ still is not fully over- prayer. Oh, who can describe the sad which it consumes.
the denomination and the world for good. come, ts a lack of concentration of our feelings of that brother's heart ? Love considerable, as in my own case, the time
Then push the work of church extension, efforts and energies. The doctrine of the for our own brethren demands that some- occupied by a visit—including walking to
endow the churches and they will endbiv independence of the churches and Quar- thing be done to save these churches and frow the spot, waiting for the interterly Meetings has worked mischief in from losing toeir visibility. The new view, listening to the tale of sorrow or of
other causes.
Take care of thé churches
we have; see that they are supplied with many portions of our denomination. enterprises already commenced must be joy, speaking words of comfort or eounsel,
Free Baptist preaching; and if they need There has been such a horror of Episco- carried through to completion, churches hearing about the children, reading the
some pecuniary aid for a while, give it pacy that” we have run to the other, ex- are organized, houses partially. bailt, Scriptures and prayer—often can not be
to them. But the main idea, the supreme treme, There has been a fear to let some- Sunday-schools started, and the people set down at less than an hour and a quarbody else manage for us. There has been are looking to our denomination for | ter. I do not, of course, include mere
thought must be to go forward !
spiritual care and culture. We must | calls for a minute or two,
which, though
There is a better chance to-day to do a felt necessity to do something outside
‘not go back, we must not abandon this not of meh religious account,
howe
work,
and
hence
the
little
spasmodpioneer work for Godin the West and
yet have
e frequent failures. It work. Failure now, ‘in many places, their value.
7
Northwest than there ever was before in ic efforts an
Again, it must be remembered that the
the history of our ‘denomination. : Breth- has taken ag®hg time to get the Quarter- means failure forever. Our agents and
to fully co-operate and snus- missionaries who are in the field must hours of visiting’ are somewhat limited
ren, we live too much in the past, we ly Meeting
ly Meetings in their plans, not be left to their own resources. They and are necessarily interrupted by meals.
stopto glory in the deeds ot the fathers tain the
I suppose, too, that most of us feel that
too much;we are not alive to our present and there are some that have not fallen mustibe sustained. There is only one
India ! we require to be at
possibilities.
We have not the difficult- into line yet. And it has been difficult to hour between Minnesota and
our best to pay pasies to meet which our fathers had. They get the Yearly Meetings to recognize and The heroic. and self-sacrificing workers toral visits. When one is languid, ex-.
had ignorance, prejudice, bigotry, and co-operate with the parent Society. It has in bolh fields must be sustained. They bausted, or poorly, it had, perhaps, better
poverty to contend with, and I might add been, and still is, the desire and purpose each have a claim upon our prayers be delayed, except in very pressing
persecution. But we have but little of of our best workers to close up the ranks, and hupport. What we need is to de- cases. One should be in thoroughly good
either. Free Baptist principles have tri- toridourselves of all unnecessary machin- vise liberal things. We must deny our- spirits to do good by visiting. Questions
umphed, thank God, and the world ac- ery, and to concentrate our efforts where Ssives a few of the luxuries of life that turn up requiring coolness, or quick-witur missionaries may have the necessi- tedness. Sometimes
cords us a place beside the Christian they are most needed. * There is advanthings have to be
teachers and workers in the land, Of tagein this every way. It costs money to ties,
beard that try the temper and require
run all these litgle local societies; then
persecution we have none. It is a crown
Brethren, you may think that we are complete self-control. = Remarks
are
and a joy to be a Free Baptist. And as far but little is accomplished through them. A
‘for this cause. But we made to a minister, sometimes without
as poverty is concerned, we

prayer.

more

willing to give time and. talent and property and all the grand opportunities for
getting wealth, for-securing
the sures]
ot our denominational prosperity. You
must
hold
up their
hands.
who have means must cheerfully

visit will depend upon a happy chojoe of

Scripture;
and well-suited petitions in the

men

who

—

announced. Bible classes must be met
with regularity and equipment. Sundry

While we need men and money,

springing

for

‘one cord of love. Our interests are one.
with the importance of the work,—such
Their success and their joy are ours.
an enthusiasm as sent the old ¢*’49ers” to
Their struggles, their defeats and their

dreds of new

towns

labor

of families over this great continent has
bound the Atlantic to the Pacific with

their history;
"if no one goes to their re-

lief soon ? If Will be extinction. And
what of these opening fields,—these hun-

and

you have engaged to attend must be pre-

shall receive a baptism of the Holy Spirit
that shall be felt from Maine to Minnesota,that shall vitalize our plans and inspire
our hearts, difficulties and dangers will
disappear like the dew before the sun.

tists who went from Northern Illinois to
Quasqueton, Iowa. They wrote for some
Free Baptist preacher to come and organize them into a church. They waited and
and prayed and wrote in vain. A Con-

Then who |hesubject has never been regarded with

can describe the vast railway and com-

well.

it looks sad to see

takes the ground and the members.

[

millionsto our fifty millions.

than

the West; secure its beiffg watered by
the gentle dews of God’s grace; and then
it will abide. A few. days or months ef
neglect on our part and ouk opportunity
isgone. Some one else comes in and

ok,

All earthly blessings are,

work.

scattered

kota are calling for such men.
There
comes from distant” India a touching cry

XFlows all the harvest plenty,

Mission

more

Northwest

Iowa, Minnesota, Kansas, Nebraska, Da-

‘He is the Heavenly Father;
- From out His gracions hand,

rectly
to our Home

are

in the

From one Henig

He mukes all earthly good,
Allnear, tender affections,
To speak to us of God.
‘The love which most is buman
He takes to tell His own;
‘ Do children, asking fathers
For bread, receive a stone?’

J.

there

what appears, to be wasted strength and
money—churches organized, houses built,
and a few years of ‘success followed by a
breaking up and scattering of the forces,
But that is the way God builds his kingdom, ** Stay in Jerusalem until you are

- .And, with the self-same lesson,

» ,.

that

Baptists

gospel

INGE TPE

BY OLIVE

GOOD.

=~

will necessarily be painful, and ong needs
to have all one’s powers at commang
And visits have sometimes te be closed
with Testing the Scriptures and prayer
where
the whole religious power of the

3

OF

When the people of this country see’ that means upon them until they are merely
lieve that many of our people are reckless itis our purpose to push our werk of developed to self-supporting. A lack of
hearty co-operation and concentration of
«about moving away from old church as- church extension in a vigorous, ony
sociations and about where they go. It and economical way, the needed money wil effort has been a source of weakness, es-

:

missions.

The effect of a look ut its fig-

ures is to dissipate the kind of dejection
ailuded to. Eighty-six years ago there
were seven Protestant missionary, societies—uow there are seventy-two. Then,
there were 170 male missionaries employed
~—to-day there are 2,400, besides hundreds
of native pastors.

Of the latter, thereare

in India alone 1,600, and 1,000 in the
South Seas. At that time 50,000 heathen converts were reckoned—at the present, the nomber is computed at 1,500,

600.

Then, the sum givento Protestant

missions was $200 000—Ilast year the total reached $7,000,000. ' Eighty-six years ~
ago there were 70 missionary schoels—
to-day there are 12,000; with 400,000 scholars. Fifty translations of the Scriptures,
then, with a circulation of 5,000,000

cop-

pies, three hundred and twenty-six trans:

lations now,with
150,000 000!

a circulation of

over

The last two years, espec-

ially, have witnessed a wonderful increase

and impetus

in ‘the work.

These facts

do not look much liké impoteney or retro| gression of the gospel. Oa the contrary;
they bring to mind the declaration that
the kingdom of this world shall become
the kingdom of our Lord and of his Christ.
~—FEz.
rl A A A Ap

PRAYER.
Do not speculate and reason “about
prayer, but pray, and rest your case with
God. He who moves you to pray has
surely answer provided in his own good
way.

Do not doubt him, do not question,

do not hesitate, but pour out your heart
in prayer. His eyes are over the Jight-

eous, his ear is open

to their cry. The

young birds in their nests cry,afd he feedeth them; aré ye not much better then
they? The young lions roar and seek
their meat

from

God, who

provides

for

them is his own way. Shall he not care
for you and me?
Provision is made for.
the body; if it wants light, it has an eye
with which to get it; if ic*wants knowl-

edge, and food and clothing,

it has a

brain and hands and feet with which: to
acquire them. He has not made the body
a prince and left the soul a beggar. The
soul wants pardon and peace and comfort

and bread from Heaven, and has no way

but to ory.out for it. +‘ Ask and ye shall

receive, seek and ye shall find.” All
Heaven is pledged to make that promise
good. Whatever troubles come, whatever cdrés oppress,

anxiety—pray.

whatever fears give

“ When

thou

through the waters-I »will be

and through

passest
with

thee,

the rivers they shall not

overflow thee : when thou walkest through

the fire thou shalt not be burned,

neither

shall the flame kindle upon thee. For I
have redeemed thee, I have called thee by
my name, thou art mine.”

re

‘In some way or other, the Lord will provide.
1t may not be my way,
It may not be thy way,

And yet in his own way the Lord will provide.”
— Advance.
roe

go into deeds. The power of steam may
expend itself through the eylinder or
through the whistle. Steady living, under the sweet pressure of genuine love
for God, is vastly more ‘eloquent than the
most rhetorically sweet-sodhding declaration by the huwan voice. There may

be a religion without weirds : there can be
none without dveds. The old proverb

puts it well: * None preaches better than
the ant,"and she says nothing.”

b

.
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TOKENS

to buildup permanent interests. I do be-

=

m

=

-~
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Lesson VIL--November

after sending him away

12. Cp

Papers.

to. Herod, the

governor of Galilee, who was in Jerusaslem at that time, he deliberately yielded
to the demands of the mob and allowed
them to lead Jesus away to crucifixion.

For Questions see Star Quarterly and
Lesson

IWissions.

spite of the clamor of the crowd, and yet,

-

i

if he should refuse, they

. JESUS BEFORE PILATE.

might

tumult against him and cause thé Roman

READINGS.

M.

Jesus beforé Pilate.

7.

Parallel account.

|

THOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS.

Mark 15: 1—15,

Matt. 27:11—28.

Christ a willing sacrifice.

I.

Isa. 5031-9.

af

Jesus before Herod:~Huke 23:6—12, |5—19.

F.

Peter and John before the coudtil’Acts4:

S.

Paul before Felix.

Acts

§. “Paul before Agrippa.

24:10—2¢4.°

Acts 26:1-32,

|

2
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4
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And

TOPICS FOR

III.

the

lying bound with them that had

made

should ratle¥

ithe

multitude,

release Barabbas

‘|

to

found no fault in him, or any

human

interests,

unto them.

proposed to release him,.in
with

a

time-honored

:

fulfilled.

Connecting Link.— After the second meeting of the Sanbedrin, Jesus was taken to Pilate, then to Herod, then to Pilate again, who
aequitted him, and offered to release him, but

tem-

the
into
conand

lawyers.

was

of

members

goes

for

feelings.
nothing

have

Pilate’s

with

coun-

tha

to

(7) What an example Jesus sets of pa-

tient endurance.—8.

World.

The next morning

to all of which he made no reply. - Pilate
asked him if he

were

the

King

of the

Jews, to which he replied, * Thou sayest
it,” which was equivalent to affirming
that it was so.

Jesus

made

Pilate was surprised that

no

answer

to

the

charges

brought against him, and finding nothing
in them worthy of serious consideration,
much less of death, wished to release him.

It was his custom to release a prisoner
at the Feast of the Passover and he protime

posed to exercise that power at

this

in behalf of Jesus.
11. ~The rage of the people.

:
The ‘mob

which had collected had, doubtless,

béen

inflamed by the priests and léading men

with other neighboring nations.

Their bondage and deliverance. The
giving of the law and the reasons for it—
all these will be fruitful themes.
In the highest grade’of the Bible Class
I would pursue a course something like
the following: Show that all the truths
of the Bible converge to one great truth
«+ Jesus is the Christ the Son of the liv- |
ing God.”
‘By taking the prophecies of the Old
Testament and showing they cemter im
the person of Jesus Christ. For instance,
take the 53d chapter of Isaiah and find
“how perfectly the

fulfilled

prophecy was

Topical study will be perhaps

in Christ.

the most useful and instructive to this
class’ of Biblé students.

Take the life ofthe Apostle Paul. This is

of their nation and incited by them tof one of the simplest and - best defences of
demand the life of Jesus and to be satis- the truth of Christianity ever published.
fied with nothing e se,

that Pilate was

When

inclined

they found

to let him

go,

they raised a great clamor and demanded more fiercely thun ever that Jesus
should be crucified. They

refused to give

any reason for it, and would not accept
_ the release of Jesus, but demanded that

Its chief
uverage
Topics
often be

points can be understood by any
:
Bible Class.
e should
importanc
of practical
proposed for investigation.

prays?

Take the subject of prayer— Who

Who is commanded to pray?
nature

of

Is it of the

a duty, or privilege, or

both?

he should ge f1ee a notorious robber and

What Scripture illustrations of the pow-

murdérer, Barabbas by name, in accord-

er of prayer?

ance with custom. To such a'fength will
hatred and malice and insane wickcdpess
drive men. A furious rabble is a cruel
force in any community.

When

should

To whom should we pray P
A Christian—Who is one?

be become

one?

Where

does

How

up for the

shall he find

occasion. There was not. a particle of
evidence aginst. the
real
prisoner,

"Pilate knew it, and knew

that he had

power to release him, as he deserved,

in

of this Eesay would be the review of the
lesson, before

the

class.

Do

not

city,
§*

§

The

Danish’

teach

more than one thing at & time; be careteach too much.—
ful that you do. not
’
Qospel Teacher,

missionaries,

and

worked

$200

DRUGQGISTS.

BY

E. HIRES,

48 N.

sense

of

its obligations, the

Morphine
1

Habit

Sale

CORALINE

CORSETS.

Mii:ler,

the
:

years.

We

were

there

seven

societies at

work

and

47.000 nominal Christians. Now thee
are thirty-five socielics. The progress of
missi ns in India gince 1850 is well illus-

irated in the tollowing table, prepared hy

Rev. B. H. Badley, of Lucknow, in 1880:

hh
Ty

1850,
missionaries, ..

Foreign

Native preachers. Cuvee

Native Christians... .«.91,002
COmMUNCANS. « + + + + + + + 14,661

v7

138,731
429:6

662:225
224,258
62816

1880,
48Y

389

340,28
102.444

The 840.623 Christians signifies those
Besides these
who have been baptized.
Mr. Badley reckons 150,000 adherents—

with

at once HUNT'S

and
hav-

physicians and frie ds
Do not delay, but try

REMEDY.

HUN I’S REMEDY

all Diseases

cures

Or«
Ine

the
HUNT’S REMEDY
|
| Side, Back, or Loins, General Debility,
Distufbed Sleep, Loss
| Female Diseases,

and th

Blood will be perfectly puritied.

is pronounced by the
HUNT'S REMEDY
thie only cure for all kinds of
best doctors to be
kidney diseases.

HUNT'S REMEDY

is purely vegetable. and

is a sure oure for Heart Discase and
when

all other medicine fails.

HUNT’S

REMEDY

is

eumatizm

prepared

ex=

pressly for the above diseases, and has
never been known to fail,
For sale
One trial will convince you.
Send for pamphlet to
by nil Druggists.

HUNT'S REMEDY 00., Providence, R. I.
1\26eow
Prices, 75 cents and $1.25.
va
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study
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Catalogue address

REEN MUUNTAIN
enter, Vermont.

Courses

both

of

J. H.
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A.

Courses of study :

and Normal.

SEMINARY,

Waterbury
‘

Preparatory,

begins

Nev ember27

5
Rev.

8.

D.

Church,
at Waterbury, or the Principal,
Lizzie Colley, at Waterbury Center.
ELANON

4 ness,
J.

ACADEMY -—Puplfs

scientific

C. PERKINS,

For
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furiher

schools
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B.,

fitted

or the best

Miss

for
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Principal.

particulars, address the principal,
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OCHESTER
SEMINARY.
Full board
of teachers and course of study.
Students
age

Btted for teaching and

cour-e

complete

sexes.

for

college.

and “practical

Secures good influences.

for mation address the Principal
Secretary, Rochester.

Busmess

Admits

For

both;

further
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or A.J. Russell,

Wis.

Vick=
1y85

N. H. Three terms per year, commencing on
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the first Tuesday of Sept., Déc., and Mareh.
H. Hutching,A.” M., Principal, with a complete

Students fitted for business
board of assistants.
For further particulars address the,
or college.
Principal, or E. 8. TASKER, Secretary.
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Fall term begins
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28,
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Principal.

with

EST VIRGINIA COLLEGE.
This irgtuution is
now under management of Rev. D, Powe!
Prof. O G. Augir, A.M., principal.
Prof.

Augir is a

gradovate of Hillsdale

wishing to

sttend

this.

College.

Those

Institution
will address

Rev. D. POWELL, Flemington, W.Va.
ANGOR

departmeny
New
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begins November 20, 1882.

Arch St. Philadelvhia, Va. See principclcrugyisis.
Is
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information ap
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coursesof study
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Insane ersoss Restore,
HL LINE
GREAT. ~

Liver and

REMEDY gquicklvdoduces the Livfiith, The London society labored thirty er HUNT'S
10 healthy aotion, removing the causes that proyeurs in a portion of the Madras presi- | duce Biltous Headache, Dyspepsia, Sour
Costivenens, Piles. &e.
dency without a convert; the American stomach,
the Stomuse of HUNT'S REMEDY,
Baptists ut Nellore had only twenty-three achRy andthe Bowels
will speedily regain their strength,

hardly reach more than the preparatory
stage, nccording to Sherring. hefore 1830,
when, including Ceylon and Burwmah,

“Hreaks
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them at once to healthy ac.

Kidneys, Bladder, Urinary
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gans, Dropsy, Gravel, Diabetes, and

For
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Nursing, $1.50; Coraline
or Flexible Hip, $1.25
Misses’, $1.00.
For sale by leading
merchants,
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But’ the earlier age of missionary toil | of Appetite, Bright’s Disease, and nll
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Health
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safe, sure,
testified to
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Classical, English,Commercial. special attention
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other school of equal grade,
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Newspapers in the vernacular, or language of the country, are multiplying;
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and English literature are increa-ingly
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Pittsfield, Me., July 11, 1882."
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Price $1.
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Department

ollege.
are two courses of study,

Scientific

A

gospel tru hs,

pared to lon them at reasonable rates.

British
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to sell

We

Collegi-

ition,
year.

B., Principal,

BEREAN PAINTINGS,
and to aid, not supplant, the sermon.

Northwest.
only $15
a

Fall term begins Monday, Aug.
Winter term, Nov. 6th.
Spring term, Jan. 29th, 1883.
Summer term, April i6th, 1583.

We call your attention to the

‘KIDNEY -=WORT

intellivence in sympathy with the modern
and Christian era is on the countenance.

gospel.”

!
BLUE
“

Designed exp ci lly to illustrate

°

SCHOOL.

IKE SEMINARY.—Pike, Wyoming Co. New
York. This schoel was oy in better eondt
tion for doing thorough work in Academic Instruction. No p
instruction. With three carefully arranged courses Og study. The Classical,
Seminary and English Coilrse.
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connected with the temple, but someumes, in special cases, held its sessions | ". The answer to this question must necat the house of the high priest, whoo was essarily be varied according to ciroumoften, though not always, its president.
stances. In younger classes the object
Afier several changes in its place of meet- can be best attained by a general study of
ing in Jerusalem, it was moved to Tibe- the Bible. For instance, let the Books of
rias where it remained.
[It was the high- the Bible be memorized in the order in
est judicial body in the nation, and in which they occur.
some cases, seems to have exercised a
Then let the grand division of the Bible
degree of authority beyond the limits of into Old and New Testaments be noticed.
The
Palestine.
Who wrote the books of the Bible?
Il. Pilate’s examination.
The San- time in which they were completed, -and
hedrin, with all its dignity and author- difference in the style of historical and
ity could not condemn Jesus to death; prophetical writing.
‘the civil government was in the hands of
In a higher class more specific matters
the Romans; the death penalty was should receive attention in addition to
lodged with them, and to accomplish his the above. Take the Jewish people and
death by forms ot law, they must bring trace out their history and the eountries
and sustain some charge against him at in which they sejourned. Contrast them

their tribunal.
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from the true God, as described
passiges as Rom. 1: 18—23, is

"He was profoundly impressed with the
majesty of Christ's bearing, and trembled
before him.
He examined him and

12 And Pilate again answered and said unto
them, What then shall I do unto him whom
13 ve call the King of the Jews?
Aud they
14 eried out again, Crucify him.
And Pilate
said unto them, Why, what evil bath he
done?
But they cried out exceedingly,
16 Crucify him. @\nd Pilate, wishing to content the multitude, released
unto them
Barabbas, and delivered Jesus, when he
had scourged him, to be crucified.
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not dare to say that his soul was his own.
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ved that for envy the chief
delivered him up. But the chief
up
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surrection, men who
in the insurrection
bad oommitted murder.
And the multitude went up and began'to ask him to do
as he was wont to do unto them.
And
Pilate answered them, saying, Will ye that
1 et
you the King of the Jews?
priest stir

STUDY.

ers.

chief priests with the elders and scribes,
and tbe whole council, held a consultation,
and bound Jesus, and carried him
“away,
and delivered him up to Pilate. And Pilate
asked him, Art thou the King of tbe Jews?
And he answering saith unto him, Thou
savest.
And the chief priests accused
him
of many things. And Pilate again
asked him, saying, Answereth thou nothing? behold how many things they accuse
thee of. But Jesus no more answered anything; insomuch that Pilate marveled.
Now ut the feast he used to release unto
them one prisoner, whom they asked of
him. And there was one called Barabbas,

10 For he
11 priests
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: whether we can use contributions of any length.

more successful than those to the Ameri“can aborigines.” Ten years later statis-

tics confirmed this early and significant
declaration of the

salvability

of the

In.

dian, by showing a ratio of Indidh" c¢onverts to all others of three to one. No

more satisfactory results of ‘gospel work"

+ We have a large corps of paid editorial and special
“¥ntributors and cannotpay for articles contribut-

ed by others unless an understanding is had to that
effect berore publication.
Rev. G. C.. Waterman, at his own request,
has been released from the work, which for
several years he has sosatisfactogily performed,
of conducting thé Mission column id the Star.
He is to give himself entirely to the preparation of our Sunday-s¢hool publications
and to
the work connected therewith: He will continue to conduct the Sunday-school
department of the Star, as heretofore.
Mrs. M. M.,
H. Hills,who has had much experienceda-this
work, as our readers well know, has been engaged to cooperate withthe editors inthe fut-

ure management of the Mission column.

We

shall endeavor to make it interesting, profitable, and stimulating.
We take pleasure in
calling attention to the note relating to the Bates
Student on our last page.As a college publica-tion the Student deserves the commendation
which has been accorded to it. It ought to circulate widely among all the friends of our New
England college. Parenis,especially, who have
sons there (or daughters)or who have sons or
daughterswho may be thinking of going there,

It,ina

n easure represents the college,and is the medi.~ umofmuch"
information concerning it.
= Special attention is called to the programme,
5 in another column, for the annual meeting of
"the Maine F. Baptist H. M. Society.
It will
be an important session of a very useful socie

can be found anywheére

than

among

the

five civilized tribes of the. Indian Territory. They live after the manner of the

most perfectly civilized society save

that

the vice of drunkenness and the crime. of
liquor-selling are more rigidly banished
from their presence by civil authority

than elsewhere.
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influence of Hurrell Froude,that produced
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tians never separate for the last time.”
“ Who says the widow’s heart must break,
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Wich
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Shears,
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Whence parent’s eyes would hopeless shrium,
Bids weep no more.”
And

so, to

quote a

few

lines

more

from

one of Keble's beautiful hymns of faith,

To run, untir'd, love’s blessed race,
As meet for those, who face to face,
‘Over the grave their Lord have met.”

icans are severe critics of their own

goun-

try. They have been too severe i
judgment of the Federal admini
the Indian question. Dr. Elli
it was the bad faith of Gresf Britain
the end of the Revolutionary

started us in our career

with

with.

From her, too, we

>In spite of broken treaties,

forcible

not believe that our government,

on

whole, is endeavoring to deal justly

the Indians?

Shall we overlook the

that many of the difficulties of the Indian
problem are due to the distfibution of the
powers

of government

under

the

consti-

be duly carried into effect, because Congress, which holds the purse strings, remake

the

negessary

people

that the

passage of the Chinese Bill or the River and
Harbor Bill was justifiable either in the
legislative or executive department.
The
people have no idea of shifting the blame

of these or other like acts upon
stitution when it should

rest

the con-

in

a

more

personal way upon the ‘broad shoulders of
fifty or more

guilty congressmen

and

the

which

ecclesiastical situation in England previoug

to the Oxford Tractarian movement,

and

stated what gave rise to this movement
and what was its object. It aimed at the
revival of the power and true religious
life of the English church; by the reéstab-

lishment of priestly authority and sacra-

long persisted in. - If it can be said to be
now wholly abandoned, the change is

* Christian Year” was published in-1827.

so

recent that we hardly venture to speak of
it-as accomplished. To this fundamental
error Dr. Ellis attributes the failures of
our administration and points out that so
long
-as the law addresses the Indian in
tribal relations and not in individual civil
responsibility, as an alien andwnot as a
citizen, there will be

trouble.

Mehemet.

Ali, in his attemps to reduce the Bedo nin
Arabs, passed a law against every family
of them who could not show for themselves,
somewhere, within a set time, a patch of

cultivated ground and a fixed dwelling.

This great law struck at the center of the

+, trouble. It pinned the tribes to the land
* and substituted a domestic individualism
for loose,
wandering tribal relations.
This is what no American legislation bas

yet done for the Indians and what must
be done before the Indian question can be

To it ¢ all the founders .of the Oxford
movement ascribe the first stirrings of the
stagnant pool.” -1t stimulated a ‘* feeling
of church unity and of corporate church

life which gradually took the place of tLe
anxious and often selfish individualism
that was then the prevailing characteristic of the more earnest and religious
minds of the time.” * It began to be felt
that the Church of England was not merely the religious organization that supplied
the spiritual needs of the passing age and
generation; it had its own splendid history; it was a part ‘and branch of the
great primitive and apostolic church; its
ministers drew their long line in unbroken
succession from him, and such as him, on
whom the Lord had built his church.”

These feelings grew rapidly in thechurch

in

strong

contrast

with

the

familiar story of broken treaties, forcible
removals and official frauds.

Chartered

in 1810, accepting the position which the
government was taking toward the Indians, that of regarding them as a foreign
party, the American Board lost no time
in beginning * active efforts for their
Christianization.
The first station was
established in 1817 among the Cherokees

of Georgia and Tennessed.

aim was announced then by

"A threefold
the

Pruden-

that if ever the church was

to

be

saved

from ruin the hour for action had now
come.
i
In 1828, first appeared the Record news-

paper.
It was ‘“ designed to concentrate
and reiinimate the Evangelical or Low

Church

party.”

In 1832,

Jubn

Henry

Newman wrote some articles for this pa-

per on

church’

réform,

but although

he

yas opee himself an Evangelical,it soon

in word

or deed?

our columns, and

land, N. J.

Baptists of Great

it.

This

accusation,

how-

ever, has been denounced as unjust and
mischievous, and his aim is declared to
have been set “ to set up, if possible, a.
native church authority which should bé
to England all which thatof Rome is to

br

I

1,

an

nt

BEC

“dl

Dr. Sheedan

among

Apostolic Catholic

Church which existed in England prior to
the Reformation.
Ritualism emphasizes
the importance of attention to the outward
observances and external rits of religion,
and descends to the minutest particulars
relating to the dress of priests, altar furniture and service, church architecture,
etc. Itis to the ritualistic phase of the

Jackson, in a paper

a;

1naeeu,

gd

ws

impresseda soldier stationed
the

matter

of

sending

the Alaskans.

The

communications

incoming

junior

class,

in

from

all

numbers,

anoually

made

by

those

in

immediate

charge to get in matinn a tide at
moderate increase, bat

drawback
command

pub-

least of

the great and

fatal

is the limited means at their
by way of encouragement to

such as from time to time are turning their

lished in the Chicago Tribune, and afterwards
in several Presbyterian papers, and resulted in

attention
facilities.

the establishment of the missions already men-

to

Within

tioned. We second the appeal of Dr. Jackson,
and sincerely hope that the National Congress
will make the small appropriation desired te
foster this important work.

the school

and

a few moaths,

its promised

I have been put in

correspondence with a larger number of
young men than are now in the new class,
who are desirous of obtaining a better education for the ministry, none of whom

the | are now

regularly engaged

in study,

What

movement

present time, and we are heartily glad of it, as

number are in the college and various pre-

that Rome
is indebted for her accessions from the English church. Anglo-Catholicism strictly, perhaps, may be

to the great importance of an educated minis
try, we take pleasure in giving wider publicity
to the following fact which has recently come
to our knowledge.
A couple of young men,
both successful pastors, who have not had the
advantiiges of a theological education, are proposing to enter upon a regular course of reading
and
study—including” probably
both
Greek and Hebrew--with the codperation and
assistance of an older pastor who is a theological graduste, to the end that they may be the
more adequately furnished for the great work
of the ministry.
Now, .while the. regular
school and its advantages should be sought if
possible, what is to hinder the young minister
from acquiringa thorough mastery of the great

paratory schools, I am not at this moment
advised.
Facts of this kind, I suppose,

outcome

of

the

Tractarian

regarded as the unperverted

outcome

of

Tractarianism. Its membership regards
Roman Catholicism as corrupt and unworthy,

and

considers

Protestantism

a

failure. - The true apostolic succession
and authority is, in the Anglican, regarded not us a Protestant but a Catholic com
munion.

3

The Oxford movement is doubtless to
be written down a failure. It has not

achieved what it set out

10 accomplish

and never will achieve it. The Evangelical movement which it opposed still
lives and moves grandly on. Non-conformity in England is on the increase.
The disestablishment of the State church

seems likelyto occur in the future.

And

yet in its origin, this movement was generous and noble,

and,

moveover,

‘it

is

hard to believe that there has not been
throughout the church of England, on the
whole, ‘a higher spirit of work since the
famous Oxford movement began.”

SUBSORIBE NOW
for $2.00

in advance,

price for one year.

Will

to
1,

the usual

pastors

please

call the attention of their congregations
to this liberal offer?

IZ” Subscribers who will avail themselves of the above offer must not neglect
to send the money with their names.

The

Christian Index

quotes us as saying,

‘ There is no doubt about the barbarism of the

S6uth”, and then inquires:‘ Will the young

editor allow his barbaric brother of the Christian Index to suggest that he may possibly be
mistaken?” The suggestion is not unwelcome.
To grr j#human,and the editor of the Stasis yet
too ‘ young”
tg have lost the sense of personal

fallibility, But'\whatever
may be the fact as to
the South, we have our ¢pinion of that kind of
logic which
Statement,

permits a man

in the theological

school

will be brought out in the forthcoming an.

nual report of the Secretary, to which special attention is called, as well as to the

cerned,

years

in

says:

“ We

need

ruled

prevail
in the

over

our

the

encourage-

faith. “ Men

long run, destiny

to consider

our

quoted above, as tantamount to sayappeared "that the divergence ‘between Ing that every
individual in the South is a barhim and the editor of the Record was tuo barian. We are free to confess
that in the

to

come,

far

as

prospective

if

prompt

and

adequate

I

suppose,

may

be

Me., Oct.

27.

*+-o

are

Our. Centennial

is shaped, na-

Church.

' The Elmira church, which is fas, assuming

form and beauty, under the faithful guidance

should not waver.
They are the instruments
we should use.
We may not see the final out-

of Rev. J. 8. Harrington, is a centenn
ial
church.
The enterprise was projected in the
centennial year of our beloved denomination
,
and more than $2,000 was pledged to that
end.
It was, and is, the centennial offering of
the
Central Association as well as of the Elmira
brethren.
Three years ago the members of

Most likely we shall ¢ die without the sight.’
But these moral ideas that base themselves in

the Word of God shall triumph. This is the
encouraging lesson that comes Lo us from thé

years ago at
;

so

Secretary, which,

Lewiston,

‘tions are controlled, the world is to be conquered, by moral ideas. Our faith in them

little settlement of two hundred
the mouth of the Schuylkill.”

the Central

Association determined upon a

new policy in the distribution of Home Missionary funds. They decided to aid mainly in
* The following resolution was passed in the
last. N. H. State Convention of Young Men’s ‘| building up churches in the large towns and
Christian Associations and evangelical

church-

much

It jg a

|

McDonough Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
:

4.

F, Hurcn NSON,

:

The Worcester Church.

The

Massachusetts

closed

a pleasant

Worcester.

Association bas jus;

and

The

profitable

meeting

was

session at
entertained

with a degree of liberality and good taste, giy-

ing a home-like comfort 10 the visitors, not ex.

celled

by

The

our

larger

favorable

and

older

impression:

churches,

received

from

the
reports of the
little and new
Free
Baptist church there was very much
in.
creased
by
meeting
with
them.
Rey.

A. J. Eastman evidently instituted a good
work there, and Rav. J. S«Bnrgess has successfully followed him as a stated supply. The
pressing want, however, is a resident pastor,
able and consecrated, who is willing to work
at a sacrifice with the courage of his convie.
tions until the church is placed on a firm foot-

them to obtain. In such acity as Worcester,
rapidly growing and fairly throbbing with
sleepless enterprise, drawing into it a large
population from many of the rural districts

~and-villages of New England, an important
point i¥" lost if a strong Free Baptist church is

not built up there.
band

success and

But the little, thoroughly-

seems

to possess the elements of

with the sympathy ana aid they

merit will certainly succeed.

Eorsit

The churches in the Association that have
not yet taken the collection for the aid of the

Worcester chureh,it is hoped, will take it wiihout delay, and, if possible, makeup two hundred dollars, as the Association recommended

in April last.
will

We hope the Worcester church

be cheered

by

an

early

and

liberal

re.

?
sponse to this call.
By vote of the Association all collections for
this

purpose

Rev. O. T.
Box 4534, by
check.

are

to

be sent

to its

treasurer,

Moulton, Haverhill, Mass., P. 0.
postal

order, registered

letter or
O.T.M.

A

=

iON.

of the recent

annual

meeting

of the Central Association are now being dis.
tributed. Many good things were said. and

done at Buffalo.
fully prepared,

‘The Minutes have been carehaving the

especial

object

in

view of carrying the spirit and work of such
an interesting and profitable gathering to all
the churches of che Association.
Uther matters of interest, aside from the usual proceedings but pearing upon the different

departments of our Associational work, have

been: introduced.

Attention

is partici] ry

called to pages 16 and 17; also to Prof,

Fisk’s

address
which closes
the pamphlet.
It is
hoped that many, whose Free Baptist bloed
is
made to tiogle Uy Is perusal; will send notes
and dollars to the Association treasurer
to
help forward the completion of that
professorship which Hillsdale and our denom
inational :

welfare so urgently demsind.
We publish the Minutes becanse it would
be suicide te do without them, nnd becaus
e the
churches will be benefited Gy them, but
their

publication involves
considerable
expense.
We therefore ask that those receiv
ing them

to contribute

at least

five cents

ward the expense of publishing

The request

Is made

both

per copy
and

to-

mailing.

because

they are

worth it, and because it is-with
great reluctance tha t we take me ney fer
the publioation
which is needed for our mission
work. Your
Co-operation in this respect will
both cheer the
friends of the Association, and help forward

the cause

which

prompts

Fairport, N. Y. Oct.

a. common

C. E,
57.

love.

BROCKWAY,
Ree. Nec.

The following account of the recent annual
meeting
of this Society is taken from
the

Providence Journal by request :
The Free Baptist Woman's Missionary Soeie-

ty of the district of Rhode Island held its annual meeting, yesterday, in the Park
street
church in this city,
The meeting opened at 2:30 o'clock P. Mm.
with Mrs. L. Dexter, of Blackstoue, presiding. Jie president gave out the hymn, “I Gave
My. Life for Thee.” Prayer was offered by Mrs.
H. C. Spencer.
Tn behuifof the entertaining
church,Mrs. H. E. Hurbutt addressed words of

found in another column of this paper,
and which, I trust, will be promptly re - swarm welcome to all present. The recording
secretary, Mrs, C. 8. Frost, of Pawtucket,
sponded to.
read the records of the last meeting.
a
This was

ment of our faith at this point. The materialism of the age is rampant and boisterous. It
sneers at moral ideas.
But'we must not let its

clamor

least

help could be depended on in this direction. For the present state of the funds,
the reader is referred to the statements of

After referring to the celebration at Philadelphia, last week, of the landing of William
Penn
in
1682, the Illustrated
Christian

nobly

at

would-be students may be taken into the
account, I see no difficulty in keeping fip,
or even of -increasing, the attendance for

some such way as that here suggested?

Weekly

more efficient in the Master's work,

book of 500 pages.
Price $1.25. It can be or.
dered of the author, Rev. James Porter
, 133

disheartening
statement
already
made 1
BE esr
ne
PE AREAS
that there has been a marked falling off in
the contributions from the churches for Tie Rhode Island F. B. Woman's Mission
educational purposes during the last year.
ary Society.
0 far as prospective students are con. nr

come of them as we put them into exercise.

for the ¢¢ Star.” This paper is offered
new subscribers from now till Jan.

1884

subjects taught

cities within the

borders

of the

Association.

followed by a report of the doings of the year
from the corresponding-secretary and tressurer, Mrs. E. H. Andrews, of the Roger Willisms church. It appears that 25 churches are
represented in the society, which has also nine

auxiliaries, fixe Young
four children’s bands.

this country

and in

people’s societies and
‘The missions are in

(odia.

The

Missionary

Helper is edited by Mrs. J. M. Brewster,and
will hereafter be a monthly, 854 copies of

which are taken in the district,

Moneys

rais-

ed during the year amountedto $1,006.17 all
of which, save $4.70, has been expended, Miss
Hattie Phillips has been employed at Midnare, in India, Miss Ida Phillips has served at
alasore. Work has been done in Bible schools

pt Ty

and ragged schools.
In this country, aid bas
been extended towards the erectionand furn-

°

ishing of Anthony
hall of Storer college, at
Harper’s Ferry, W. Va.
A :
eports were made from various churches
and auxiliaries, by the corresponding secretary aid various ladies, Reports came from 29

of workers, and the statements were enElmira was chosen as the place for our first fields
| couraging. A committee consisting of Mr+.
es: ‘ Resolved: That we endorse the recspecial
effort.
Ward,
Pendin
of the Park street church, Mrs. Arnold,
g
the sale of our old
ommendation of the International Executive
Pawtucket, and Mrs. Clark, of the Roger
Committee to the effect that the second Sab- church property, the work of building was de- ofWilliams
church,
chosen to nominate a
bath in November be observed as a day of layed till the recent successful sale, and now list of officers for thewascoming
year. This comthe
work-i
s
vigorou
sly
pushed
by competent
mittee named the following, who were elected:
prayer for young men, and that the pastors of
men.
From
Mrs,
L.
two
Dexter,
to four thousand dollars
president ; Mrs. C. 8. Frost,
the evangelical churches in our State be invite
must be raised outside of Elmira. Dear breth- recording secretary; Mrs. XK. H. Andrews,
ed to preach, on that day, sermons especially
corresp
onding
secretar
y and treasurer.
ren of the Central Asso., this is our centennial’: The
adapted to young men; and that each church
presidents of the auxiliary sociéties are
thank-offering to our God. Letus take hald
of vice presidents of this, and the executive com:
take a collection, one-half of which shall go to
it with a spirit in harmony with the
mittee is made up of representatives chosen by
Divine
the State work, the other half be forwarded to
théchurches, » During the past year the presiblessin
gs
of
our
first
denomi
nation
al
the International Committee.”
century,
of the board was Mrs. J, 'M. Brewster.
Let every Free Baptist who is loyal to Christ, dent
Much help has been realized from the young.
and appreciates the glorious Gospel as preachOn motion of Mrs. Brewster the ‘meeting
* We acknowledge the receipt of the Echo, an ed by Randall and
adopted the following:
his successors, make a gen.
y
annual sheet published by the good people of erous offering
d, That we, the ladies assembled in
for this object. While our theLesolue
first
annual
meeting
of
the society of the
the Olneyville (R. I.) church. We hope the brethren of N. E.
are heroically lifting the flag Rhode Island district, send our most cordial
‘“ entertainment in ye Freewillers theyre Meet.
of free will, free communion, and Jree salvation greeting to the women in the Western Rhode
ing House” was a happy and helpful ocecur-. in Boston; let
us do the same in this rising city Island Q. M., and most earnestly ask them to
cooperate with us in making efficient. this orrence. ‘We.notice that the society advertises of N. Y, Hereis
my proposition, brethren.
of which they form u part,
for sale the old church and lop on Olneyville
That every Free Baptist make a centernfhl ganization
to participate with us in raisiog the amandut aloof .
Square. The old church has witnessed many
money for when the Woman’s Board wishesus ~
offering of $1.00 for this church building;
and
a stirring ocoasion when the Divine presence’
every one whom God has blessed with $600.00 to become responsible,
Mrs. Tourtellot was chosen to communicate
was attested by human eloquence and contrite give
$5.00, and every one

tears. Its memories are sacred. Somewhy
(permit the word) we sorrow that it must be

given up to secular us) but—what’s the use?

pe)
ow +

worth! $1000.00 give

$10.00 and so on In the same proportion
ac.
cording as God has prospered us. . Let
us send
our offerings to Rev.
J. 8, Harrington, 869
/

&
»

—

suggestions which can not fail to assist
gredtly

this class of preachers, and rende
r them

he

just supplies the places made vacant by
the last graduates, thus making the attendance about equal to the average of
several years past.
Strenuous efforts are

teacher

While our friends are saying so much at

I wishto call the attention of our preachers

The Minutes

The Theological School and its Outlook.

yong

letter was

unobjectionable

parts of our field.

ge.

Bless:
G.W. ENarpp,

To the Churches of the Oentral Associa-

4% In addition to the usual, denominational
matter, this department is open to brief and oth-

regarding

a competent

This

:

to a book entitled, * Hints to
8elf-educateq
Ministers,”
by James Porter, D. D.
Itis eg.
pecially adapted to those preachers
who never
had the advantages of a thorough
education,’
whom we have many. It abounds in hints of
and

united

age
>

Correspondence,

much

in Alaska as to

lead him to write to Gen. Howard

fn

idly

recently

RGoeding

gentleman

That college barbarism’ known as *‘ hazing”
bas, we trust, received a decided check in the
result of the lawsuit by a. Bowdoin freshman,
who recently recovered a verdict against several sophomores for $2,700 as damages for injuries sustained at their hands,

published by the National Bureau of Education, makes good the claim that our government is actually doing less for the education of
the people of Alaska than was done by Russia
previous to the purchase.
He
has. several
times visited Alaska and been instrumental in
establishing sevéral
schools
and
missions
among the people, and pow earnestly appeals
to the National Government to grant its aid.
that the
le are exceedingly eager

Church is

true

need

This

you all.

—————————

N. Y. May the Lord

ing. The next want is a house of their own,
| which the right man to lead them will help

Arth-

The Christian Commonwealth of London
has just completed its first volume. = We liked
its appearance when it first came to our table
a year ago, but it has constantly improved during the year. It is an able, fearless, devout
Christian journal.
Long may it continue to
visit us from * far ayont the saut sea.”

erwise

Hess

the

it

Britain.

oy

ly to be correct than the latter?

the Oxford movement,is known as SogloCatholicism aod Ritualism. The" first

emphasizes the doctrine that the Eaglish

Does

Mr.

tinctive denominationgl- opinions - are not
known. * By their fruits ye shall know them.”

Christian.”

to Romanize

epithets,

named

:

has already contributed £50,000, or $250,000,
to various societies for the evangelizitionTof
Africa, and yet, strange to say, his own lis-

success.
People will hardly believe me when
I tell them about our Chinese Christidns.
I
suppose they are rather slippery,’ one says. I
‘answer, ‘ No.’ They are fully equal in - Chris
tian character to church members in this country. * * * When we get the gospel intoa Chi-

disreputable

3

ingtor
built at his own
expense
the vessel called Peace for the Congo Mission of the

China; (2) Whatneeds to be done there. The
more I see, the more |, pm astonished at our

sense, or wisdom, or grace,to enable one to
conclude that the fermer opinion is more like-

a

A gentleman of England

: Rev. John Butler of the American Presbyterian church, returning to the Peking mission
in China, said last month in San Francisco:
“ Two things we can not get people in America to realize fully: (1) What has been done in

he is sure to be a noble

a conscious, per-

‘will be sent gratis to any clergyman who will
send his address and a two-cent stamp to pay
postage.
Address Rev. P. R. Russell, Vine-

brother wishes to know what we mean by
““ barbarism,” let him consult statistics and not
his prejudices. If he wants to know what our
real estimate of the South is, and what our
feeling and prayers are concerning it, let him_
read us thoroughly. “We are far too deeply interested inthe welfare of the South to ignore
the fact that Mrs. Partington, though excellent
at a slop or a puddle, will yet have to yield to
the Atlantic.

naman

in which

sonal, and intermediate state of the dead -is
vindicated, writes us that a copy of his work

1f our

cused of remaining in the English Church

during the next few years, so that when Otherwise when the money does come
- settled.
the * Tracts for the Times” finally appear- they are likely to get credit for only one
Secretary Means, of the American ed, they fell as seed on largely prepared year from the date when the paper began
Foreign Mission Board, presented at the soil. During these years, the progress of to be sent. Pastors and ethers who ebPortland gathering, four weeks since, a. liberalism was so rapid, evinced in noth- tain subseribers and send names must not
very interesting ‘ Annual Report of the ing more than in Catholic emancipatipn, fail tg'send the money with the names.
‘Dakota Indian Mission.” It shows the that High Churchmen generally felt that.
bright side of our relationships with the even the foundations were loosening and
NOTES.
red man,

done to the South

Rev. P. R. Russell, author of Letters toa
Theological Materialist, recently noticed in

Manning,

tution, which, though admirable in theory, has certain practical disadvantages ?
Some of the fault-finding with the government is fault-finding with the constitution countries under its obedience.” -But' the
ofishe United States. We must put up whole undertaking has failed. A part of
with the drawbacks for the sake of the
excellences. Itis best to keep the legis- its strength has gone into the Roman
lative and the executive functions distinct Catholic church and the secessions therestill continaes.
That
part of
and independent although treaties with to
Great Britain as well as treaties with In- the movement which still abides in the

and which bind the government may not

&

ing become a man, has married a woman as
white as himself
And does our brother need
to be assured that nothing can be farther from
the purpose for which the Star exists, and
farther from our thoughts, than any injustice

And more to the same effect. Now, there is
Robert Wilberforce, and others.
Until | one striking thing relative’te other folks’ notion
his death, Dr. Pusey remained in- the about the Chinese. The Christian missionaries are agreed in ascribing to them, at least, a
Church of England, although it is prob- noble potential character. The sand-lot oraable that he was substantially at one with tors and ‘ hoodlums” of San Francisco are
Newman in doctrine. He has been ac- agreed in flinging at them all sorts of dirty and

fact-

suspi-

so

was soon followed by Oakley,

by

the

was

to

gravitatien toward Rome become gradually more and raore marked. Newman

the

war

policy

‘endeavored

Articles of the Church of England, with
the mental reserve
of. interpreting them

movals and frauds of contractors, may we

mental obligations which the Evangelical movement was regarded to have
lamentably ignored and lessened. The

' our government that this

uous foe of Romanism,

re-

THE TRACTARIAN MOVEMENT.
We reviewed hastily week before last the

the pernicious policy of treating with® the
savages as a foreign people, by treaty,
and not as citizens, by law. It is a corious illustration of the conservatism of

by

Dr. Newman, in which he, once the stren-

tion and Christianity as Sitting Bull and

at

had inherited

** Tract

No. 90,” the last of the series, written

civiliza-

Ir | chief executive.

cion and hostility of the tribes to contend

In 1841, appeared

this

in accordance with the Roman doctrine.”
Dr. Pusey defended bim, and stood
with | him until
hjs
final
secession
to the Roman church, in which step
Dr. Pusey felt
he could not “follov
him. After Newmans
defection, the

hostile. to

science of the American

THE INDIAN PROBLEM.
In a recent review of Dr. Ellis's Red
Man and White Man of North America,
the Independent speaks of that portion
which relates-to the shaping of our present Indian policy. As a rule, the Amer-

of

heathen practices, as

appropriations.
Still, whenever either department is
delinquent in duty, the people have a
right to complain and will continue to assert that right. No amount of logic or
special pleading can convince the con-

Then pass, ye mourners, cheerly on,
With hearts new-braced and set

movement.

perversion

justify subscription to the Thirty-nine

fuses or neglects to

“ 'Tis sweet,as year by year we lose
Friends out of sight, in faith to muse
How grows in Paradise our store.

Romeward

Santee and the Sissiton Indigns,
*‘Less
than fifty years ago these Indians were as
fierce and untractable,as closely wedded to

It is evident that Dr.- Means has little
sympathy with the croakers who are always berating the government for perfidious dealings with the Indians. In his
report he sayss--e~

warranted

the

the A. B. C. F. M., Dr. Means says of the

utter absence of all hope that a good and
almighty Providence would give them to
- her again in a future life. But surely, we
have no right to think thus of those who
have gone hence in the faith which Christ
has

depends

these are four white

teachers, eight Indian ministers and nine
Indian teachers. In clesing his long and
minute statementof the present condition
of the Dakota Indians under the care of

in behalf of Indians Who are yet in their
savage degradation.”

‘walk in that faith ourselves we shall surely
see them again and know them in companionships that will include all that earth can
admit of joys communicated and shared,
and much more besides.
That was indeed
a true and touching declaration made, as
referred to by one of the speakers at the
recent session of the American Beard in
Portland, by the Arch-duchess of Austria
to the venerable Dr. Schanffler: ¢ Chris-

sacraments

on the rightfuloess of the commission of
those that administer them, or ¢ the Apostolic succession ;’ ” and (3) * Fixed and
unwavering opposition to the teaching of
the Church of Rome.” It was theneglect
of this last principle which, perhaps, was
not practically consistent with the first
{wo,—a neglect largely induced by the

tian minister)and two children, ‘and mourned for them—such was her despair—in the

-

true efficacy of the

that ** the

Elmira,

Norton St.,

The following is the word of the Congrega-

lic schools with colored children, and yet, hav-

tion. It is not the work of politicians
or government officials. In the past
seventy-two years the missionaries of the
American Board
have labored
with
twenty tribes. Now their efforts are confinedto some six thousand Dakota Indians. Their missionary force among

We lately heard ofa wife and mother
who had lost by death a husband (a Chris-

-*

«

of the divine grace,” and (b)

upon missionary labors, these Indians
have been brought to this hopeful condi-

his followers are now. The results already reached are not only reasons for
gratitude to God, but for renewed efforts

ty.

an

tionalist touching the proposed new Congregational paper whose name and prospectus are
this we havé written ourselves down as promised, we understénd, this month:
Froude—put their heads together, and in {saying
barbarians. The reasoning of our elder broth‘As for a new paper, we have never claimed
September, 1833, appeared the first of ler of the Index is below the dignity of a relig- any exclusive rights in the field of religious
that series of “ Tracts for the Times,” ous journal. We- have further proof ef this journalism, and there is no occasion for the
least jealousy on our part as to competition
which continued publication until 1841, statement in another note in which the Index with any other papers, either present or prospective.
Divisive influence within the derecently
honored
us
with
its
attention.
We
and.comprised ninety in all. The three
nomination is, no doubt,a matter deserving
had
said,
referring
to
the
efforts
in
St.
Louis
leading principles that were in the minds
serious consideration.
Of course there can be
separate thé black children from the white
no intention on the part of any one to romote
of the authors of these Tracts at first toin the
public schools, that Mrs. Partington will
any division; but the inevitable tendency of
have been thus stated by an eminent Eng- | have to yield to the Atlantic. Whereupon our such an enterprise in that direction is, very
‘
lish churchman:
(1) ¢ THe principle of elder brother of the Index exhibited a sad] likely, a thing to be feared.
of definite dogmatic teaching generally, eclipse of reason and taste as follows:
We suppose that our contemporary means by. a The Congregationalist publishes in full the
as opposed to the liberal opinions which this; that. there is-&-good time coming when -notable sermon by the venerable Prof, Park, of
were everywhere current, and were be- the white and black races on this continent
Andover, at the recent installationof the Rev.
will be thoroughly mixed; when there will be
ginning to infect the church itself; (2) no
H:. H. Leavitt, at North Andover. It'is a
whites and blacks, and when all will be
“Definite teaching, especially in refer- mulattoes. If he desires this as to his own powerful presentation of the ‘rational and
posterity,he might -basten the happy day by
Scriptural grounds of the orthodox doctrine of
ence to the church, her sacraments, and
encouraging his children to marry negroes.
the eternal punishment of the finally impeniher ministers, as set forth by the great di- We like to see faith and works go together.
tent, as opposed to the recent teachings of a
Is it possible for our * barbaric” brother to
vines of the Church of England in the
future or second probation.
The discourse
seventeenth century,” (a) that * sacra- ‘understand How the editor of the Star, when a -seems likely to take a high and permanent
ments and not preaching are the sources little younger than now, went to the same pub- place in the literature of the subject.

heathen since the apostolic age have been

letters

—$%hould, by alimeanstake
this monthly.

Indians

clared that *‘ in proportion to the aid and
means employed,
no missions to the

All communications designed tor publicatio
be addressed to the Editor, and

marked and great to allow of their work- sense in which we used the word, there is a la=
ing together. The next year,a few men — 'mentable amount of barbarism even here in
chiefly Newman, Pusey, and Hurrell New England; and yet we do not feel that in

English in their language, civilized in
their habits and Christian in their religion.”"A year later the annual report de-

1882.

GYRUS JORDAN, Assistant Editor.

should

1, 1882.

a
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this resolution
to the churches,

On motion of Mrs. Brewster,

additional resolve was adopted:
Resolved,
That we recommend

the following
to our

iliuries for the suke of greater harmony

aux-

in our

I Tg"

0"

wig

TI

Rw

ay

ATmr Tip WW.

z

Mrs. Frost reported the basis of work pro$1,050 to
»ased for the ensuing year, requiring
used in. about ten different directionsin dif-

feent fields. In reference to this basis, earnist and able addresses were made by the presiMrs.
¢nt, by Mrs. Andrews, Mrs. Brewster,
Jourteilot, Mrs. Clark, and others, and the5
jlan was adopted.
On motion of Mrs. Ward, Mrs. Brewster
vas chosen to attend a meeting in Worcester,
j0.aid in forming a society similar to this. The
am-

An

meeting then adjourned till evening.

the
ple and toothseme collation was spread in the
vestry rooms of the church, to which
..

guests did justice.

At 7:30 o'clock P. M., the meeting Soldat
in the auditorium of the church by a voluhtary
from organ and choir. Mrs. Dexter presiding
opened the services by reading from the Acts’

of the Apostles aud from the Prophets.

Pray-

Minneapolis church
People’s
weeks.

Union

bya chant

frem

the choir.

Salley read a paper on

India, and the Causes of Unbelief in the

in

Great

ey

Ordination.

Sunday, Oct. 1.

and
from Scripture

experience.

Following this good address came a very en-

hood of God, and the brotherhood of all the
members of the human family. Her address

tended to broaden the nobler powers of our
nature and to warmall hearts. She finally presented a sort of missionary outlook that was
stimulating and full of hope.
Her recital of
successes in India and in needy parts of our

was

by

a

The following

and Charge by Dr. W. H. Bowen; Hand o
Fellowship by Rev. J. B, Jordan; Benediction
by the pastor.

,

{

Gifts to Ministers.
Rev.

E.

J.

Doyle, of Capac, Mich., thanks

Quarterly IWeetings.
Lafayette (Wis.)—Held its Sept. session with
the Monticello church.
The clerk ih about half

to face a northeast rain storm

thirty-

© miles,—hence did not attend.
The committee
rejorts the following programme for Institute
LO : at the next session, which begins on Satur.

day of the Q. M. at 10.30 A. M.: Subjects—To-morrow a New Day, by A. Peterson; Scripture Teaching, by J. F. Sears; Pleasing Christ, by Albert

Day ; Nothing but Leaves, by R. Knight; The
Worth of Life, by L. F. Farnham; Individual Re-

sponsibility, by Mrs. E. H. True; Egypt, by Rev.
0. H. True; Canaau, Temporal and Spiritual, by
Rev. J. Park yn.
;
:
Next session with the York Prairie church, Dec.
1, at 7.30.p. M.

L. F. FARNHAM,

missionary work.
Large results have follow
ed the labors of missionaries, especially ‘Bap-

Mrs,

3. is full of confidence in good things to come
through good and patient toil. This stirring
address was the proper preparation for a col-

Bro. W. H. Lyster al-

fest in the meetingsthat They were continued for
several evenings, by Rev’s 3. Moulton and L. S.
Bean, with eacouraging results, several express.
ing a desire to live a Christian. life. May the Loyd
bless and revive the old Stanstead
Q. My

L. 8.

{We invite the sending from all our churches of
items for this department of news.
These items
must be accompanied by the addresses of the writ.

ers, not necessarily
for publication, and should
reach this office before Saturday night in order to
get into the next issue of the
Star.” We, of

BEAN, Clérk.

Farmington (Me.}—Held
its Sept. session
with the Vienna church. The attendance was large
and

the

it shall seem well

to do so,

matter thus farnished. |

~The

labors of Rev. Joslah Bean have heen

blessed since he commenced

his pastorate with

the F. B. church in East Corinth. . The congregation on the Sabbath, social meetings and Sun-

day-school

are increasing

both in interest and

numbers.
A very interesting S. S. concert occurred on Sunday evening, Oct. 22. Under

the earnest labors of the pastor's wife a chandelier has been purchased and placed in the
church.

bo

i
New

The

Hampshire.

Gilmanton I. W. church

has raised $18

for the new church at Rochester, and

$10 for

the Boston church.
;

were

were

Our correspondent

was

in erroras to

Rev.

E. Owen's assisting Rev. A. H. Milliken in a
revival effort; but the Rev's A. H. Milliken
and E. Owen have been for the past two weeks
assisting Rev. Bro. Cowell of Newport Center
in union revival work with the most blessed
apparent results.
Some fifty ‘young people,
the flower of the community, have been graciously permitted to indulge hope in Christ.
Some are reported as converted at home who
have not been present at the meetings.
The:
work seems to be spreading.
The Methodists

have most heartily united in this work.

well

by

represented.

Rev’s

Roys, Libby,

Sherwood and Starbird.
Bro. Libby spoke of the
Morning Star as our denominational
paper, and

the importance of an increase of its
circulation.
Bro. Graves presented the subject of farnishing a

Fourteen were received

‘into the church and others will follow soon.
Quite a number are still anxious and the work
seems to be spreading.
A few of the converts
are children, but most of them are adults, and

the work bas all the appearance of thoroughHill, six miles|
Even at Thompson
ness.
away, the Congregationalists and C. Baptists
have opened their doors for Sister Fenner and
she has there found anxious hearts ready to re--

In order that it may

be under-

Hall, and our pasturs were chosen a committee to
present the subject to the churches. The exercises
egates to other Q. Meetings: Anson, C. Campbe!l ;
Bowdoin, D. Alien; Otisfield, J. H. Bartlett; Waterville, S. Bean.

Any church
please inform

wishing
?

the December session will
.
D. PEASE, Clerk.

(Me.)—Held

at

its

Jefferson.

and

was

very

Bro. Peter Dunton

nection.

All

comb

instructive

and

profitable.

Q. M., Rev. Wm. 8. Stevenson

by Knowlton;

Camden, Frerman

Cooper, Jr. Pe-

ter Dunton; Chelsea, E. L. Cleveland, 8. H. Toleman;
South China,
Wm. .-H. Littlefield,
Peter

Dunton;

Islesboro,

Wm.

S. Stevenson,

E.

Thompson;
Lincolnville, J. D. Coulliard, Wm
Lewis; South Montville, E. G. Eastman, Wm.
Robbins; 2d Montville, E. C. Shattuck, S. Cur-

ningham; Cen. Mountville, Chas. Bailey, G. Morrang; Palermo, A. Cooper, Hiram Murphy; Rockland, C. Purington,G. H, Bradtord ; Vassalboro,J.
E. Mills, David
Buxton; Washington, Geo. Livermore, Abner Chadwick; Vinalhaven, E. G. East-

North Whitefield

and Jeffer-

son, C. Purington, C. Hanson.
A collection of $30
was taken, and, by vote, appropriated to consti.

tute Rev, C. Purington and
wife life-members of
the Foreign Mission Society.
J.C. KNOWLTON, Clerk.
Hillsdale (Mich.)—Held

chureh.

There

was agood

with

the Wheatland

atiendance and a good

time was enjoyed. The busine-s was done with
harmony and dispatch. The social meeting on
Saturday afternoon was one of the best we have
ever enjoyed.
All felt that it was good to be there.
The preaching during the session was by Bro’s
Pimlott, Hewes, Myers, Ashley and Clark.
Are:

with

the

Woodstock
W.

God
She

church.

'

Montville

A. MYERS,

&

Unity (Me.)—Held

Four young men were

Q. M., who added

Oakland
Salem

to the interest of the

(Mich.)—Convened

with

church, Friday, Oct. 13, at

the South

all

except

ness was
posed of:

one represented
Rom.

1: 16 and led
tendance was
resenting as

'he effort was
Rev.

by

letter.

on until they receive more substantial aid, a
These churches are near tosettled pastor.

Northwestern

8S.

meeting.. The
one exception

his subject, ** The

a masterly

Warren

one.

oceupied

last

Judgment.”

Sabbath

the

atall

A. M.,

pulpit—texi,

Et

|

Owego

(N.

Y.)—With

church, Oct. 21, 22.
good spiritual
preaching was

the Windham

It was well attended, and a

H. Green. The Rev. Wm. C. Peck,who had

:

G. We MAYHEW, Clerk.

has been

2.80

Ch Meredith Village

2.80 .

2.80

1.40

a large number of people who
marvelous

daily

4

a

This

the

Sabbath

evening

appoint:

session with

the Gieen

Oak

church, 2nd

Opening sermon by the clerk.
J. S. WARREN. Clerk.

ing was well attended, most of the ehutches being

represented by delegates. The business was transacted 'n harmony. Saturday evening was devoted to 8.8. work. The 8.5, connected with the
church furnished the larger part of the programme with great credit to itself.
me of the
pieces were exceedingly well rendered and ver,
appropriate. Rev. J. 8. Harrington preache
Sunduy morning and was attentively listened to
by the large congregation. Collection after sermont, $8.63. In the evening subscriptions and collection for the Elmira church amounted to $26.50.
Thie closed one of the pleasantest and most
itable sessions of the Chemung Q. M.

prof-

j

(N. C.)=Met at Big Ivy church, Sept.
ig Ivy
J. H, Ballard—Text, Ps. Ts:
0° ig I97.S by
11. Rev.d. H. Bullard was chosen chairman, and
J. A. Ray clerk pro tempore. The churches reorted by delegates as follows: Big Ivy,A. W.
ngle, John C. Andrews

and

A. J. Burlison;

Un.

jon Valley, Rev. J. H. Ballard, R. B. Ballard;
Mt. Pleasant, James Haynie, J. A. Ray and A, L.
Ray;

Rampeytown made no report.

Reports

from

©

A

8 8chool

Rhode

testify to is

Providence

Greenville

Central Union
(for West)

ignorant.—San-

8:00

8.00

4.00

1257

457

11.82

Ch
D *S-

ROUGH
Clears out rats,

Dugs, skunks,
gists.

:

Harmony
Fowler

the oth-

The
Arab.

best

.
A

Se

Drug-

part of repentance
ra
P

is little

4.00

sinbiny

—
:

everywhere use Parxer’s

Ginger

C

*

Tenie,

Ma

because they have learned by experience that it
overcomes despondency, indigestion, weakness in
- the back and ki dneys, and other ‘troubles of the
sex~Journal.
>
It ie hard

to chase and

catch

two

2.50
4.73
2.00

54.63

9.23

I

8.28

3.29

H., and
1.11

(to whom

all

S. D. Bates,

Ohio

Free

Association, Marion,

Treasurer

Ohio.

Y. M., should be sent tor F. M., H. M.

tion Societies.
ve
Rev. J. D. Batson, Northfield, Minn.,

Com-

Enosburg

to whom

Treasurer

Baptist Foreign
Rome Mission
Societies,Concord, N. H,

of

and

Neb.,

the

Toledo,

Mission funds are

15.00

v.]
80

3.95

75.00

19.35

Mrs S B Whitney Jackson Mich

Meeting,

Coll by F8ec’y

of

to whom

«“

Sally Gilbert Wirt

Interest from
fund

250

O,

Pate, WW. J. Twort, J..M. Pease and others. Devotional services have-been arranged for in connectivn with the sessions. Theehurch at Biddeford desires a liberal. taat8 hespitality; and
the character and importance of the megtipg’ call

Zenana

122.71

58.03

12.50

D,

R. R. FARE.
The Boston & Maine R. R. will sell tickets from
Portland & Transfer Station to Biddeford and retorn for 75 cents. The Maine Central RB. R. gives
{ree return tickets to those paying full fair one
way, mileage tickets not considered full fare.
Clergymen
get half-fure, on application, from
stations on the P. & O, R. R.

Brooks

Bos-*

ton church
ol
A lady friend Berwick Me
for Boston Ch
Murs 8 J Pitman Concord
N H Boston Ch

2.50

}

.50

99.00

99.00

i
47.09

!

Ch

Rochester Ch N H

Sully Beoey Wilton
Me for freedm:n

2.50
4.00

~~

gandy] colors,with

your name

fe

in

fancy

type,

40 per cent

ven for clubs. Particulars with ev~

L*RINTING

CO. Northford Conn.

.

ASTHMA REMEDY

The Only Sure Remedy for ASTHMA
and HAY FEVER, is sold under a
positive guarantee. Price $1.00 per
package. Sample package and tes-

3)

pal - timonials free.

Address

#8 LOUIS SNITHNIGET, Cizmist, Cleveland0.

For all the Purposes Of a Family
Physic.
=
CURING

this

paper,

of whose pure and

evidence is-wanting.

Costiveness,
Jaundice,
Dyspepsia, Indigestion,
Dysentary, Foul Stom-

ach and

truthful

Breath,

Head-

ache, Erysipelas, Piles,
Rheumatism, Eruptions
and Skin Diseases, Biliousness,
Liver
ComE plaint, Dropsy, Tetter,
and
Salt

If at

Patrons.

PREPARED

BY

DR. J.C. AYER &CO., Lowell; Mass.
Practical and Analytical Chemists.
BY ALL DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS
IN MEDICINES,
Oy

RETAIL.

|

WILTONS,

d

Domestic
tang.

ty

3.40
2,00
$94.05
Treas.

and Old!!
A NEW IN.
just patented for them,

Joe ie oT.

Bori

CHEAPEST BIBLES Siisrunished Ages
features. Both Versions New Testament
RSHEE & MCMACKIN,Cincinnati,O.

THE
advance;

days,

Oil

Cloth

BOSTON.

:

:

=

GENTS WANTED

MORNING STAR.

TERMS:

$2.00 per
$2.20 if paid

d $2.50 if not.

year, if paid strictly in
within

the

first

thirty

h subscriber will please notice the date
of payment on the label of his paper, and not
allow it to be in arrears.
:
The Star is not discontinued when the time
expires for which it is paid u
TSONS ree

and variety of Foreign

Carpeting,
°

Grinding. Polis]

Send Stamp and dress
EPHRAIM BRO N, Lowell, Mass,

and

558 and 560 Washington St.,

I 2.00

UL News for Doyasd Jinan
Young
TION

for Home use!
Fret aud Scroll Sawing, Turning,

BRUSSELS,

And every grade

5.00

‘ta

AND

quest it; and it is discontinued

n writing

:

1335

when it has

been more than one Jeu in arrears, after due
notice:and time shall have been given.
REMITTANCES must be made in mone
ey-orders or bank-checks if possible, or in a
registered letter and at our risk and expense.
to this office; persons will

please

designate thei» STATE, as well as town, anc
give both the eld and new address when . they
order a change wn the direction of their paper.
The Star goss to press Tuesday morning,
and communications for insertion ought to
here on Saturday reviews,
Address!
tev. Jy D. STEWART,
i
DOVER. N.

AIA

fo ai
k

—

Butterfly,

mithnight’s

.

hd |

Floral,Sea.

Landscape, Geld and

Bird Motto,

10c. Sample Book of 90 costly Styles for 1882 5c,

I., Oct.

,
S
G
U
R
:
L
ORIENTA

6.06

$1077.30
$493.99
MOSES B. SMITH,

' Concord, N. H.

Panel,

paid to Ag’ts, or beautiful prizes

by

,
S
R
E
T
S
N
I
M
X
“A

.

P D Bristol N H Boston Ch |
Contoocoock ch N H for
Mrs

View, Wreath,

Silver

=d Moonlight,Summer and Winter Scenes,

all in beautiful [not

J H.PRAY,
SOND & 0.

10.00

1.00
.

NOT

QUANTITY:

ery order, CAXTON

Mr.. George
A.
both of James-

3t ond

CARPETS

i

100.00

i.

who
wish
to
learn
Steam
Engineering,

0%E
NEW
PACK
FOR
1882,
50 ALL Chromo Ca;
[Extra fine

Me.,

assisted

Olneyville, R.

Cleve-

26t22eow

. Yu} Stock] Artistic designs of Swiss

No further guaranty concerning advertisements
can be given than the above. Readers must exersise their own judgment on articles advertised.

'

5.00

'

Hannah
Hobeon
Steep Falls Me Bos:
ton

of

character satisfactory

6.00

Dorcas Berry Wilton Me © 2.50
Candia N H Ch
S
Estate
of Caroline
E

Mrs

umns

5.00
I

10.

& CO..

®

5.00

' Mass

BROB.

.

To Advertisers.
No advertisements will be admitted to the col-

work

Strafford Vt Ch for

TAYLOR

Ji

WHOLESALE

. Lansing School India ~~ 12.50
136.76
‘
Mich Y M
Amanda H Boynton Meredith Vill N H
A J Nutter West Roxbury

srt

Arrangements,

99.00

invested

for Pakoh Dale

address at

Boyd,

2 50
246.00

Class No 6 8 8 Sparta
Mich for Ida Phillips
“Prom Lansing Ch Mich
for

free.

O.

Ronen

- 50.00

Cen-

Big Pay to sell our Rubber Printing Stamps.

by
N:

19.35

NH

Aa Catalogues sent free on application,

El

75.00

Harriet A Deering Gorham Me
Grand Rapids M Mich

748-4 o’clock by the'President of the
Society; Dr.
Bowen, followed by a sermon from Rev. J. J.
Hall. Thursday
A. M., Nov. 16, addresses b
Rev’s J. Rand, J. W. Parsons, J. Q. Adams and
R.
L. Howard. Thursday P. M., addresses by Rev's
J. B. Jordan,J. M. Lowden; Is. W. Raymond, 8:
; Thwsdy
C, Whitcomb and Dea Rufus

Com. of

+ 616.98

Mrs
RE Worth
«
Central Association
NY
{ Bequestof Lydia Tasker
Strafford N H

Missionary

|

Laconia

|

Soc.

37.02

4.24

in Oct

James

Ed.

79.24

5.00

Int

ter N Y

The annual meeting of this Society will be held
in the Free Buptistchureh at Biddeford, with
the following order of exercises :
)

for full attendance,

“

“Bible School Int
Bequest of Mrd A C
.

Society.

J.

262,01

Prin

Notices.

by, Bovis

Bible

ad

The annual meeting of the Maine State Mission
Society will be holden in the Free Baptist church
at Biddeford on the evening of Wednesday and on
ursday, Nov. 15, 16, A full attendance is desired.
Programme and other arrangements soon.
R. L. HOWARD, Rec. Sec.

addresses

in Sept

+ 4" for Bible School

Rev A. H, Whitaker, Honey Creek, Wis.
Rev. J. 8. Dinsmore, Troy Grove, 111.

evening,

Societies.

for Sept. and Oct.
F. M.
H M.

« ° for Bible School
Prin.

Rev. J. C. Steele, North Parma, Monroe Co,, N.
Y., Treasurer of the Central Association, to whom
all its contributions shonld be sent.
:

evening Nov. 15, Opening

d

Benevolent

Pubs.

1.40

E. N. FERNALD, F. Sec’y.

to be sent.

Maine Free Baptist Home

2.75
31
6.20

Oct. 28, 1882.

H. H. Withington, Toledo, Iowa, Treasurer of:
the Iowa F. B. Home Missions.
;
Rey. Charles S. Perkins, 18 Appleton S8t., Boston, Mass,
(8130)

Wednesday

Miss

M. Sargent, both of Concord.

To

3.50

Ill

Receipts

CO.,

32 Franklin Street.

H.,

Pittsfield,

C. -Whitcomb,

and 8 months.

Int.

;

the

Iowa, Treasurer

Home’ Dep’t Towa Yeurly

“+

25.00

H. M. 30c. of No. Kan. & 8. Neb. Y. M., to whom
H. H. Withington,

2.68

8S Lewis

Treasurer of

IN NEAT BOX.
LOTHROP &

Boston : D.

any time _it shall appear that the managers have
been deceived, the deception will be exposed.

J V Giles
Rio Grande O
Mrs M M Stuart Cleveland O

.
Freewill

for

1.28

536

5.00
30.00

Education
(1362)

preparing
3

S.F. Smith, Fairbury,

. 2.56

C A Gleason Blanchester O
Ida B Hanning
Rio Grande O
J C Woodyard
Athens O
Atkinson

MACDONALD’S NOVELS, -

1.40

Prin.

all money

the

’
2.80

BIBLE SCHOOL FUNDS.

Rev. J. J. Butler, Hillsdaie, Mich., Treasurer of
the Western Education Soc. ,to whom contributions
Rev.

N.

Carr—In Gilmanton, N. H., Dec. 26, 1881 Mrs.
Isabel F., wife ot J. Harrison Carr, aged 27 years

616.95
122.71
58.03
E: N. FERNALD; F.-Secy-

NY

OF

Ayer's Cathartic Pills.

2.56

G 8 Ricker Norwich

EDITION

send your name with 10c. in stamps to F. KEPPY,

°

Oct. 23,

(25t)
Treasurer

Missions within the Wis.

may be sent in aid of those
Gospel ministry.

and Minnie

38208

Aggregate
:

and Educa-

NEW

T0 YOUNG MEN

12.75

Total

ey

Quinby- Sargent ~ n Concord, N. H., Oct.
1], by the Rev. Silas Curtis, William D. Quinby

25.00

Q M

(52t38)

of the Minn. Y. M. Mission Society, to whom all
money for this Y. M. work should
be sent.
(10t28)
Rev. J. H. Walrath, © Waupun, Wis., Treasurer

doah Mission.
Moses B. Smith,

M. Marston.

24, by the Rev. A. L. Gerrish,
Brown and Miss Ella R. Sanders,
town, R. I.

to support Mrs Burkholder
;
259.97
D W Witham W Bolton
4.
Collected by Miss E Durrel W Bo iton
2.80

Rev,A. E Wilson; Lansing, Mich., to whom all
money contributed within the bounds of the Mich.

of the Home Mission Board,

Lucey

Brown—Sanders—In

25.00

duties and

Tug CENTURY CO. . NEW-YORK, N. Y.

ra, Me., and Ida M. Robinson of Pittsfield.

Mrs

(2522)

tions.

»

Mo

1

recreations, out-door sports, occupation and
instruction for boys and girls, with
popular
features and departments,
:
Price $3.00 a year; 25 cents a number.
Subscriptions should begin with the November
number.
The succeeding issue, ‘ The Wonderful Christmas Number,” will have, also, a
colored frontispiece and many unusual attrac-

Rev. Mr. Jewell, Rev. V. D,Sweetland, of PalmyTE

for Bible School
Wom FB¥ M Soc of NS

contribuviens

Me.

Rev.

Miss

Oct. 19, by the Rev. S.

rs
50.00

of native teacher wtth
Mrs Burkholder
8 School Barrington N S

be sent) Lewiston, Me.
2t
All money contributed for the Maine State Mis.
sion should be sent to Rufus Deering, Portland,

munion Baptist

:

Caledonia N 8 support

Aotices.
E. N. FERNALD

Willey—C
W Briggs
;

Mass.,and

Sweetland—-Robinson—In

55

Canada.

N 8 for support of
Native Teacher with
Mrs Burkholder
Band of willing Workers

“

for young folks; papers on home

L M

Sargent—Marston—At the same place,
1 the same, Mr. G
J, Sargent of Concord;

7.00

Mrs J Cushing Caledonia

VILIERS!

a

Limbocker—

va S. Marston.

Wisconsin.
L11

ing Caledonia N § for
Bible School Hall

.

WAS

There, will be short stories by Louisa M..
ALCOTT, and many other well-known writers

South

Wondsville,

bert A. Clement of Woburn,

Mr and Mrs James CushOne of the greatest trials that housekeepers have
to undergo during the hot weather,
is that of
washing day.
Happily there is
practical relief for
them in the use of James Pyle’s
Pearline.

THOMPSON.

Prepared expressly for holiday times.

Treas.

at the residence of the bride’s parents, Oct. 23, by
the Rev. S.S. Nickerson of Sugar Hill, Mr. Al-

Michigan. *

.

AWAY.

COMEDJES POR CHILDREN.
series of juvenile plays. By E. S..
author of ** The Land of Nod,” etc.,

arvxied.

Clement—Marston—In

Illinois.

of vice is a vice.—Arab.

1.50

Forwarded

with

NOTION.

Engineer, Briageport, Conn. .

80.00

Ch Evansville

S

illustrated

2
and including
A Christmas Masque : “The False Sir Santa Claus.”

:

James Tuck Cave Springs Green Co
Rev M H Tarbox Eik River Mm

0.00

Ch Cook’s Prairie

A fine
Brooxs,

8.28

BY MAIL.
!
Messrs Hoyt Fogg & Donham Portland Me

0.00

Walnut Creek Q M

:
50.00

Knapp—Miss

NEW

CLOTH-OF-

An account of the life of ¢ Tad” Lincoln,
By NoAH BROOKS, author of ¢ The Boy Kmi-

Samples

§

Total
‘

The contemplation

1.84

10.00

0

W

THE

grants.”

$255.98

Mrs BM Worth—S 8 Webster—Mrs J
¥ Walters—A H Yeoman—H White—N
—E E Davis.
Books

Orland

T C Partridge do for current expenses

It is the height of folly to wait until you are in
bed with disease that may last months, when you
can be cured by a timely use of Parker’s Ginger
Tonic. We have known sickly families made the
healthiest by it.— Observer.

1.00

D Lord—H

By

A thrilling story of the Russo-Turkish war.
By ARCHIBALD ForBES, War-Correspondent.
. THE BOY AT THE WHITE HOUSE.

D Mauck—J Morse—A: A Moulton—D M Miller—
G W._Mayhew—W Mitchell-Nat Sub Agency—O
J
Pettigrew—A
E Porter—M A Quimby—G 8
1.84 Ricker—D
I Rowe—V R Slade—T A Stevens—R C
StanleveG W Seeley—G H Siver—Sargent & Farnum—Mrs BE Stone—A Stamm—T H Stacy—M E
Teachout—W J Twort—Mrs O True—O H True—
AW Tawnley—Mrs A E Wells—Mrs E R Wood—

8.00
25

E Ofto Orland for

hares.—Arab.

1.00

D Jeffers—G

FIELD OF

:
WHERE

Wisconsin.
Monticello—Mrs 8 Baker

Indiana.

Partridge

THOMPSON.

© 25.00
2.00

‘Mrs Geo W Eaton—Mrs LL A Forbush—A L Folsom—L Hanson—C E Hurd—J Hodsdon—Mrs G E

1.80

jeeling

“weenie

J D Ashbaugh—L L Angell-L A Bates—N C
Brackett—F E Bixby—R N Bouek—S8 D Bates—
Mrs B Boughton—L D Boynton—H L Calder—J
Durgin—W J Dudisy =A 8 Durgin—P B Davis—

* * for Santarium at DarWomen

OF THE

ELIZABETH

:

Newton—Mrs Sarah Higgins

Keusch—J W' Lucas—C

yeoman.

__A biographical paper regarding this celebrated phinter of battle-scenes. Illustrated with
pictures prepared for ST. NICHOLAS by Miss

5.00

Oho.

Jenks—L

HOOD.

‘| Days.”

Boney Letters Received,

2.00

3.95
3.05

:

*

been

STORY

SWEPT

6.25

4ssist.

young

"A serial story of the Mississippifloods of 1882.
By E. S. ELLIS, formerly editor of * Golden

1.75

New York.
Ashford Mrs—Lavinia Fox
Hew York city—Mrs E W Page

OF ROBIN

of the famous

A BRAND

~1.75

sup5

reading

A capital and novel play. By WILLIAM M.
BAKER, author of ¢ His Majesty, Myself,” etc.

2.50
~ 10,00

.25 Inc

per M. S. WATERMAN,
Dover, N. H.

2.00

4.00

2.50:
6.13
8.35
4.85

Total
H

Phillips’

account

By E, S. BROOKS.
To be
many remarkable pictures.

1.00

Me Aux for Gouri $5.00 should have
Parsonsfield Me Aux for Gouri $5.00.

3.00
6.75

- _¢
Pageville
A Friend

ants, bed-

15c.

14.00

17.00

Waterford
Sparta

THE

L. A. DEMERITTE, Treas.

Ohio.

Athens Q M

fi
k

1.00
13.84

Total,

» Pennsylvania.
Missions

Ch Green
W M Soc Cleveland
¢
Hinckley
“
Lake Pleasant

H

all

MAURICE THOMPSON, author of *¢ The Witch=
ery of Archery.”

4-00
6.65
J

Collection at Anniversary ot Woman’s
Mis Soc
Proceeds cf sale of Miss Crawford’s pictures
:

14.00

x

4.00

Olive Sawyer Big Island
Ch 2d Rutland

An

CORRECTION—In receipts for Oct. 4, Maplewood

3.00

Ch Salem

“It

«
.

gephers.

=

38.14-

:

10.00

Frank-

1.50 for ragged schools
and Lit Fund

2.50

14.00

Friend of
Harrisburg

. -

pounds of

roaches, “flies,

8

7.00
Broken

Total

ON RATS.

mice.

--

28.00

3463

Ch Spencer

Drink.

chipmunks,

6.64
3
1.00

28.00

8 School

Straw

[]

Dr. A. L. HALL, Fairhaven, N. Y., says:

3

=~ ¢

and

the following. partial list

STORY OF VITEAU.

/ THE STORY

Nova Scotia.
NS Woman’s F M Soc by Mrs R Crowell
of Barrington for two native
teachers
]
Miscellaneous.

New York.

amson’s Botanic Cough Balsam.

A Refreshing

5.00

Island.
6.

THE

5.00

al

Miss

parents

An historical novelette of girl and boy life in
the 13th Century. By FRANK R. STOCKTON,
formerly assistant editor of ST. NICHOLAS, au
thor of * Rudder Grange,” etc.
!
;

Stew-

LAS

St—Aux

;

2.82

Tota

one dead aud

i

.

13.00
3.57

(B

Park

lin’s salary
Tiverton—ch for Miss
o

17.00

4.57

)
5
B 8 class No 7 Olneyville
. for Harper’s Ferry

by

Ch

There are two good men;
er unborn.— Chinese.

Providence Park St—Aux

Providence

Massachusetts.

- ers

effeets.

3 Silence is the ornament of the

19.01

:

’

Auburn—church for Miss 'H Phillips’s
support
Greenfield—Aux
¢
EER
bY

The

The Tinkham Brothers’ Tide-Mill.

10.00

#

FINEST

A new serial story by J. T. TROWBRIDGE,
formerly editor of * Our Young Folks,” and
author of ¢- The Jack Hazard Stories,” ete.

“Rhode ‘Island.

1.00

Ch Lowell (Paige St)

/

AND

of attractions:

4.00

5.00

BEST

for children ever printed.

tention of all

5.00

New Hampton—Mission Helpers for Mabel Hampton

public, of both ‘England

folks.is invited to

250

art\for Mrs D F Smith’s salary

and

will be much the finest ever issued, and the at-

2.00

North Scituate ch

press and

MAGAZINE

1.00

New Hampshire.

entertaining

new volume, which begins with the November
number, and opens with a colored frontispiece,

5.00

©

desire

and Ameyica, as THE

2.07

Bachel-

Dover—W ashihgton St ch Mrs Ib
o

ed by the

14.81

const

1.00

SE

5.00

5.60
5.60

Lawrence to const
Mrs T H Stacy L M
ChiHaverhill
W L Noyes Three Riy-

M

:

4.00

”

who

wholesome reading for their ¢hildren,and young
folks who enjoy accounts of travel and adventure, historical incidents, storles, pictures,
household amusement, und harmless fun, will
find thesp in ST. NICHOLAS, which is recogniz-

- 6.25.
3.93

Mrs C Stanton 1.00 Miss C

Sta

20
20
1.80

5.60
5.00

he

toward

PARENTS

5.00
1.00

Rochester—for Mrs 1) F Smith’s salary
| Sutton—Aux 1-2 for H M and 1-2 for F M
20
Massachusetts.
20
Somerville Mrs E O Tryon
20 Fast
Lowell—Aux

Dover

| Ch

as

used

8.78

Ch 2 Strafford
Ch Milton Mills

Total

Oil.

extensively

13.00

40
40
40
3.61

2901

M

b

er’s support

West Lebanon

Vermont.

Pray to God, but continge to row to the shore.—

wonderful remedy

ie

5.00

Ch Newport Center

.19
136

*

West Buxton—Aux for Miss

3.00
2.00
1.09

-

40
40
40
3.61
10.00

Total

Russian.
3 GouvernuryN. Y., Herald.)
With great
pleasure we can recommend

5.00

40

DeMerritte

LM~

Emily J Whitten L M

i
600
, 4.00
2.00
;

40

A

Backs

Topsham—Aux for H

-

40

lage.

*

por

2.7

1.00

40

Next session with ‘thie church at Warren Center,

all Home

supplied

Bro. R. is a licentiate and is zealously and

.

LM

>

YOUNG FOLKS.

5b

8.55

NICHOLAS
FOR

2.00

'Sumner— Aux jor Miss M.Bacheler’s sup-

New Hampshire.

3¢

MrsJ J Banks

at

E 0 Clark Whitefleid

labored

many years in this Q. M. with success, and who is
now totally
blind and otherwise enfeebled, was
with us and gave us a fervent and a feeling exhor-tation.
Jan. 26, 27.

uk

(W St)

Center

feeling existed throughout.
The
by the Rey’s M. H. Abbey and J.

Risner

the several churches were themmadeas follows:
Laodicea; interest in public
Big Ivy, resembling
b worship bad ; no prayer-meeting; but few living
with the Bruce and Reas churches.
at the monthly meet.
attendance
as they should;
‘Minnesota.
ings small, no pastor chosen for the ensuing year
the former pastor, J. A. Ray, having resivned.
Rev. 0. L. Russell,on the account of the
Union Valley reports the church in living condi
long.continued illness of his wife, has given tion; sustaining peaceabld rela onswitir all; takes
collections for missions; some bap.
up the pastorate of the @humplin church and quarterly
tisme; a small but gradual'increa:e; pastor, Rev.
I
removed to Crystal Lake.
J. H. Ballard. - Mt. Pleasant reports interest in
"The mission Sunday-school under the care of public worship good; twenty additions during

Ho'is also doing efficient pastoral work

R. R.

Clerk.

Rev. N. C. Brackett, Harper’s Ferry,’ W. Va.
Treasurer of Storer College and Agent of Shenan-~

on the

20.00

:
Ed. Sper [Pittsfield—Aux
Portland from J
;
8o Berwick Shfor Miss'{L Brackett’s
i
salary
Springfield—Q M Aux const Mrs J J

Suray

and

G. R. FOSTER, Clerk.

work in the Lexington, Deckerville and Zion

T. C. BALL,

busi-

Chemung (N, Y.)—Held with: the Baldwin
church, Oct: 6—8, This church is‘greatly encouraged in its new relationship, having joined this Q.
. at the
mencement of the year. The meet-

in no way advises it.”

churches, Yightufe Wi-preashing to each of
these churches al’ encouraging them to hold

Next session at Corydon.

all money for this Soc. ghouldbe sent.

Next

from H. fH. Howard in fhe Star of Oct. 11, and

gether on the Port Huron and

J.

the conference
good and with

Friday in January.

united

Jas been doing mission

Resolved, That this Q. M. request the Home
Mission Board to supply us with. a missionary to
attend the annual session of our Q. M,

The

12: 1, dwelling particularly

to conet her

—Aux

Ta

ST.

z

Page

= tte
we pro-

duce in the same line.”—~LONDON TIMES. ~..-

2

“

Clerk.

M

= 4264

Mri J W Kelso
Mrs Simon Ruggell
Mrs T Spoone
:
Ch Whitefiel
!
Ch Danville
4)
J Erskine Meredith Vil-

should be sent for Home

self-denyingly laboring for the advancement of
the dear Redeemer’s kingdom.
Collection Saturday evening for incidentals
$2.12; on Sabbath
morning for Home Missions, $10.00.

We are requested to say that the Kev, Wm.
Fuller of Harrisburg * knew nothing of the
intention to publish such a letter as the one

Tree

Manning anda extend to him

Phil. 8: 14, Judging from appearances the Spirit
accompanied the words spoken, carrying them
with power to the hearts of the people. Rev. Wm.
ment.

Pennsylvania.

Rev, John

brother

our hearty greeting and our support and that the
conference make him a present of five dollars.

good

harmoniously and satisfactorily disRev. C. W. Dealtry preached Saturday

A. M.—text

-

Michigan.

be

A

7p. M.

delegation was present from all the churches,

with the Hast Concord church during this
The church is ina prosperous condimonth,

tion.

of our beloved

REV.

its last ses-

-*¢

Total

Post-Office Addresses.

Clerk.

meeting, and we trust good seed was sown which
will bear fruit unto eternal life.
Next session
with
the Thorndike
& Knox
church, Dec. 22—24.
JOSEPH HIGGINS, Clerk.

New York.
baptized and

Loo

Let

sion with the church at Jackson Mills.
In conse.
quence of the unfavorable state of the weather,
the churches were not all represented.
In spite of
the powerful rain storm on the Sabbath, the social
as well as the preaching ‘meefings were characterized by the Spirit of the Master. We were favored
with the presence of Bro. Stephenson from the

found only- eight of the original’ F. Baptist
church; she has added forty-eight; making the
present number fifty-six. Hero is encouragefields.
ment to again enter the abandoned

‘Who will go and do likewise?

Mrs N Chandler

:

from the churches for our Benevolent Societies should
Prospect

would

labors,

:

That we Joywny welcome. the return

tion to take place in the near future. The Ladies’
Missionary concert was, as usual, interesting.

Sister Fenner

her

blessed

wonderfully

Fo. M.
H
200 .
1.00
1.00

quest having been made by the Wheatland church

given up

is mow gathering them into the church.
has

}

that Bro. D. B. Reed, its pastor, be ordained, a
council was chosen for that
purpose, the ordinh-

left without any church conthe result

Resolved,

to the Pros-

pect &
Unity (3. M.
The following assignments
were made to the several churches ior protracted
effort: Branch Mills, Freeman Cooper, Jr., J. Col-

This was never

ean see what

form whatever.

was chosen Cor. Mes. to Edge-

testified to the power of the gospel to save. Saturday evening
Rev. C. W. Dealtry again preached,

be—scattering and backsliding.

State constitution forever prohibiting the manufacture and sale of all intoxicating liquors in any

One pound of learning requires ten
common sense to apply it.— Persian.

Littlefield,

:
G W Colby Woolwich
A P Hatch Burnham
Mrs H M Hatch Burnham

;

spiritual and soul-inspiring.
The Sunday-school
exercise Sunday: morning, lel by Rev.
Wm. H.

quite a number were converted, baptized and
formed into a class, apparently with the intenthe class after a time was

to our

forms an excellent substitute for lemon juice, and
will furnish a refresning drink for the sick.”

reasonableness of the service. Saturday afternoon
Rev. J. S. Warren preached a ¢hort sermon on Rom.

and its mpmbers

to secure an amendment

proficable season was enjoyed. The business was
transacted in perfect harmony.
The sermons
preached were “* in the demonstration of the spir.
t and with power.” The social services were

known. After the F. Baptists abandoned the
field, the Methodists occupied it for a time and

done and

fluence and votes

Sept. session with

A very interesting

Atkinson—-Mre A H

al

are Somi
to God. Tue ministers all reported
Mrs W H Bowen Lewisgood
w
since the last conference. We were [y
ton (Main dt.)
3.00
glad to meet our dearly beloved and faithful mis- | Ch Portland
5.56
sionary, who has been absent from us one year,
*
%
* Bath
1.00
Rev. J. 8. Nanning.
.
Daniel Cheney So ParResolutions:
Whereas, iv is the opinion of this
sonsfield
conference that there 18 no greater source of povPenobscot Y M
14 08
erty and want, of crime and sorrow, no greater
Ch Pittsfield village
6.00 ©
curse to our land and nation than the manufactCh Saco
© 400
ure and sale of infoxicating liquors and their use Ch Biddeford
2.00
as a beverage, therefore,
§
A Friend Pishot's:Ferry” 2.00
Resolved, That we will labor and give our in-

Horsford’s Acid Phosphate
Montville

the church

stood why so muny are received into the
church that are not reported baptized, a little
more of the history of the place must be

tion of organizing a church.

and ‘souls

cough, pain in the side or breast, fever, short
breath, night-sweats, tickling, rising or soreness
in the throat, diarrhea, nervous debility, ‘asthmatic or bronchial affections ? If so, use at once Ad-

Theological

H. SWAILES,

Mane.

of the Ladies’ Mission,consisting of select reading,
essay, et:., were of usual interest.
Chose as oy

Bates

JOHN

for October, 1882.

=
“gr, NICHOLAS is above anything

J. A. Ray

Have you these dangerous symptoms,—

the

us have a larger attendance next January.

"Connecticut.

Moore and

School Boarding

at

Next session

Sabbath, Oct. 22, was another happy day al
East Putnam when seven more happy converts
publicly professed Christ by baptism, Rev. S.

B. Young officiating.

very

preached

man, Benj. Clough;

Vermont.

ceive Christ.

churches

Sermons

course, reserve the right to condense, and to reject,

when for any reason

Rev. R. P.

radical cure for rhematism,St. Jicobs

room

Ministers and Churches.

excepted).

80 preacheéd”us an excellent sermon on Sunda
forenoon.
So good a denyee of interest was mani-

lection that followed in favor of the society’s’

treasury. The choir then led in singing, ‘From
Greenland’s ‘I¢y Mountains.”
On motion of
Mrs. J. L. Tourtellot, the thanksof the society were extended to the church: and the choir
for theif kindness in aiding the meeting.
The
Rev. J. T. Ward pronounced the benediction.
:

earnestly requested..

Req

Maine.

Sanilac (Mich.) with the Oliver church, November 10—12, convening on Friday
8 o’clock
P.M. A full delegation is, greatly
sired and

‘Li

small. No church reported revivals but all seemed
steadfast and bolding their own.
Hatley reported
two added by baptism during the last quarter.
We were greatly cheered by the presence of Revs
JA. B. Milliken and D. I. Quint, of Vermont, who
preached the Word to good acceptance and who
also brought us words of kindly 1séerest from the

Vermont Y. M. Conference.

this

Missionary Society,

were appointed to travel as evangelists during the

Clerk.

Stanstead (P. Q.)—The last session of this Q.
M. convened with the new union church at
Ways Mills, Sept. 30—Oct. 1. The delegation was

J

Wom

Lebanon (of the Central Ill. Y. M.) with the Canton—Aux for Miss M Bacheler’s supMt. Zion church, three miles east of Ashley, on
PO!
be
the
Il. Cen. R. R., Friday, Nov. 17. Hope all the Dover & Foxcroft —Aux toward const
year, and directed to give one sermon to each
churches will send delegates and letters.
Mrs JJ Banks L M
church ou ministerial support.
He was the onl
“a
.
Joan H. SMITH, Clerk.
Dover & Foxcroft—Au.
delegate from this Q. M. Rev. J. H. Ballard repor
- Rock River (Ill.) with the Four Mile Grove Ea Otisfleld—Aux for
Miss M Bacheler
ed a visit to the meeting of the Presbytery of the church
on
Friday
Nov.
24.
D.
P.
WIRT,
Clerk.
_ BUpporLs, and to const Mrs
Presbyterian church at College Hill. He had a
Oxford
(Mich.)
with
the
New
Haven
church,
Sarah
Hemp
rg
Rn
good time; not one member of the Presbytery
promise and come.
Gorham—S § class to .8UPPort a bay in :
used tobacco in any form. On motion the minis- Nov. 24—26. Remember your
@G.
B
.
CUTLER,
Clerk.
Industrial
school
with
Mrs
-M
try of this Q. M. were requested to urge on their
Little Scioto (Ohio)al California, Ohio, on the
=
P Phillips
2
Congregations the propriety of taking the Mornin,
3d Sat. in Nov., commencing at 10 A. M,
Trem
Cornishville—Aux
Star.
Minutes were then read and approved an
2
C. H. FROWINE, Clerk.
5"
Mrs Charlotte W Pugsthe session closed.
a
4
.
ley towards const herself L M
mites
Next session to be with Mt. Pleasant church,
Harrison
—Aux
for
native teacher Minnie.
Yancy Co., to commence at # o’clock p.M,, FriBeneve lent Societies.
-Kingsfield—Aux
#9
day before fourth Sabbath in December. Sabbath
New
Portland—Aux
|
a
preaching by Rev. J. H. Ballard, Sougreguiion
Receipts for October, 1882.
Penobgcot—Y M Aux col toward const
7
#
small but good interest.
J. A: Ray, Clerk.

mud

Morganiiéld have revivals going on now

friends at.Riley Center for a present of $55.00.

Re

petition for new session of

conference granted. The reports-from the delegates to Y. M. were received. The reports from
J. A. Ray as follows: A lively interest; a general
good attendance;
an enjoyable time (rain and

=

oD.

Adams & Waushara (WisJat W. Plainfield,
a
. PHIL
PHILLIPS, Clerk.
Dee. ec. 8 8.

Union (Ky.)—Held
with the Shawneetown
church, Oct. 13, 14. “It was an interesting session.
All the churches were represented. Corydon and

pe

own land furnished a sufficient justification of
tist laborers, in all the flelds entered.

examination

council appointed by the Q. M.

Parts

of the narrative were thrilling. This colored
teacher expressed great gratitude to her Rhode
Island friends. The%Picture of her uncle, once
a slave, was shown to the assembly.
The choir then sang a missionary hymn, aftter which Mrs. E. 8. Burlingame, in her accustomed eloquent manner, spoke on the work
and spirit of missions, emphasizing the Fatber-

The

(is the order of service: Reading of the Seriptures by Rev, J. B. Jordan; Sermon by Prof. J.
A. Howe of Bates Theological School; Prager

tertaining letter from Miss Coralie L. FrankHin, a colored teacher .in Storer college, at
Harper's Ferry, W. Va . read in a clear manner
by Mrs. Tourtellot,
It recites her experi
ences in the school, and others that belouged
to the old slave regime, as told to her by her

relatives and parents, who were slaves.

was ordained at Lisbon,

by the Y. M.;

a
' Quarterly Meeting Notices.

the past year, about twelve baptisms, all adults:
no pastor chosen for the next
year, former pastor
having res
for the mission work assigned
him

alternate

comme

Mr. A. T. Hillman

Talent and piety were alike evinced by this
paper. It
imbued with the missionary
spirit and fortified with strong arguments
human

on

Lord is graciously blessing his labors.

Missionary Eaterprise.”
he dialogue
form
of the paper was exceedingly engaging, instructive and impressive. The supposed speakers were ** Desire,” ** prayer, and ** Pocket.”

from

meets

We are glad to hear that the Rev. N, L.
Rowell's health is much improved and that the

Mrs. A. T,

the ¢ Mission Work

have organized a Young

which

California.

er was offered by the Rev. A. T. Balley, of
the Roger Williams church.
‘This was follow

ed

CE

the Minneapolis church is increasing” in interest and numbers.
‘The young people of the

i

ee
phos of work; and in reporting, that they
hdd their annoal meeting: sometime: during
tht month of October.
his was referred toa special committee,
conyisting of Miss P. J. Wood, : Mrs. Ward
and Mrs. Tourtellot.
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Family Civele.

mother's heart, and ‘my cup of' happiness
seemed full, when suddenly my
bright
hopes fell a shattered mass of ruin ‘at my

A MIDNIGHT CAROL.
>

feet.

and
8

. Was it angels that [ heard?
Through the darkness cold and gray,
Singing soft and far away,
Singing nearer and more near,
Tender, sweet and heavenly clear,
In the silence of the night,
As a white-winged chorus might,
Till my heart within was stirred—

him

One

sick

home intoxicated.

From

night

when

our

buby

was

with

membranous

medical

aid

croup;

but all

1 sum-

to no avail,

and in a few hours our little one was
dead. “AH this time her futher layin a
beastly state of intoxication, too far lost
in drunken slumber to realize what was
taking. place.” Believe me, Harry, I
should not thus expose the weakness of
one who is dead, were it not for the hope
that it may benefit you!
When my husband awoke to consciousness and real-

Was it angels that I heard?
Was it angels that T heard?
‘They, His messengers all fair,

Chant his praises everywhere,
Sweetly chant and never tire;
‘Whoso joins the lovely choir,

Echoing back their song again,

| ized that his beantiful child was dead, his

Doeth angel work for men;
So I hold (she still averred)
It was angels that I heard!
— Christian

grief was

terrible, but from that hour

| dated his reform;
Union.

.

AGE.

“AUNT FANNY'S STORY.

Ak

SUTTON.

had just come in from a temper-

at

length, al-

still a young man, was sent as

senator

My friend, ybur golden age is gone,
But good men still can bring it back again;
Rather, if I must speak the truth, I'll say,
The golden age of which the poet sings
In flattering phrase,
gis age at no time was
On earth one whit
more than it igto-day;
And, if it ever was, twas only so,
Asall good men _can bring it back to-morrow.
:
—Goethe.

he again devoted’ him-

self to his profession, and

though

——————————

We

led

him to

to

Washington, where

we resid-

ed for two years. About that time, we
paid his brother, your father, the visit
you remember so well

and

then went

to

his father’s in Vermont for rest and recreation, for his health was very poor.
While there, his father advised the use of

old cider for a stomach ‘trouble from
which he was suffering. This cider was
‘kept’ by the plentiful use of corn, raisins and mustard, and made a drink not
much inferior to wine in strength and
flavor;

but

as

it

was

cider

we

never

thought of harm resulting from its use.
ance meeting. Xunt Fanny was seated
{-L wonder, now, that with my womanly inin an easy-chair before the glowing
grate, Bess was in her usual

place, a low

Sool at her feet, and Harry had thrown
himself in his accustomed careless fashion upon the sofa.
‘‘ I can’t see any use in making such a
fuss about temperance, in a place like

this at any rate.

Now in the city, where

a saloon meets one on every hand it is different—but in a bundrum, sleepy old

town
Then

like this it is simply fanatical.
all this talk about cider. ‘Why,

cider couldn’t kill a spider,’ ” said Harry,

with a gay}

careless laugh, quoting from

Tom Roped.
Bess and]I joined in his merriment, for

e had such} a comical way of saying the
most trivigl things’ that we generally

laughed at

pis remarks.

He looked very

handsome, fwith his black hair tossed
back frem his broad, white brow, and his

.Whole face beaming with fuh,
Aunt Fanny did not laugh; instead, an
added sadness crept
fixed her searching
er. Somehow this
ever our gay, young
silent

for some

into her face as she
eyes upon my broth-~
sent a sort of chill
spirits and we were

minutes, a very

unusual

proceeding upon/our part, I assure you.
‘“ Would you like to have me tell you a
story?” asked aunt Fanny breaking the
silence suddenly.

-stincts I could have been so blind.

‘“ One day, when our visit was drawing

toward a close, I noticed that my husband was upusually restless and depressed in spirits; he had drank more
freely than common of the above-named
preparation, but I did not suppose that

had anything to do with it.

About the

middle of the afternoon, he said
business in a

town

some

he had

ten miles

dis-

tant and started on his journey on horseback, a favorite exercise with him.
He
rode slowly away, our little boy running

by his side astride his grandfather's cane,
in imitation of his father. I stood in the
door and watched them with proud and
happy eyes. Autuma had flang her bannerd

on

the

trees, crimson, golden

ad]

scarlet, the berries of the Mountain ash
glowed red {4 the sunlight, the whiteweed and golden-rod blossomed by the
wayside,

and

the

orchards

were

laden

with a wealth of ripened fruit. Father
Goedwin came and stood by my side, the.

sunshine touched his gray hair with a halo of silver, his eyes wandered over the
lovely landscape and rested, at last, upon

the apple orchards with a satisfied expression.

‘‘¢ We shall
amount

of

have to make an unusual

cider

this

year,

Fanny,’

he

said, * for apples are so plenty they wiil
as father had gone t) visit a patient bring next to nothing to sell,’ I smiled
several miles away, and mother had re- in an absent sort of way, fur my thoughts
tired
with a headache, we knew we - were wilh my husband and bonnie boy.
should be free from interruption for an Then, ac he noticed a mass of black elonds
1ising in the south ‘and west, he added,
hour at least, so we settled ourselves cosily and prepared to listen, although we ¢ We shall bave a storm before midnight,’
feared from aunt’s manner that the story and went into the house.
© “Itook a book of poems and settled
would be a sad one.
“You do not remember much about myself comfortably in an eacy-chair under the trees, while Charlie played about
your uncle Robert, do you?” she asked?
No, we did not, but we remembered me, uniil the sky became overcast with
well his last visit at our house only a few heavy clouds, and the air chilly with the
months before his death, and how noble approaching storm. About nine 6clock
and handsome he looked, and how we the storm burst upon us with all its fury,
Of

course

we wanted

to

hear it, and

stood a little in awe of him in spite of his.
* genial ways, on account of his being senator, and I remenibered how Harry had
confided to me that he meant to be a senator when he was a‘manyand make grand
speeches that-should be printed, just like
uncle Robert. But all this digression has
nothing to do with the story.

“Your

uncle

Robert

and

I

were

brought up in a village not dissimilar to
this, save that it was snugly tucked away
among the green hills of Vermont. My

father kept u country store, and his was
the rich man of the

town, owning

broad

acres of tillage and pasture land, with
large orchards and among the rest a cider mill. So of course cider was as free
as water, and it never entered our
thoughts that it was not as harmless.

Deacon Goodwin, Robert's father, was a
straightforward, God-fearing

man,

much

respected by ‘every one for his uprigh
character. He would as soon put
hi
hand into the fire, as to have offered his
sons a glass of liquor, but he
dreamed that in the transparent liquid
which they imbibed so freely lurked the
. germ of a deadly poison that would one
day spring into lite and choke out the god
seed he had sown with such loving care.
“Well, time passed on, and R bert

Goodwin went to college, and I was sent

toa boarding-school ; 80 for several years

we met but seldom, but’ we often heard
of his wild, dissipated

wind

and

hail

and

rain;

the elements

a lantern as soon as you can.’ The man
obeyed and went out into the darkness,
but soon returned with an ashy face.

The herse was riderless!

ek

“Well, they went in search of the lost
rider, and I threw a shawl over my head
and followed after, fearing” knew not
what. We found him at last by the roadside, his garments drenched, his face pillid, and

his hair wet

with

the rain

and

with something darker that flowed from
an ugly wound in
carried him home,
days, nearly all of
A day or two before

his forehead. They
and he lived several
the time unconscious.
his death, he told me

all about it, how the cider had roused all
his old appetite for drink, and

how

he

bad fought against it although suffering
the

greatest

torment;

but while in

L. it

of law in a neighboring town, and asked

maddening. He yielded to the tempter
and on his relurn homé, being partially

The loreliest birch is brown and sear,
The farthest pool is strewn with leaves
Which float upon their watery bier,
Where is no eye that sees, no heart that grieves.

many legends attached

me." I will sign your pledge that I refused the other day, and God helping me,

I will keep i*.”
it.

to. it,

The fol-

lowing is one story of its origin: A
young herdsman, sleeping in his loft, was
one night aroused by wonderful music
which made him .weep for pleasure.

And he always has kept
r

Peering down, he saw three men in the

SINCERELY MOURNED.

An American who visited Edinburgh a kitchen apparently engaged in ‘making
few years ago met, on one of his explira- cheese. When they had separated the
tions of the. town, an old gentleman curd from the whey they poured the
buckets.
In
one
whose face greatly attracted him. There whey into three
and
was a shrewd humor, a benevolence, a it appeared red, in one green,
quiet nobility of thought and intent, in the in one white as snow. Then, they called
worn, sensitive features and brilliant eye,

to the herdsman to come

that caused the -stranger to follow him
through'the crowd.
Presently he stopped
an acquaintance whom he saw exchange
greetings with him.
ie
-““ Will you tell me who that old man
is? I think I would rather claim him" for
a friend than any man I have seen in
Europe.”
*¢ All Scotland probably would share in’

down;

and

the

man standing, by the red bucket, who was
of gigantic porportions and had a voice
like thunder, invited him

to choose

and

drink the bloody liquid which should give
bim strength and energy above all his
companions. The stranger who held the
green bucket, who was of a milder aspect, bade him drink, and inherit the
tinest herds and richest pastures
- of the
your opinion,” said his friend. That is Alps. The third offered only the instruDr. John Brown, afithémof * Rab and his ment to make such music as he had listened to. The herdsman, still under the inFriends.’ ” .
i
Most of our readers are familiar with fluence of the enchanting strains, chose
liquor. Immediatethe narrative of
Rab¥@nd his Friends,” and drank the white
which is only a true stdry*of a dog, and 1y the three men vadished, the fire which
two old Scotch people, but which is told they had kindled went
out,~-but from its
with such wonderful simplicity, power and expiring spark spring a horn, which the
pathos, that it has made Dr. John Brown herdsman seized and played upon till
the household name of a friend, wherever

the English language is.spoken.
._
He died in Edinburgh during May, and
the English papéis- rave been filled with
reminiscences

of this

most

beloved

of

Scottish authors since Sir Walter.
It is a singular fact, however, that ia
all these allusions to bim,it is the man,not
the author, that is. dealt upon with tender

regret, 80 entirely did his -warm, noble
nature dominate his genius.
* His professional practice was of a peculiar kind,” says one biographer,
* He
could mot come into a family as a physiciun only ; he most visit in it as g friend,

share in all iis ju38 apd sorrows”
‘As he walked glons Prince's

Street

daily,” says another, ** his presence was
felt like a passing sunbeam by old and
young.” ‘I saw him once eater a room
where a conclave of grave directors were
met,

armed

with conceit

and

obstinacy,

for a business squabble, but at one remark from Dr. Brown, full of good-sense,
kindliness and humor, the pugoacity and
ill-temper fell off, and they went cordially to the work in hand, restored to their
better selves.”
It was this broad, fine sympathy for othere.this intuitive recognition of the best in
each man that gave Joho Brown his power, and has made his death a national loss
to Scotland.

Such a elosed record has a meaning
tothe dulle-t boys or girls, just begin-

ning life.

They may not have the ability

of this man,

but they

can

cultivate

in

themselves that sunny tempsr and broth
erly love, which made him the idol of bis

native city and a helper to all who came
vear him.— Youth's Companion.
Rad
oo 2

CHILDREN.
No other class touches the chords of so

tender

a

concern

as

do

the

children.

What issues hang on a chilu’s hfe! In
the palm of the tender little hand is car:
ried a mother’s heart, a father's hopes.

on the hopes and

‘Robert has come,’ he said, ¢ get

3"|

them,

Resigned to sleep upon the old year’s throng.

cider?

yard, Father Goodwin stepped to the
kitchen door and spoke to one of his farm

was placed before him and the sight was

When he returned and began the practice

but

evil youth, a mother’s heart will be broken, a fatber’s gray hairs will go down to
the grave with serrow.
What a path the

there.

life. while

nothing

hath pillowed

If the child misses the path of honor

and

falls into evil ways, and grows up to an

childs tender feet has to tread! Through
what snares,

through

of evil: through

what

what

experiences

perilous

ships its lite must run!

compan-

Who that rctlects

fears

bound

Wi

every child's life, the possibilities, alike
dread and splendid, that - overshadow it,

but has his heart stirred with a deep and
pathetic longing to do something to res-

morning.

He took it to the

died

when

but

mountains

foreign

country.

years had passed, a

great

After

lighted them with the ease and skill with

Charles Hotel, New Orleans, and spent a

ter of a reputable artist, and was born at the inception of the plan to disrupt the
Bologna about 1640. She was certainly national union by secession. A clergyvery industrious, since one of her biogra- mahi, REv."Mr. Cronway by name, in a
phersramesone hundred and fifty pictures temperance address stated that in 1365 he
and etchings made by her, and all these took several thousand prisoners from
must have been done within a period “of Montgomery to Mobile, among whom
about ten years.
ni
was Admiral Ralph Sémmes, who com.
Much has been 8aid of “the ease and manded the celebrated privateer Alabama.
rapidity with which she worked,one anecThis distinguished officer related a little
dote relates that on an occasion when it of the secret history touching the origin
‘happened that the Duches#of Brunswick, of the rebellion,
;
the Duchess of Mirandola, and Duke CosAfter the election of Lincoln twelve of
imo de’ Medici, and other persons, all the leading men of the South, revresentmet at her studio, she astonished and de- ing six States, assembled in the St.
which she sketched and shaded drawings
of the subjects which one after another

mounotaias, and was

ever, whisky
time.
In person she was beautiful; and
the sweetness of her character and man-

ner won for her the love of all those

were associated with-her.

She

who

was also

a charming singer, and was very ready
to give pleasure to her friends. Her admiring biographers also commend her
taste in dress, which was very simple;
and they even go so far as to praise ‘her
for her moderation

in

eating!

well skilled in all domestic

She

was

matters, and

would rise at daybreak t) perform her

lowly household duties, never allowing
her artto displace the home occupations
which properly, as she

thought,

made

as one

herd; who gave hima lether Ty wus from
his beloved, whom he had thought false

to him. «1 leave this letter to tell thee 1
died faithful to thee. I know thou wilt
some day return to thy home.” Wild
with grief, he wandered on, not knowing
erehe went, till he espied his horn in
de crevice where he had hidden it. He
mechanically put it 10 his lips, and, as the
mountain echoes replied to him, he fancied that it was the voice of his lost love,

whose

‘devoted

filial

affection

arrest its progress for any casualty

0-0

READING

should be more than

rescued. — Selected.

COURTESY AT HOME.
It a child is brought up in the constant

exercise of courtesy toward brothers and
sisters and playmates, as well as toward
parents and uncles and aunts, it will have

little to learn as it grows older.
1 know
a bright and bewitching child who was
well instructed in table etiquette, but who

forgot her lessons sometimes as even older people do now and then. The
rangement was made with her that,

than a roof, a shelter from the storm, und
a place to eat and sleep in, and ‘if it be
only those and nothing more
fas tail
ed in its mission.
— Selected.
The German sculptor Dannecker worked for over eight years upon a statue of

was sent for, and all parbefore

freely, becoming,

took ot it quite

the expiration of the third hour,
inebriated.

quite .

‘

As these distinguished Southerners re-

mained sober they were averse to war,

but when they became intoxicated they
were unanimously in favor of war; and it

was the opinion of'the admiral that, if

liquor had been let alone that “night, the
terrible war, which cost the
South so many thousands of

dollars and so many

North and
millions of

precious

lives, and

the evil influences which we still
with us, would never have occu

have

The veiled prophet of Khorass
as he revealed himself—
“ Judge now if hell, witivall its
Could add one turse to the fou

The liquor traffic in league

with hell, is:

in

America

the

widely, who read as far as they go jntel-

ligently, but who do not read deeply—
those

who, without

being

scholars, read enough

to be quite worth

enough

to—forms

larger proportion than in England. Oa
the other hand, the class of those who

a

read really deeply, the professed scholars,
is certainly much smaller

in America than it is
class exists;

in ‘proportion

in Eogland.

it numbers some

Y.,

last

The

why

month, .

letter, written

occasion, he himself being on a

for the
sick

bed

and unable to be present, details the terrible ** taking off of William Morgan,
and the part which champagne and other
liquors played in its’plot. He says,and the
for Morgan's

silencing was concealment

and imprisor -

ment, but that as the brethren of the lodge
praseeded from ** labor to refreshment,”

the champagne corks flew, and under the

influence of the drink, men of wild man
ver and considerate action were changed

professed

and know

talking

N.

Thurlew Weed's

that the scheme agreed upop

IN AMERIOA.

reading class, the class of those who read

to furies, and sprung from their feast to
perpetrate the horrible crime. Some day
somebody will write a’ secret history of

the great Liquor Rebellion, and the two
instances above given will be conspicuoas

in their horribleness
— Signal.
,
Bah

have

Need we patience, love, filid meekness.
Who taketh iil anothcr’s ill,
Beareth two loads up the hill

a

lockout, do she §”

— Selected.

-

ENIGMATIO GEMS.
shoTeud.
TuArked = or Bulpam
en, of, sStar
ressedto W. H. Kastman, East sumner, Me.) the,
TO

OUR

READERS.

We take pleasure in re-opening
ment of the Star at just

evenings of constantly

=

this depart-

this time when

the

increasing length give
and we

hope that they will add pleasure tomany a glad

hour around the evening lump. We offer this
week
a prize for solutions,as will be seen below.

We would also remind our friends that a few
original puzzles for publication would Just
now be welcome.

arfor

| their experience of lite being longer than
hers.

You may

be

sure that Mistress

Bright Eyes watched the proceedings at
that table very

carefully.

quette escaped her quick vision, and she
was an

ioflexible creditor und faithtul
It was the prettiest sight to see

No. 1.

ber, when conscious of some’ failure on
her own

part, go wnhesitatingly

to her

My 20, 25, 81, 84, 44 is something earned.
My

40. in 16. 52, 8,-15 is the nume of a State.
My 9, 32, 46, 31 27; 17 i» u workman.

My 4, bo, 80. 27, b3, 11 is a parent,
My 88, 23, 38, 4, 12 is 1he nume of an English
author,
. . ...

My 89, 14, 46 26, 93, 7, 52 is forming characters, , |
My '4l, 20, 5, 27 is a girl's name. i

to

the, outraged

Louise Chandler Moulton.

ower,
My 21, 81188, 17, 1 is the capital af a State,
My whole isu taniliar
y

The round and solid truih is "thist God
takes us into His purposes, and permits
us to share them. Before they are carried

passage of Scripture.

rol

}

MARY.
RY

PEON

' WORD SQUARE,

preprieties.—

7

is a vagrant

My 49, 10, 7,88, 22 is the nume
of n

money-box and pay cheerfully ber liule
tribute

49,6 45. 12, 10. 24, 51 is a sample.
ki? 13.7, 87. 43 in u planer.

My 8b, 21, 52: 60, 28, 36, 16,42

No. 2,

1.

oP ui

3.

b.

To

enue,.

JUS IAS, |

|

“ Well, that's what they say
bere.
Yuu see, sir, it's this way.

‘

:

about
She's

my gran’ young un, and her poor mother
has seven of em, and the father is locked

out like the rest; and so a month ago my
old man—him as you see making such a

donkey of himself a minute ago —he says,
says he, * Old woman, dashed if I can enjoy my pipe,—which costs ten and a half
an

ounce

of

three-

penny a day; a cruel hard smoker he's
allers been—‘I can't enjoy ny pipe,’

says the old man,

‘and sed “our Jou's

young uns wanting a meal; so I'll make

over my 'bacca-money to help em, and
put my pipe out till things mend

And this is the young

un

a bit’

that get's the

benefit of it in milk night and morning.”
. A good many other babies, and their
mothers too, might be well fed and well

clad if they had the ** 'bacca money” and
the whisky-money which husbands and
fathers squander.— Selected.

THE HOUSE THAT RUM BUILT.
The almshouse: Thisis the house that.
The drunkard ;

A part of the neck.

Agl

‘* "Bacca, sir,” replied the old lady, with

ram built.

To fasten,

2. A girls name.
4,

“

a grin.

pence a week, half

ENIGMA.

My
My

i

I replied that she did not, but rather as
though a large amount of the fat of the
land fell to her share.
** What do you feed her on?" I asked.
*‘ Tobacco!”

ample time for the study of the puzzles;

every solecism of this sort she was to pay

It debtor.

four . wally, .more

to

n, thow-

Statements are based on reliable testimony,

0

lt seemsto me - that

short

of that of a man overboard. ¢ You will
stop then for me, of course,” said the gentlemun, and at once plunged into the sea.
A boat was-immediately lowered, and the
dog and his adventurous owner were both

Ne slightest
children, when the boys are in a hurry to | disregard of the most
conventional - eti-

the honte is in a dangerous’ state.

a half

done thoroughly good work, and others :
A "'BACOA" FED BABY.
from whom thoronghly good work may
A visitor among some of the English
He blew again, a blast so tremendous that
be looked for; but it sometimes fails to poor during one of the lockouts, when
all the valley heard and wondered, but in show itself where ‘One. Thight
mest have wills were stopped and labor suspended,
the effort his beart broke and his spirit expected to find it. —Edward
A. Free. gave the following account of how ome
passed away.— Springfield Republican. = “man:
:
baby lived and grew fat through the bard
—
ld
<>
++
limes,
3
=
Make your house as beautiful as you
DEVOTION EXTRAORDINARY.
The wife of a laboger, while looking on
We often hear of a dog's love for his can, keep it as neat and orderly as you at a game of ‘* hopscotch” in which her
master, not so often of a master’s devotion can, but never allow external beauty or husband was engaged with
other idlers,
to hisdng. Butthestiry is told of an neatness to interfere with its being the was describing
their way of living.
« flicer belongmng to the suite of the King cheeriest, bappiest spot on earth to those While she was speakin
g there came todof Greece, that one day, while on a steamwho dwell there.— Selected.
dling in at the door a splendid specimen
er at sea, his dog. a splendid animal, fell
oo 2 CES—
ge
Em
of Suffolk infantine humanity, aged ubous
overboard. The captain, on being asked
We are all weak and all are strong.
‘| four years and with limbs like a baby
Patience righte:h évery wrong;
to stop the vessel, declined to do so, being
giantess,
All good things the will must task’
under a penalty to complete the voyage
.All achievements patience ask;
** There, sir!” remarked the old lady,
by a certain time, and not at liberty to |
Chicfly w.th each other’s weakness
*‘ she don’t look much the worse for the

elders, she was to exacts fine of ten cents,

scatter in every direction afier tea, and
the girls prefer
any place to their home,

and

feminine grace, and ‘artless benignity of 5 continually
adding héll's curse to the almanner added a luster to her great talents, ready full eup
of its iniquity.
;
and completed a personality which her
At the unveiling of the Morgan monafriends regarded as an ideal of perfec ment, in Batavia,

I am composed of54 letters, My 3, 53, 4,18
a fine of five cents, while for every similar
cue these tender lives from the toneh of
is he namg of a person who lived before the
carelessness she should discover in her | fi 00a.
.
harm
?— Southern Cross.
ie
HOME.
[
When father and mother have their life
and friends quite apart from thoseof their

a

part of her life. .
Elisabetta Sirani's name has come down
trough two hundred and seventeen years

as.

were averse

war—one only in favor of it§

many

shep-

For an hour

eleven of the statesmen

homesickness

met by ag old

whole evening discussing the question

to what the South ought to do under (he
circumstances.

sol-

fell upon him, and he returned to his 'native valley. He wandered forth on the

facts were brought

light showing the part-played by drink ju

he resolved to quit his
very generally accepted.
— St. Nicholas.
He hid his precious

horn among the rocks, and became's

dier in a

‘Some years since

——

She was the daugh-

with his flock, and. with it saluted a beautifal shepherdess’ whom he had loved
from his childhood, and who returned his tion."
The sudden deathof this artist has addaffection. At length, he learned one day .
ed
a tragic clément to ber story. The
that her father had promised her in marcause
of it has never been known, but the
riage to a rich citizen of Berne, and in a
theory that she died from poison has been
fit of desperation

native mountains,

DRINK IN HISTORY.

her talents and interesting on account of

the story of her life.

—Thoreau.
Do you still think it fanaticu to fight |
rr
ee
el ll APA
er
ee
against intemperance ?”
THE
ALPINE
HORN.
“Nop; aunt Fanny, no. I am sorry .to
hve caused you the pain of telling so sad | The Alpine-hosn, which is so continua story, but I hope it will be a lesson to ally heard in this part of Switzerland, has.

seemed in wild commotion that night. I
grew very uneasy about Robert. I had
expected he would try to reach home early, as he must have seen the storm approaching, and the horse he rode was a
young, mettlesome creature not fairly
broken. Still 1 hoped he might have
been detained by business until a late
hour, and had concluded to spend the
night in L. The storm was at its; hight
when we heard a clatter of hoofs in the

hands.

With delicate touch the prelude of the Fall.

* Now, Harry, do you still think there

who

twenty-five years old, is conspicuous for

Gently withdrawing from its stem,
1t lightly lays itself along

vow made to him will restrain him.
cider,

this young woman,

And through their hollow aisles it plays,

Where the same hand

Temperance.

SIRANI.

Among the followers of Guido Reni,

Far in the woods, these golden days,
Some leaf obeys its Maker’s call;

abont all) sign it, at the same time making him solemnly promise to keep it inviolate till the day of his death; and boy

is no harm in

ELISABETTA

- FALL OF THE LEAF,

was

I trust he will always keep it, for I think
if he is ever tempted to break,it the memory of that dying father and the solemn

moned

Of the Babe of Bethlehem,

Charlie,

very brilliant affair, and yielding to the
importunities of his es
he drank a
glass of wine. He never could be a
moderate drinker, if he drank one glass,

about a year old she was taken suddenly

Sweeter song than song of bird;

made

though he was, he seemed to understand.

road.
;

and

(who could write his name and that

a supper was given in his honor, a

drink

On the bare moor, mid the'snoewIn India long ago:
Songs of peace, of love to men,

#

important

this he went rapidly in the downward

"Te the *mazed shepherd folk

DORA

in an

more was sure to follow, and that night

as it angels that I heard?

BY

won

those same friends who had urged

Was it angels that I heard?
Even so they sang and spoke

GOLDEN

had

case that had long been contested by law,

BY BUSAN COOLIDGE.

THE

Robert

called for a pledge

:
Thisis the beast that

lives in the house that rum built,
. Appetite;

This

the chain that binds
Christ. Au the end of two yeurs he ealli ufaaat.
BELLE.
the beust that lives in the house that rum
ed a little girl into his studio, and point- through, you shed these floods. of tears;
built.
me 10 be his wife, with the usual b ind- under the influéuce of his 01d enetny, he ing to the statue
Ratti Ly
asked; Who is that P* you are bound in that wretched, captivity.
LT INOW
[ Intoxicating
ness of love I thought I could reform: was unable to control his horse and so
drink: This is the serpent
She replied, ** A great man” '/The artist L'stigger under u burden which seems to
Yenntbndihspridn,
in flowery guise, with the [artful tongue
him. For a time all went
well. . Our met with the terrible accident, With his turned away disheartened ; he had failed, me unbearable, Just so my
tsthn
Lb
i $a...
y
Saviour fell
and dazzling eyes, that welds the chain
home was much like the ideal home my mental vision cleared by the near - ap
sth ib
wrdthtwngs
He began anew. Afler another year of under the weight of ‘the cross-beam, as
te
pre’ e the.
girlhood dreams had pictured. Robert proach of death, he plainly saw the
that bitids the beast that lives inthe house
fut] patient’ work he brought the child again He trod the way of tears. I see now that |
mad
0 EE Livre May,
rose rapidly-in his profession, for he pos- connection between the free use
that ram built,
pri
of cider before the statue. ** Who is that P” Arter it is not in peetry—it is in living truth
sessed much talent combined with energy in his youth andfhe wretched
+ The rumseller : This is the monster who
experia long, silent louk, with tears in her eyes, that | am called to follow that Saviour in j + NOVEMBER-DECEMBER PRIZE.
and a perseverance that is sureto win suc- ences that nearly ruined
holds the rein over the serpent who welds
his early man- she said, * Suffer little children to come the work He took in hand. I, too, ** am
“The Rival Crusoes”, by Agnes Strickland, the chain that binds the
cess. Then our litle girl came to us, as hood. Now for
beast fn cruel
the same blicd error bis unto me.” And he knew that his work a fellow-workman together with
is offered fur the best lists of answers to puzGod."— zls
~ sweet a little blossom as ever gladdened a life must pay the penalty
pain that lives in the ‘house. that rum.
for
November
and
December,
sent
.
from
Them
dustin Phelps.
his. vas a success.—
LE. E. Hale.
wn
week to week as the puzzles appear.
built. — The Happy Pilgrim.
v
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whole faith upon the single, central fact of the
Resurrection, and, after him, the Christian

ehurch in general bas unhesitatingly done the

same.

No

wonder,

then,

that the fiercest

theological controversies precipitated and pushod by infidelity

have related to this

very

fact

of the Resurrection. If this could be disproved,
if in view of all the circumstances it eould be
shown to be far less credible even than incred-

ible, at one fearful blow would be shivered the

gospel system, and the brightest hopes of man-

kind would vanish as the rainbow tints from
dark, enshrouding clouds. The volume before
ns ks made up of a series of papers originally
eontributed by Judge Morrison to the columns

of the New Hampshire Joyrnal, -It aims to
present the proofs of the

Resurrection

in a

elear, connected and convincing manner, or,
to quote the author’s own statement, it *‘ is intended to give a compact and throughly reliable statement of the principal histoscal facts to

the authenticity and integrity of the New

Tes-

tament wiitings concerning our Lord; and the
presumptions from them

which establish his

elaims as our Divine Redeemer aud Saviour.
The question of his resurrection from the
dead is selected as the pivet, because everything hinges upoa it.” - * To all questions .of
evidence which arise, the author applies legal
principles and presumptions derived from experience and constantly acted upon in Courts
of Justice.” ‘The work is written for busy
men in all the walks of life, and the writer has
endeavored to make
himself
understood.”
We believe that the results of Judge Morri-son’s study of this supremely important

subject

are

publication

such
in

this

as

to

justify

permanent

their

form.

We

believe the book will be helpful to all who
will give it a candid and studious perusal.
Christian apologetics are rarely put into so

Obituaries.

A special artist, Mr. A. V. S. Anthony, was
So
in Scotland to make sketches on the spot.
Nearly every scene of the poem was personally

the

landtcapes

gleam

which

pages of this superb

from

out

the broad

The costumes,

M. Butler, and only granddaughter

Adrian

Who does not cateh quicker and retain

longer

ing conversation? The present volume may
be regarded as a continudtion of the popular
Bodley series,” only there is an interval
of

Bodley child-

ren have grown up, married, and become

ents

themselves.

In

this

volume,

more properly the first of a new

B. church.

She

was married

was in every sense a helpmeet.
Sister
8. was 8 woman of rare powers,
She had a
trustful, confiding faith in ber Redeemer, combined with a deep, passionate love for sinners, which made her labors in their bebalf
abundant and her prayers for their salvation
heurt-touching, To know her was to love her;
and there went out from her life, wherever she
went, a8 pure, sweet influence.
But she has
gone to her reward on high. She arranged everything for her funeral, even to the minutest
details, and then expressed herself as ready for
the Master's summons.
Our sister leaves a
busband
and four daughters, who, though
greatly mourning her loss to them now, look
for a heavenly meeting beyond this vale of sorrow and death.
By her request the funeral
services were conducted by the writer,
E. O, DICKINSON.

that which is communicated to him in charm-

thirty years, during which the

F.

par-

perhaps

series of Bod-

ley books, the two families, with the” ghind.
children, start from New York, after first

f your

eal weakness, and will soon pass away.
The
time somes when she declares bluntly,*‘ I will

not receive any more expressions of your supposed feeling for myself, Go home to your
mother and your own people,~to the

kind

of

women you are used to, and understand, and,
a8 you grow physically stronger, you will rebound to your own environment as naturally
a8 you walk without crutches, I have been
nothing but a crutoh to you, Mr. York.” Here
is a situation

sufficiently exhilarating

for the

“lovers of fiction dealing with the affections,

hunting for novelty. Yorke writhes but perseveres, and after several absences in Bostop,
during which his devotion waxes rather than
wanes, and above all aided by the love which
Dr. #ay really has for him, though the con-

fession of it comes harder to her than the
wrenching of a revolver from the hunds of a
patient insane with delirium tremens, he final-

ly wine.

The story is not without its whole-

some lessons, and it certainly will have a powful influence in relieving professional women
of the odium which, in the minds of too many

benighted mortals, still attaches to them.

We

have no space in which to allude to the minor

eharaeters of the story.

Mrs, Butterwell, with

her “ ponversational peculiarities,” is a cariature, but is delightfully drawn.
We regret

0 detect a lurking testiness in Miss Phelps's
allusions to ministers and churches. There is
evidently a twist

in

her

mind

somewhere

Whieh she would be far better without, both
58 a woman and as a .writer. We think there
is no wisdom in such portrayals as that of the

impatient

parson

af Jim

Paisley’s pathetic

marriage,

Art,” ¢ Studio-Life

in Paris,”

drul of Orvieto,” ¢* Keramics

in (ireek
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There
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in Japan”

of

of industry,

for

by

good

the

that

can

quality

the

absolutely

goods, and

any

stamp

as

used

will do well

and

if that

maker

mark

to the

name

ing Christian from the time he flees

from “the

City of Destruction, through the varied temptations of evil and the encouragements of an-

gels, until he beholds the Celestial City. The
solos, duets and choruses are beautifully written, and the cantata can be readily given by
the young folks at any

copy by mail, 50 cents.

Sabbath-school.

Sample

£4.50 per dozen copies.

Tee & Walker, 1113 Chestout 8t., Philadelphia,
0-4

W. H. Thompson & Co., of Boston, Mass.,
announce through their advertisement in another column the publieation of ah attractive
book, “Our Last Explorers,” being an account

of the late Jeannette Arctic

Expedition.

Mr.

Raymond L. Newcomb, one of the returned
surviving officers of the Expedition, having
had the revision of the work, it may be con-

gldered as a correct and valuable record of the
most

important

Arctic

Expedition

that ever

sailed frora the United States. No more exoiting tale of the sea has ever been written
than the account of this Aretic expedition with

Mr. Newcomb’s narrative of

Fletcher.—In

|.

of the Gor-

nam M's’ Co, it can

be relied upon

as repre:

senting English Sterling 925/1000 fine, as

It is

ig a cat like the distance

fur to the end.

from pole to pol?

** “Slow and steady wins the race.”
but not slowly, Kidney- Wot

Steadily

1s distancing all com-

petition for universal popularity and usefulness,
his celebrated remedy can now be obtained in
the usual dry vegetable lorm, orin hquid form.
It is put up 10 the latter way for the especial con.
venience of those who cannot readily’ prepare. it.

:
For sale by Jewelers

throughout

the U.

Price $1.00 per bottle,

ss CONSTIPATION.
No other disease is so prevalent in this

S. M. PETTENGILL

can scratch

“ All people wish for peace and plenty,” said a
lecturer. * Yes,” whispered Riiph to his motner;
“butt a fellow is to have plenty of pie he must
get more thao wu piece.”
A novel business—writing stories.

4
-

-

ey

Christian Baptism
3 book of 113 pages.

Price

York.

are

filty-third

volume.

gressive.

All

published
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Terms:
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field and all the stations of

each.

It 1s able, literary

each,
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Lesson
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International

advance,

Sample copies

-

be
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the

cough is more observable, but rather dry; then

becomes local fever and the pulse more frequent, the cheeks flushed and chillsmore com- 50
This Elixir in ¢uring the above

Series,

Discontinued

com-

laints, operates 80 as to remove all morbid
rritations and inflamation from the
lungs to the su
y expel them
from the system.
Itfacilitates expectoration,

35 cents,

.

85 cents

for both

. Postage 9 cents each,
postage 4 cents,
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Hymn

Small,

detail,
The
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early

events

of our

$1.00, including postage.
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Free

and progress

by

Book, exten-
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e cough is cured the patient
nd ‘address for. pamphlet giving
full directions for cure 6f
pulmonary diseases.
Price 85 cts., 50 cts., and $1.00 per bottle.
SOLD EVERYWHERE.

Butler's

‘ALBERT

o

A New

WHA

AND GRINDERS

PURE WHITE LEAD.
SALEM, MASS,

vio

D. Loogolls Asthma ood Cofarh Remedy.
Texas,

Asthma

30

years. Your Great Remedy completely cured me. I wish all Asthe
matic Sufferers to send their address and get a trial package Free of
Charge.
It relieves instantly, so
come

by mail $1.

ruggists generally.
Adress
B
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TWILL THE WEATHER BE TO-MORROW
Pool’s

Signal Service Barometer
GLASS

STORM

AND THERMOMETER
WILL TELL YOU!

COMBINED,

It will detect and indicate correctly an change in the eather 3 to 48 hours
in advance. 1t will tell what kind ‘of
8 approaching, and
from what
direction—invaluable to navigators.
Farmers can plan their work
according to its predictions. Saves 50
os ts.cost, An a single season.
Has an accurate thermometer attach:
which al
th the price of the
combination. This reat
“WOR by Di
most eminent; Phy.
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The Thermometer and Barometer are
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nament. We will send you a sample one, delivered free, to your place, in gooti
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JA trial w
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isfaction in every kid,

The ONLY book of the kind ever pub. ished. 700
pages, 75 plates, 5 portraits (14 tine steel). Filled
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sleep
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Treatise.
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paper covers,
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shortest
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The History of the Freewill Baptists
covers the first half century of our existence,
from 1780 t0 1830. It describes with censiderable
history.
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maps and various other helps. It is intended
be equal to the best,
X
TERMS: 15 cents per copy in packages for the
year, or 20 cents to single subscribers. 5 cents for
one copy.

9 invariably manifested, convincing the most in-

‘* I suffered with
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Sample copies «ent tree,
S. S. Quarterly.
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T. Brown,
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Influenza, Spitting Blood, Bronchitis,
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the discovery of which was the result of
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paper.
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Engravings
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Of Dr. G. T. Pay,
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TJ 1L Phillips,
25 and 35 cts,
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Engravings. 5 by 8 inches, the same
as those in the Centennial Record, 5 cents each, or
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er life forces in.the blood. To restore the blood
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Donglas’s Address on John Brown.
By Frederick Douglas at the laying of the corner stone, Anthony Hall, Storer
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Bric-a-brao is deflned * as anything in the crockery line that is absolutely useless, set upon the
mantel, wh re it will be in the way.”
It is said that paper cau be compressed into a

successful
red.
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Rulesof Order.
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HARMON & CO.,
MONEY REFUNDED FOX: HAVEN. CONN.

M'F'G.COMPANY.,

volumes, one

ag 8 all the important pa; llamentary rules of deiberat've bodies. Price, Flexible Leather, 76
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The Golden Sheat by
:
Mrs. H. C. PHILLIPS, illustrating Hindoo life
and . Christian experiences of Bal, a converted

, PRICEBY MAIL, $1 50.
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| be Rules of Order

Is made Pertectly Adjustable
to any form by a new and novel
arrangement
in
construction,
and is the most COM FORT A.
BLE and PERFECT FIT.
TING corset known.
Xs Approved by the Best
Physicians.
For sale by all leading denlers.
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Schools,

other ov Acts, Romans and Corinthians.
If is an
excellent help for .Sanbath schools and family
reading - 88 cts. per vol.. postage, 12 cents,
Lectures
ON THE TRUTH OF THE BIBLE; an excel
lent book for all who.would ‘‘seurch the Scrip
tures ” Twenty-two lectures om the mest im.

Mention this
640
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portant points of Bible

Eptiid

of the

ure seemed to be of great consolation to him
in his declining years: * The Loyd is my she
herd,” etc. Ps.23: 1,2. Penned
by his duug

of typhoid fever, Ida Florence, daughter of
Samuel and Rachel Fletcher, aged 23 years, 2
months and 23 days. * Blessed are the pure in
heart for they shall see God.”
Cor.

:

Sunday
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of the dealer;

ing easy, It supportsthe strength and at the
same time reduces the fever,
It is free from

The Pilgrim's Progress is a new cantata, in
three parts, by J.C. Beckel.
The allegory of
the immortal ‘‘ Pilgrim's Progress” has a new
beauty added to it in this work of the musician.
In it the story has been well kept—represent-

& Co., 32 Hawley S8t., Boston, Mass.
paper.
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Mark

ing a green-oasis in a dreary desert.
This
number closes the fifth volume of the meritorious publication.
Now is agood time to subscribe. $3.00 a year.
New York: Cassell,

AMANDA

$3. gilt.

20 copiesa day so'd by live canvassers.
Send for
circulars, terms, and agency to W. H. Thompson
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It heals the ulcerated surfaces

ter.
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© $2.50 cloth.
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are published in pamphlet form at the close
of every session. and
the hound volumes embrace
the proceedings of the tirsl sixteen sessions.
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Bucitas’¢very practical teacher will like to have.
Mailed for 50 cents.
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posers.
;
$2. plain.

except the

where
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ress for the century, gives a history of
in the causes of Foreign and
Home

Missions,

medium difficelty, and by the most
popular composers, as Waldteufel, Gottschalk, Blake, Wilson,
Schumann‘ Aubert, Lampthe, ete, in all 38 com-

gen-

pages, reviews

ance and Anti-Slavery. It also has articles on the
General Conference, Literary Institutions, Publications and Aged Ministers.
.
The Tables, twenty in number, are of great va
ue for reference.
ere are steel engravings o
Buzzell, Stinchfleld, Colby, Marks, Cheney, Day
Knowlton, Phillips, Hutchins, Burr and
Quinby.

is a capital
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and relieves the cough and makes the breath

burg, is both unique and fascinating, aod introduces us to novel scenes and interesting
people of whom little is known,
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is not used

make the number one of the best. To turn from

Few poems in our languuge are better adApted to the purpose that has bern realized in
splendid

branch

bearing the mark, as the
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his travels and sojourn among the native exiles, and Russians of the Lena valley, and of
his winter journey of 6,000 miles to St. Peters-
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Ta Lapy oy THE LAKE.
By Sir Walter
Boott, Bart. Illustrated. Boston: James R.
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OLIY ER DITSON & CO., Boston.
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“dull routine to these brilliant pages is like find-

its sad ending.

good & Co, 1853. Price $5.00.

Nov: 95;

again
married
to Mrs: H,” M.
Hamlin,
Dec. 24, 1863, with whom he lived, sharing
each otbers’ pleasures und sorrows, until he
was called home by the Master.
He came t
Towa in 1841 while it was yet a territory, apd

of Eastman Johnson
is the leading article.
‘ The Harbingers of the Renaissance,” the first

article of a series on ** Greek Myths

occurred
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ly because she believes his affection is 1 mere
“pathological sentiment” induced by his physi-

which

have

10c.
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HOW TO PRACTICE, by A. M. Pupin,

On SOLID SILVER WARE. Sas

church at Epsom. - They enlisted for life, and

effect above the straight horizon line. ~ An
appreciative illustrated sketch (with portrait)

not

Postage,
age

Record.
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our work

Trade Marks

have been traveling on in the way that shines
brighter and
brighter to the perfect day.
Some few years since, the dark cloud of adversity gathered in their home sky, and the eldest,
a promising son, was called to leave bis young
wife to cross the dark river.
But God hung
out on the dark cloud of sorrow the cheering
bow of promine, to inspire trust and the hope
of meeting again. Mrs. M. was a woman of
really moral und Christian worth, whose even
life wis one uniform testimony for Christ.
And now she is deeply mourned by him whom
she so faithfully loved, and by two daughters
whom she calls heavenward as only a true
or disprove the authorship of the gospels?”
It would be almost superfluous to praise any. mother4n heaven can.
But this does not, as is assumed, corner the
book from the pen of George MacDonald. ““York.—Annie A. York died in Belmont,
skepties. On p. 13, quoting from Professor
There is to-day no living English writer who
Aug.
22, aged 14 years.
From the hos’ery to
" @reenleaf; our author shows why skeptics mul
can rival him in interest of narrstive, vigor of the sick room, with a-few days’ severe suffering, this beloved daughter of tender affectiply such books. The burden is laid upon them,
style abd purity of sentiment, and bis books
tion went to join the church of the First-born.
by the circumstances of the case, to prove that
If her natural ear was a little impaired, we
have reached a popularity which has been
the sacred writings are spurious, It is in the granted to few. The present work is the latest trust the ear of her soul knew the voice of Jesus, She loved music and the Sunday-school
van effort to do this, and not so much to reand ripest fruit of his. genius; full of those
and the hour of worship.
In her thoughts of
move the evidence in favor of miracles, that
subtle touches which show thorough acquainthow it would be after death, she expressed a
they have writtea and written in vain.
To be
wish
that
I
might
attend her funeral, and
ance with human nature, and breathing an
sure, if they could prove their point, they
atmosphere of mioral strength us well as of chose these words for the text: ‘ Yea, though
"would destroy in the minds of others all such tender sentiment. The reader of fiction will I walk through the valley of the sh adow of =
death, I will fear no evil: for thou art w
evidenoe, but their endeavor to prove it does
me; thy rod and thy staff they comfort me:
find it a story of unusual power. and interest.
not convict them of any suspicion that miraMay father, mother, brothers and sisters b
ready to meet her beyond the river of deat
eles, after all, are provable by evidence,
RECEPTION DAY.
Recitations and Dialogues
Services at the F.B. church, assisted by thé
for Public and Private Schools.
New York:
pastor, Rev. T. G. Wilder.
4
Y.
lizabeth Stuart Phelps.
E. L. Kellogg & Co.
Issued quarterly at 39
M. A. QUIMBY.
DO
A oy Eitan] Miflin & Co.
cents euch, or 1.00 per year,
Price $1.25. For sale by E. J. Lane & Co.
Swett.—Mr. Frederick Swett died at ManThis is a collection of fresh and taking diachester, N. H., June 1, in the 63th year of his
Nothingis more significant of the progress
logues, recitations, and short pieces for practiage.
Bro. Swett was converted
under the
already made in enlarging the sphere of woman
cal use in public and private schools. The
evangelistic labors of Dr. A. B. Earle in this
and seeuring her unhindered admission into
city Feb. 6, 1864, was baptized by Rev. Nahum
contents are adapted to all grades.
There are
professional life than the degree to which the
aud united with the Pine St. charch |
Brooks,
little verses and dialogues for the very small
Ft
April 1, 186%
—movement in this direction
has begun to show | children, and sturdy declamations for the more
Itself in the best of our current literature.
Dr,
advanced pupils.
In nearly every case the
%ay isa young woman ioside thirty, banddialogues are original, and have point and
some, healthy, strong, enthusiastic, generous,
force; they are such as can be used without
who, having had a thorough medical training
stage furniture.
A table and a few chairs are
im this country and in some of the best schools
all that is usually required.
The book contains
of Kurope, has been for several years a prac149 pages of carefully prepared matter, and it
sieing physician (homeopathist) ina small vil- is believed that its quarterly publication will
lage in Maine, not far from. Bapgor.
We
Smith.—Deacon David Y. Smith, born in|
afford great pleasure and protit.
It relieves
Meredith, N. H., Aug. 29, 1803, died in Gilhave few writers of fiction so well able as the teacher of a great deul of trouble in huntford, Sept. 13, 1882, where he had lived 34
Miss Phelps to undertake the delineation of ing up selections; most of these have the apyeurs.
He made a public profession of religion
such a character as this same Dr. Zay. Wheth- proval of teachers in all parts of the country.
at seventeen years of age.
He was baptized
er she is writing a prescription, bandaging a | Its certainly a most practical collection, and,
by Dr. 8. Dana and united with the New
Hampton church. In 1848.he moved to Gilford,
broken limb, or resuscitating a half-drowned’ besides, there is not a line that demoralizes;
uniting with the Gilfora Village F. B. church,
man, with all her briskness and brusqueness
of which he remained a faithful member until
on the contrary, while some are only for fun,
and business air, we are made to feel as Mr,
He was a subscriber to the Star for fifdeath,
much is for profit.
ty years, his father taking it from the first is.
Waldo Yorke felt, that, doctor or no doctor, a
sue.
8. 8.
true woman stands before us, with a woman's
MAGAZINES,
&o.
fine instinet, fine feelings, and quick sympaSayers.—James Sayers died Oct. 9, of heart
The Magazine of Art for November presents
thy in glorious fullness. Mr. Yorke is a rich,
a8 a frontispiece a fine reproduction of one of disease, he being in the 85thiveur of his age, .
He was born May 20, 1708, in Washington Co.,
* hearty young Boston ‘* do-nothing” who goes
J. F. Met's
characteristic works—a broad
Penn. He emigrated to the State of Ohio with
to Sherman, where Dr. Zay practices, to look
plain'over which in the gloaming wanders a his futher’s family when but a lad, and endured
after some property ; meets with a dreadful ac- flock cf sheep following the shepherdess whose
the hardships of a frontier life, He was married to Miss Ellenor Goodin, Nov. 4, 1819,
eident and is nearly killed; is treated and re- dark figure rises with marked stereescopic
with
whom
he
lived - uamtil
her
death,
stored by this female physician; falls in love
with her; is repelled in every advance partly
‘beeause the lady is so devoted ‘to her profession that she does not care to marry, but main-

does

Centennial

full sheet music tize, are handsomely bound, and
give a great deal of music for a moderate price..
The MUSICAL FAVORITE contains about 50 pieces of am average length of 3 to £-pages each, of

BERG.

uine DR.
C.
cLANE’S
CELEBRATED
LIVER PILLS, send us 25 cents, and we will
send Jou a box by mail, and a set of our advertising cards.

_ Marden.—Died in Plastow, N. H.%" April
29, Mrx. Louisa B., wife of Philip’ C. Marden,
uged 62 years. Some twenty-eight years ago,
at the beginning of the new
year, Mrs. M. with
her husband began a new life, which brought
vew light and joy inte that pleasant home.
July 2 of that season, they both were baptized
and identified themselves with the F. B.

muking themselves acquainted with the doings
of their Dutch ancestors there in the days of
simple, and, for the common mind, so readable
i New Amsterdam, and spend several weeks in
a form as this.
We wish it could be oftener
Holland, seeing sights, taking ap object lesson
done.
We have noticed but ene thing in his
in history, and especially making the connecbook which has excited disapproval.
The
tion between American history and Dutch
points, especially the main ones, are usually
history. The descriptions are vivid and the
well teken and sound. Bud, occasionally we
find what appears to be an assumption ®t a, conversation always vivacious, and often witty and amusing.
The publishers have made a
point is proven, such as is common enough to
handsome volume,
The engravings are numthose who argue much and especially in the
erous and fine. The illuminated cover is both
eourts or before a jury. Skeptics often stake
beautiful and novel.
the pesition that no amount of evidence can
prove
a miracle. **‘ If,” says our author, “a
WEIGHED AND WANTING.
By Georgo Macmiracle cannot
be proved by apy evidence,
Douaid.
pp. 625. Boston: D. Lothrop & Co.
why have skeptics multiplied books to prove
Price $1.60.

Slorekeeper

‘Zip

THE MUSICAL FAVORITE.

The genuine are never sugar-coated.
Bret box has a red wax seal on the lid,
i
the impression: McLane Liver Pill
LIVER PILLS bear
e genuine M
the Sigasnre of C. Me:
e and Fleming Bros.
on
the wrappers.
=
:
:
it
upon having the
genuine DR. C. Mc’'S Ever P,
y Be
ed by Fleming
of Pittsburgh Pa., the market bein
of imitationsof the name McLane, spell
ntly, but of same pronunciation.

Rev. John Silvernail,
Jan. 1, 1855.and until a
death

ful style, make them equally interesting to
those who are older. They are instructive
also, as much so as many more pretentious
works, and convey a large amount of just that
kind of historical information which everybody ought to kvow, ina manner at ouce
amusing und decidedly helpful to the memory.

Home,”

SONGS aie the Iutest FAVOR to Ditson’s * Home
Musical Library,” have more than 200 pages euch,

;
DER

Kentucky

little Eagle book for teachers and’ scholars,

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.

Silerywas
the

satisfied with ber baptism, she was immersed
by Rev, L. P. Tomkins and united with the

er with the charm of his simple, chatty, taste

Yours truly,
J. VON

Ballads and ‘+ worship,bat is often used in co
TERMS : Sin;
50, dz. or more
$1.20.
Abrig.
ingle, $1.0,
4d
s 50.
Coon,”
Nelly

Bright Light,” and there are more than 90 others.
= $2. plain.
$2.50 = cloth.
$3. gilt,

-

doctors had given her up, took two of your
Pills, and got more relief than she has from
all the doctors.

100'popujar

Biy,” « Camptown Races,” “ Golden Slippers,”
* Lilly. Dale,” *“ Twinkling Stars,” ©
the

The praise your Liver Pills have called forth

M. E church; but subsequently becomingedis-

togeth-

melodies, in one book.

Plantation Songs with piano
accompaniment.
This number includes * Old Folks at Home,”

here is wonderful. After taking one and a half
‘boxes of your genuine DR. C. McLANE'S
LIVER PILLS, I have entirely recovered from
my four years’ suffering. All who know me
wonder how I, who, for 50 many years, had
no appetite and could not sleep for backache,
stitch in my side, and general stomach coms=
plaints, could have recovered.
:
An old lady in our city, who has suffered
for many years from kidney disease, and the

Rev.

Rev. John
Sept. 3, of
Silvernail
united with

Here, at Jast, we have nearly all the world-famous,
. universally admired, sung
and whistled

SIEGEN, January 9, 1882.
©

Very esteemed sirs:

bore a long and painful illess, and met ‘death

Nilvernail.—Sarah, wife of
vernail, died at Orange, Mich.,
sipelas, aged 47 years.
Sister
converted at the age of 15, and

MINSTREL SONGS. oro avo new.

|

“Old

without fear, suying, * I believe God will give
me a place in heaven, and something to do.”’
May her God comfort her sorrowing friends,
and ut last reunite them all in the heaven to
which she has gone.
rar
.

Scudder is a delightful writer .for the

young; and the character of his books,

of

fel

A LETTER FROM GERMANY.

|

O.. Butler, aged 20 years and 5 months.
Her
superior intellect, pure principles, affectionate
disposition ahd modest deportment won the respect-and love of all who knew her. She
joined the church about six years ago, and her
life has been in accord with her professions.
Educated and aécomplished, she~was the light
and joy of home and friends. Patiently she

THE BODLEY GRANDCHILDREN AND THEIR
JOURNEY THROUGH HOLLAND.
By Horace
E. Scudder.
Boston: Hougnton, Mifflin &*
Co. Riverside Press,
Price $1.50.
For
sale by E. J. Lane & Co.

Price 25

cents a bottle.

Butler.—Died in Chelsea, Mass., Oct. 11,
1882, Estelle M., only daughter of J. E. and A.

weapons, and other accessories of the figure
pieces were carefully studied from contemporary pictures and descriptions, or from later
authoritative works.
There are one hundred
and twenty illustrations in all. The paper in
this volume is very rich and heavy, and it
would be difficult indeed to suggest any improvement
in its typographical appearance,
We can not believe a more beautiful holiday
volume than this, for the money, will be issued
this fall.

Mr.

health to the child it rests the mother.

not” patronize the Star, it is e:
that cash
will Jocompaly the copy at the rate of four cents
per line of eight words. ~ F erses are inadmissible.

basis of the exquisite
volume.

# FAVORITES.

Particular Notice. Obituaries must be brief
and for the public. For the excess over one hundred words,
ahd for those sent by persons who, do

5

visited and sketched by him, and these sketch-

es have afforded

Mailed free,

2
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risen,” says Paul, *‘ then is our preaching vain,
and your faith is also vain.” The great apostle thus fearlessly and confidently pinned his

about it.

ALY
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Charles R. Morrison. pp. 155. Andover: Warren F. Draper.
:
The Resurrection of Christ is the pivotal
point on which turns the whole gospel assurance of human redemption. ‘If Christ be not

resentation of peaceful hours and bloody feuds,’
and the romantic personal interest which it inspires, make it a happy subject indeed for the
illustrator’s pencil. The publishers have spared
no pains in this edition of the famous poem.

The Racred Melody

is a small book of 225 hymns and several
tunes selecteo especially for prayer meetings.
20
cents; postage,
2 cents.
Spiritual Songs.
;
This book of nearly 1100 hymns with tunes is
offered to our churches as the Hest of all
8 of
the kind now before the pablic.
The
abridged
edition is a selection of just one-half of the hymns
and more than hall of the tunes found in the
larger book. and is for the,
vestry and social

-
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RESURRECTION;

STANDPOINT.
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Mis. WINSLOW'S Sooriiya
YRUP is the prescription of one of the best female physicians and
norses in the United States, and has been
for-forty years with never failing success by mil| lions ot motners for their children. It relieves the
child from pain. cures dysentery andy diarrhea,
griping in the bowels and wind colic. By giving

SESS
eS easSE ON

CHRIST'S

rep-

‘AIA

OF

LAWYER'S"

its

Forty Years’ Experience of an Old Nurse,

A

A

& PALEN, 1109 Girard St., Philadelphia, for their
Treatise on Compound
Oxygen, and learn all

¢

PROOFS

¥RO®M

A new departure in the treatment of chronic
diseases has been made. Send to DRS. STARKEY

broad lochs.and blue hills of Scotland,

STON

PEE

the art of book-making than ¢ The Lady of the
Lake.” Its magnificent lines which paint the

U

Book Table.

CAPT. CHAS. B. ROGERS,
good
order, and
must say tha

fifty dollars.

Yow can rely on

it

Ship “Twilight,” San Francisco.

e Instrument gives
perfect satIt is neaily made and ¥omderfully heap it two dol rs.
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Bates Theological School.
There was another lecture by Prof. Fullonton before the students, Friday, Oct. 26. It

of

landing

2i.—The

OCT.

TUESDAY.

William Penn was celebrated in Chester,
Penn., yesterday.—— Nearly 45)0 immigrants
arrived in New York yesterday from Europe.

Bronson Alcott has a paralytic shock
A.
n Concord, Mass. —The eighth annual ‘congress of the Protestant Episcopal church is in
new
session at Richmond; Va.——Fifty-one
cases of ypHow fevervand five deaths at Pensa3

:

plied at Winnegance, Oct. 22.

S. Flanders,

Young

E.R. Chadwick,

Mén’s

Christian

Beede,

M.

L.

with

Chili.——The whole of Egypt south of Khartoum is in possession of the false prophet.

THURSDAY, OCT. 26. —Votes.of thanks to
the British army in Egypt are passed by both
$Houses of Parliament.——Honolulu
advices
state that Kilenalu isin eruption on a grander
scale than for a quarter of a century.
:
Fripay,
OcT. 27.——The
uneasiness in
France is said to be on the increase, and reports from Lyons declare the situation there
critical. The mob threatens to attack the banks
and public buildings, but precautionary measures are taken by the authorities.——The damage by the recent floods in the southern Tyrol
is estimated at over 1, 500,000 florins.

earliest of blackberries, ripening considerably

advance
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tense. heat

of the people to cur free institutions, and their
cheerful obedienceto mild taws ; for the constanting its privileges

with

and

the

to fei)

men who come to us ;
f internal communiea- |
tacililies of intercourse

meatiEo

increased

other nations;

jor the general

health of vhe year ; for the

general

prevailing

prosperity

of

all our industries, the liberal return for the mechanic’s toil affording a market for the abundant
harvestsof the husband man

; for the preservation

of the national faith and credit ; for wise and gen.
€erous provision to effeet the intelectual and mor.
al education of our youth ; for the influence upon
the conseience of a restraining and a wansform.
ing religion, and for the joys of home ; for these,
and for many other blessings, we should
thanks, Wherefore I do recommend that the give
day
above designated be observed throughoat
the
country. gs.a. day of national thanksgiving and
prayer, and that the people, ceasing from
daily labore and meeting in accordance with their
their
tude

for

the manifold

vouchsafed ¢o ns,

and

goodness

praying

‘and his mercies may coutinue.

recommend that the day
a special occasion for

which

kindness and char.

ity to the suffering and the needy, 80 that all
dwall within the land may rejoice and be glaa whoin
this season of national thanksgiving. - In witness whereof 1 have hereunto set my hand
Ad eansed the sea) of the United States to be:

in the Jear of Er Lord 1882, and of the
independence of the United States the one
hundred andsevent
Dard
seventh
h.,
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ders of the liver or urinary
organs it is a searching
remedy and works marvelous benefits, Itis in itself almost a medicine chest.
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overwork. or a
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cured him of a stubborn case of rheumatism;
and it
isa fact that in all affections arising out of diser-

Ed
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ia,and Constipation,andbecame

6,” and signed
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$0c. and §1 sizes,nt dealers in-drogs and medicines,
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anything on my stomach, in fact,
life had almost become a burden.
Finally, when hope had almost left
me, my husband seeing Brown's
Iron
Brrrers advertised in the
per, induced me to give it a trial.
4 now taking the third! bottle
and have not felt so well
six
years as I do at the present time.
Mrs, LF. GrirrFix.

that

is

six years I have been a

§

Parker's
Hair Balsamis
perfumed
and is
verted to prevent falling of the hair and to re.
move dandruff and itching. Hiscox & Co., N.Y,

BFlchilitated thas 1 could mot retain

times,

here

invalid.

37 Walker St., Baltimore, Dec. 1881.
adnate

the claim thatit is the most snccessful specific for
Stone yet discovered, are now in Dr. Kennedy's
possession. Incidentally Mr. Lawler also states
that the * Favorite Remedy’ at the same time

can Agriculturist.

‘

5

14 years,

‘as to warrant for ‘‘ Kennedy’s

Such, while small, are easily protected

branches of other

sence of other means, we have used simply commor brush, kept from resting upon the shrub by
using a few stakes to receive its weight.—dmeri-

120

are one and

to

Dr. Kennedy

ter bears date

or, if that 1s too large, some may be tied in its up-

agree that

phenomenon,

is due

the weakest

remarkable result: * Dear Doctor Kennedy—The
day after I came home I passed two gravel stones,
1
am doing nicely now. If you would like to
see the stones I will send them to you.” This let-

per part. Some evergreen trees are tender when
first planted, but when large and well established,

for the

their powerful action

1

possible to avoid an operation.

be frozen.

; To raise me from

both

been,

ton, Mass., states in a lefter to

TRE

the boughs of some evergreen tree—spruce answers
well.
These are stuck in the soil around the shrub;

8ir Garner. Wolseley to the Khedive.
Faye

ou th

shrubs, and make them into neat-looking bundles.
Quite as eflective a method of protecting is to use

miles away, At that
great distance the signalg, appearing like pin-points of brightness,
were easily urcertained to be a message from
M.

while

is preferred by those
whohave usedit, toanysimilar article, on ac-

to the scalp and hair
and always
'

seven physicians; but nothing beyond temporary
allayment of the pain had been worked for him.
Toward the end of last January Mr. Lawler called
on Dr. Kennedy.
Sounding him, the doctor
‘struck stone.”
He decided that Mr. Lawler
should first try the * Favorite Remedy,” so as, if

alongside

Bat many plants can not be bent down, and such
must be protected as they stand. The old garden-

by the spectrum.

cyclones, tornadoes and trombes

planted

earth or sods, it should not be done too early.
but delayed until there is danger that the ground

is now

reflected a ray of sunlight to Alexandria,

and

of other quinces

This elegant dressing

:

Will infuse with new life

he had been troubled with Bladder

largely plant-

winter.
Both kinds mns<t be taken up and housed,
or be protected where they stand.
Ove of the simplest methods of winter protection isto lay the
plant down and cover-it with a few inches of soil,
as practised on the large scale with the European
Raspberry.
The Fig may be protected in the same
manner, but its roots must be so trained as to allow of the bending.
A modification of this is to
cover the plant with sods, placed grass-side up.
This method is advised for the so-called Monthly
Roses (the Bengal or China), which may thus be
left in the beds with safety. On covering with

An interesting experiment in heliography, or
signaling by sunshine, was successfully made
in Egypt during the recent campaign.
Colo
nel Keyser ascended one of the pyramids near
Cairo, and by means of a heliograpic mirror

Dr. Andries

being early, is already

:

o

only that are beneficial

| dy’s Favorite Remedy”—the invention of Dr. Kennedy of Rondout, N. Y. Another striking case is
appear to be now added to the Jist. Mr. Peter Lawler, of Dal.

The fruit ripens much
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Marvelous
Cure of Stone in the Bladder—Large Stones Removed by
¢ Kennedy’s Favorite
Remedy.”
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Do,
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changed with regard to the sun so that the
amount of reflected light is greatly diminished,
and the comet itself is greatly cooled, after its
hot bath in the atmosphere of the sun. The
beautiful silvery appearance of the comet is
autributed to the preponderance of green light

the same mechanical

secrolury of State.

more

be
COMMISSIONER

Overcomes weakness, wakefulness, and lack ofenergy

Stone in the Bladder is at once a most annoy ing
and very dangerous ailment; but many most re-

color,

six inches high arcund them

——————————,

And I do further

of its eariiis also beRed Hybrid,
notice than

ESCAPE

in every county, bub ic buildings all

paid for, and no debt. Its soil
mate combine to
crops, and it is the best fruit state in the
veral milli
facres of
ied and

a Massachusetts
Engineer—Timely
Warning of Mr. John Spencer, Bag=
gage Master of the B & A. R.R.

hand, ten per cent. of the plants get out fl ¢

apparent separation of the nucleus into three

he has

proving very

rarely losing a lant or tree, if the soil is hill*pup

or more parts on several duys and the subsequent consolidation of it, that the nucleus is not
a single body, bat is composed of independent
parts which have a motion among themselves,

that his blessings

Doneat the city of Wilshinglon this 25th day
October,

sun,

which it emits as is shown

thus appointed be made

deeds of

of the

The hypothesis-is advanced to account

several forms of worsLip, draw near to the throne
of Almighty
(tod, offering to him praise and grati-

Of

#39

one

the nu-

for the improved

devotion

NARROW

in

and of the same age, will be without a single specimen.
Ivanhoe Apple is also creating many inquiries
from fruit growers.
Ithas kept as long as the
Roxbury Russet in the same box ; while its juiciness and good quality shouold- cause
it to sell at
three times the price of the dry and mealy Russets.
Kieffer Pear is a greater favorite than ever, now
that people are learning that the trees are blightproof, and that its large and high-colored fruit
sells at such handsome prices.
3
The fall months are now selected by many persons in preference to the
{
spring for
planting
their fruits. I have myself usually had much better success with what currants, blackberries, raxpberries, fruit-trees,
etc., I have
had planted
in the fall, even though planting in December

Horace Mann

The tail of the comet

York.

‘No. 112 Fifth Avenue, N. Y.

and churches

Strengthensthe musclesand
nerves,enriches the blood.

TRUEX,

:

The state of Michisun has more than 4.000 miles of
railroad, and 1,600 miles
of lake
on, schools

of

ry; while it is judged that it produces nearly

entire rows

time

ly Icreasing strength of the republic, while extend-

the different sections
of the land ; for liberty justice

298 Pearl St, New

B

E|

BI

Cheap Farms

and gives abundant sus- tenance for her child.

|:

benefit

AL

Nos. 204 and 206 West Baltimore Street,

' Baltimore.

Restores an exhausted nursing motherto full strength

in which

single teaspoonful

For sale by all druggists, and E.

for cooking.
lis trees are often loaded down with
fruit when planted only two or three years, while

new

cleus was found to ‘consist of a faint continuous
spectrum without any bright bands.
The explanation of the great change that has occurred in the spectrum since the comet was first
examined just after it bad passed the sun is
that the continuous spectrum was due to reflected light, while the bright bands were due
to the incandescent vapor formed by the in-

nutritious. form

secured to the patient by a

ed throughout the country. The-Champion Quince
will easily keep until January and February, and
ig very large and showy, and of éx@elient quality

The beautiful comet is fast receding from
recent earthquake will reach $30,000.
the sun, and consequently growing less bright.
M. de Lesseps is studying a scheme byt Two weeks ago the following announcement
which he hopes to shorten the voyage between
was made:
=
Europe and the East, through the Suez canal,
The present
comet in the eastern sky,
by three or four days.
which can be distinctly seen by everyone at
It is believed in England that the cost of the
early morning, is certainly
the most remarkalate war with Egypt will amount to nearly £4,ble one of all the modern comets.
Prof. Lewis
000,000 exclusive of the expense of the army of Swift, director. of- the Warner Observatory,
occupation and the Indian contingent.
Rochester; N. Y., states that the comet grazed
the sun so closely as to cause great disturbThree boat crews of shipwrecked
sailors
ance, so much so that it has divided into no less
have been massacred at Basket Island by the
than eight separate parts, all of which can be
natives.
distinctly seen by a good telescope. = There is
There arrived at seven of the principal ports
only one other instance on record where a
of the country during the month of September,
comet has divided, that one being Biela’s com49,935 immigrants.
s
et of 1846, which separated into two parts,
Applications have been made on Mr, H. H.
A stage was attacked by road agents in the
Warner by parties who have noted these eomoutskirts of Leadville, Col., and" the passenetary offshoot, claiming the $200 prize for each
gers were robbed of $2,000.
one of them.
Whether the great comet: will
. The loss of property by the fire at Hopkinscontinue to produce a brood of smaller comets
ville, Ky., on Wednesday will aggregate $300,»
0g0. Four large business blocks’ were destroy- remains to be seen.
ed.
Nr
However it appeared for a short timetwo
dT
weeks ago, it is certain that there has been no
Personal.
real division of this wonderful body. If there
have been detached portions, as some report,
Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes has tendered
his resignation as Parkman Professor of Anatthey were temporary. A careful search has been
omy in the Medieal School of Harvard University, but it will be permitted to remain in abey- made with the 26-inch equatorial at -Washington, and po change was observed in the nuance
uatil satisfactory arrangments can
be
made for filling the vacancv.
The reti rement
cleus excepta little additional brightness. It
of Dr. Holmes from the office he has held for
is believed that no further change will occur
thirty-five years is induced by a desire to give
from now until it disappears ia space,
The
attention hereafter to literary pursuits.
spectroscope shows that changes have occurThe Ex-Empress Eugenie has returned to
red.
When It was near the sun, the spectrum
England.
was bright and continuous, with many bright
Thanksgiving,
bands, among which the sodium ‘bands were
By the President
of the United States of America, prominent. Tn the spectrum of October 15 and
16 there was no trace -of the sodium band.
A PROCLAMATION.
:
Feucently the spectroscope showed the comet's
In conformity with a custom, the annual observ. ance of which is justly held in honor by this
peo- | spectrum to be that of incandescent
carbon
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Scientific.
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vigorous and healthy
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which subsists between this republic and all the nations. ofthe earth; for freedom f1om internal discord
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Will insure a hearty appetite
and increased digestion.

“The bushes that I lave set out here have made a

estate then

Hon.

OIL

nearly

half more

The Hillsdale Herald always gets a welcome reception at our table, but especially so
since it comes in an improved appearance. We
congratulate it on being back on College Hill,

The widow of the late

ing. The blessings demanding our gratitude are
manifold and varied. For the peace and unily

1t is

from large seeds than any othér known

has presented to the library of Brown Universi
ty the study chair used by her husband when
he was, from 1816 to 1819, an under-graduate
of that institution.
4

ple, I, Chester A. Arihur, President of the United
States, do hereby set apart Thursday, the 30th day
of November next, as a day of public thanksgiv-

Early.

fruit is of a pink and red

supposed to be of littie value.” Fortunately it
was found to be invested largely in Wisconsin
pine lands, and is now worth something over
$2,000,000. The same institution has, or will
receive, $5,000,000 more from the sale of serip
pine lands in the same State. In consideration of this, it has been suggested that Cornell
ought to engrave the cone of the white pine on
her seal.
= Shien
¢ ae
fos
.

<“8ixty thousand families were made homeless by the typhoen, at Manilla, Oct. 20.

Approved by the Acadenly

all of the others on E¢eount of the novelty of ils be
ing a red blackberryof fine eating qualities. The

:

of an

COD LIVER

York for coughs, colds, bronchial and tubercular
consumption, scrofula and general debility. The

Now is the time to subscribe for the Bates
Student, a monthly magazine published by the
berry, and is probably more generally known than
students of Bates College:
Terms—$1 per
the Texas Redg
year in advance.
To every new subscriber
Champion Quince has merits and demerits,
for 1883, we will furnish the Student free for
though I am inclined to believe that its'merits far
the remainder of this year beginning with the
exceed its faults. 1 might, perhaps, say its single
October number.
Address Business Manager : ‘fault is its very late ripening, though most perof The Student, Bates College, Lewiston, Me.,
sons will consider this an advantage, as the Or-

since received the bequest

Property to the walue of .5,000,000 roubles
bas been destroyed in the timber yards by the
river Neva,

QUERU’S

er than Wilson’s Early, and may preve quite profitable in market, ifthe plants are set out in sufficient quantities. Crystal White is a white black-

The library of Cornell University some

Miscellaneous.

and constitutional government ; for the

of Wilson's

profitable in some sections on acconnt
ness.
The Early Harvest Blackberry
coming a favorite for earliness. Texas
however, is perhaps attracting more

Professor John H. Niemeyer, of the Yule
Art School, announces that he will not allow
his newly assumed duties as director of the
art gallery at-Smith College to comein conflict
in any way with his work at the. former institution, which will go on as before.

is aZain

Fergennesis another

De

journals."—Republican.

religious

Cures general debility, and

Respectfully.
GEO, Ii. HARRIS.

qualities.

sxpectorant
eRpgciosaat

which will prove most suited to his wants.
- Brunton's "Edgly blackberry is now attracting
considerable attention as being one of thé very

A Special Offer.

and wish it abundant successin winning

flooded.——The village of Grindelwald, Switzerland, has been almost entirely--destroyed by
a burricane.

The

+

of its tonic and

Zoogunt

simply

dy for children,

It ripens

the best. They are all worthy of trial, and this,
perhaps, is the only way for each person to decide

friends, and we are sure it will retain the old.

SATURDAY, OCT. 28.——The Bey of Tunis
died ou Friday night.
His brother Sidi Ali
ascends the throne.——Sir Garnet Wolseley arrives in Eongland.——Heavy rains flood
the
Thames valley.—— Distress exists on the western ceo ist of Ireland.
gow
!

it.

Portraits
wi
:
of GARFIELD and LINCOLN,
each 11x14 for 25 cts

Brilliant writers.
for everybodv,
TRIBUTOR. Boston.

will cure the worst

ts Jelly than by double the quantity of the liquid
its own as to make it difiicalt to decide which is, ‘oil,
and the most delicate stomach will not Jules!

C.-

M.

distinctoess of taste,

two

“The Coniributor’s 8. 8. Notes are unsurpasseq.»
—Salem Post. * It is one of the most ably editeq

“of dyspepsia.

I prefer Downs’ Elixir to any other cough reme-

Arbor, Naomi, El Dorado, Pocklington, Duchess,
Prentess, and Lady Washington are all fine white
grapes, each one having such distinctive merits of

Hersey,

Association.

and

it a real pleasure. to eat

quite an acquisition.

Bates Student.

Calderon

by

Aaron

make

.

That BROwWN'S IRON BITTERS

Fairhaven, Vt., Jan. 1, 1882,

a pleasant flavor and of a cer-

fine new, red grape, hardy of vine, and, being
much earlier than the other, it makes a good counterpart, or companion to that vine,
While Ann

Hersey, ’84, upon recommendation of -the examining committee, has received the appointment to the West Point cadetship by Cengressman Ladd, and will enter there, if he
succeeds in passing the severe examination
required of candidates for admission.
The ‘annual catalogue of the College and Theological
school is just out.
;
5
COR.

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 23. —— Marder and pil-

The damage to the Panama Railroad

of

January or February.

ed to unite with the International College
Young Men's Christian Association.
Delegales were chosen to represent the college at
the sixteenth annual convention of the Maine

TUESDAY, OCT. 24.——Milan I., the King of
Servia, hus been shot at by a woman, but was
not injured.— —The English Parliament opens.
——During a gale in England a barque is wrecked off Great Yarmouth and the crew of thirteen
are all lost.
py fl

Tyrol

grape,

late, and can easily be kept in fine condition until

tian Association Friday, Oct. 20, it was decid-

Mill at Fall River,

-30.——The

that

Miss E. L. Knowles; W. D. Wilson, Business
Manager. Ata meeting of the College ‘Chris-

ABROAD.

OCT.

looking

College,

the Junior class as follows:

MONDAY, OcT. 30.——A sudden change for
the better has occurred at Pensacola, only nine
new cases of yellow fever having been reported
yesterday.——A large increase in the foreign
mail department during the past fiscal year.

MoXDAY,

Cor.

The College is to have a new telescope soon.
J. S. Brown, A. M., enters Doane College,
Crete, Nebraska, this fall, as teacher of chemistry. Mr.'Brown was for nine. years principal of the Lyndon Institute, Lyndon (enter,
Vt. The editors of the Student, for the year
commencing Jan. 1st, Have been chosen from

which cost $300,000, is destroyed by fire.

declines to sign the peace negotiations

until the

pretences

false

under

ment of property

tain erispness of berry
Bates

.g0 pronounces Mrs. Scoville insane.——The
Eureka Cast-steel Co.’s works at Lamokin, Pa.,

lage still prevail in Peru, and Garcia

BY R. H. HAINES,

time of George I.
ce
:
A SELECTION OF THE BEST VARIETIES; FALL
as
i
PLANTINGS, ETC.
:
;
BUCHUPAIBA.
In this age of progress in the science of Horti- . Quick, complete cure, all annoying Kidney, Bladder and-Urinary Diseases. $1. Druggists.
culture, when scores of new! fruits are appearing
every year, it is not very easy for the uninitiated
None are so desolate but something dear, dearer
suppose that the professors. if “sustaining the to decide which of the newest varieties have the
than self, possesses or is possessed.— Byron.
“feaching required and the students in pursuThe following descriptions ‘may
most merits.
Let those who would effect singularity with
therefore prove an assistance to those who may
ing their studies and supplying pulpits at the
success first delsTaine to be very virtuous, and
same.time are not doing large tasks. There is | wish to replace some of the older or inferior vari: they
.
Will be sure to be very singular.—Lacan.
.eties with others, or to those who, . for their own |
activity and toil in this Christian work.
Mr.
Burlington, Vt.; Jan, 25, 1882.
Lowden, of the Middle class, supplied” at Lis- ‘amusement and gratification, like to have the best | ; I have used Down’s Elixir exclusively for nysels
of the new fruits in their gardens:—
s,
and in 'my family fora score or more 0
bon, Sunday, Oct. 15, and at Hallowell,Sunday,
WARREN GIBBS,
keep it with me.
The Jefferson Grape,l think, pleases me most in
Co.
Ins.
Life
Oct. 22. Mr. Cox, of the Junior Class, sup- the line of new, red grapes. It is a large and fine- si Sways . p President Vermont

SATURDAY, Oct. 28.——The juryin Chica-

0

PL

all the departments of instruction and among
the several members of the classes pleasant and
efficient work has been done,
No one should

are killed and eight injured by. an explosion
in Fairmount Park, Phil,—The acting Secretary of the interior decides that seven years’
absence may be taken as proof presumptive : of
a soldier’s deuth.
THURSDAY, OcT.
26.—Brigadier-general
Pope is promoted to be major-general
and
Colonel Mackenzie to be brigadier-general.—
AJ
Bronsoh
Alcott has
another paralytic
shock; and he appears to be failing.
FRIDAY, OCT. 27.——The Penn bi-centennial celebration
closes in Philadelphia.—
There have been131 business failures throughout the courtry during the past seven days.

are burned.—The Flint

NEW, AND DESIRABLE FRUITS.

.

3 MONTHS TRIAL &:-.:x \

* Know

SKINNY MEN.
—
« Wells’ Health Renewer” restores health and
vigor, cures Dyspepsia, Impotence, Sexual Debility. $1.
England fisd no statutes against the acquire-

was one of the most pleasant and instructive in
the excellent course that he is now giving. In

persons

25.—Seven

OCT.

WEDNESDAY,

Farm and Frome.

Pp

And

There is no porter like gravitation.
x
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150 NASSUA ST,, NEW YORK.
- MAHOMMED was born at Mecea about 570.

HEGEMAXN'S GASTRICINE
PREVENTS, RELIEVES, CURES DYSPEPSIA

A

trial of

GASTRICINE

LOZENGES

will convince the sufferer of their efficacy. SO
by druggists. Price 25 andib0 cents per box
Sent by mail. Beware of imitations
J. N. HEGEMAN & CO., Proprietors.
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